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THE RURAL SCHOOL PROJECT OF
THE ROSENWALD FUND,
1934-1946
by
Rebecca Hollis Ryckeley
Under the Direction of Deron Boyles, Ph.D.
ABSTRACT
In this dissertation I examine the work implemented by officers of the Rosenwald Fund
after the school building program ended in 1932. Based on extensive visits to Rosenwald schools
throughout the rural South, members of the Rosenwald Fund recognized the need to improve
instruction and resources in the schools and established the Rural School Council. Through
various demonstration projects and field studies, the work shifted to improving teacher education
by heavily investing in several colleges including West Georgia College, South Georgia
Teachers College, The University of Georgia, and Fort Valley State Teachers College. The Rural
School Council members believed that by improving schools, rural living conditions and race
relations would also improve. To explore the work of the Rural School Council, I wrote a
narrative historical study, analyzing extensive archival collections from Fisk University, The
Amistad Research Center, and the Georgia Archives as well as books and journal articles written
by Council members. The work of the Council led to lasting change in teacher education in
Georgia.
INDEX WORDS: Rosenwald Schools, History of Rural Education, History Higher Education,
Pre-Service Teacher Education
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Private philanthropy to leverage education reform is a contemporary phenomenon that
has created an educational environment in which foundations drive curricular and instructional
reform, inclusion of technology in the classroom, an increased role of the federal government in
education, questions of the quality of teacher education and supervision, and national
partnerships among states. Current philanthropy by foundations such as the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation offer school systems and state departments of education seed money to invest
in programs geared toward changing education by implementing programs approved by the
philosophy of the wealthiest moguls. Influential as they may be in public education, these
contemporary philanthropic foundations are not newcomers to the scene of education reform.
There is a storied tradition of the wealthiest Americans, often self-made, creating charitable
foundations to reform society through public service programs such as education and public
healthcare. Historical examples of these foundations include, but are not limited to, the PhelpsStokes Fund, The General Education Board of the Rockefeller Foundation (GEB), the Carnegie
Foundation, The Jeanes Fund, The Peabody Fund, and The Rosenwald Fund (the Fund).1
Although there are many differences between the first round of philanthropic foundations
stemming from the industrial and commercial revolutions of the late nineteenth century and
foundations active in education and government currently, the similarities are striking.
Regardless of the era, philanthropists capitalize on funding shortfalls in public education to

1

The focus of this project is the Rosenwald Fund. There are ample studies of the roles of philanthropic
outreach to improve education. For critical, yet comprehensive studies of foundations, refer to James D. Anderson,
The Education of Blacks in the South, 1860-1935, William H. Watkins, The White Architects of Black Education:
Ideology and Power in America, 1865-1954, and Adam Fairclough, A Class of Their Own: Black Teachers in the
Segregated South, and Michael Fultz, “Teacher Training and African American Education in the South, 1900-1940,”
Journal of Negro Education 64, no. 2, Spring, 1995, 196-210.
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leverage their investment in public welfare to implement social changes through education and
schooling to fit their agendas.
Many of the philanthropies donated money to improve education for both black and
white students; however, there is a long tradition of support only for one race or another. The
Rosenwald Fund, for example, began as a program specifically focused on supporting the
construction of schools for black communities in the South. This study focuses specifically on
the Fund’s investment in an experimental program to remedy the inequities of two distinct issues
facing society in the early twentieth century: the gap between rural and urban schools and the
gulf between schools for black and white children in the South.2 The majority of current
scholarship about the Fund centers on the school-building program, however this project is
unique because it will focus on the Rural School Project (RSP) undertaken in the 1930s and
1940s as an attempt to remedy the growing educational gap between urban and rural education
for both black and white students.3 The early activities of the Fund and the pivotal friendship of
Booker T. Washington and Julius Rosenwald are well documented in scholarly books and
articles.4 In addition to comprehensive accounts of the school-building program, recent interest

2

For the purposes of this paper, I will designate African American students as black and European
American students as white unless either using a direct quotation from a contemporary source or where it is
appropriate in context of the RSP, in which case I will refer to African Americans as Negro. The word Negro was
considered appropriate in the 1930s and 1940s.
3
Using RSP to abbreviate the Rural School Project is both convenient and accurate. The documents and
files of the Project are stamped RSP. There are also a few documents that are stamped “The Simon Project” after
the husband and wife team, James and Margaret Simon who served as officers of the fund and were early advocates
for the changed focus of the fund.
4
See Mary S. Hoffschwelle, The Rosenwald Schools of the American South (Gainesville, FL: University
Press of Florida 2006) for a comprehensive study of the school-building program of the Rosenwald Fund and a
description of the relationship between Julius Rosenwald and Booker T. Washington. This scholarly work
concludes with the end of the school-building program in 1932. See also Stephanie Deutsch, You Need a School
House: Booker T. Washington, Julius Rosenwald, and the Building of Schools for the Segregated South (Evanston,
IL: Northwestern University Press 2011) for a detailed account of the friendship between Booker T. Washington and
Julius Rosenwald. This work focuses on lives of each man and through the joint biography, explains the origins of
the school-building program.
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in historical preservation projects to restore surviving Rosenwald schools has fostered case-study
histories of various Rosenwald schools around the South.5
A responsibility the Fund’s Board members and officers undertook was visiting southern
states to maintain strong ties with the various state education officials who supervised Negro
education. These state-level officials’ salaries were funded by the GEB, and their duties included
managing philanthropic funds flowing into the states’ education budgets to ensure that the funds
were spent for the assigned purposes. This included coordinating and supervising the Jeanes
supervisors whose salaries were paid by the Jeanes Fund. Jeanes supervisors traveled around
counties with Negro schools supporting teachers with important duties such as record keeping,
curriculum and instruction changes, and whenever possible, resource support. Jeanes teachers
often led community support for building Rosenwald Schoolhouses, and also petitioned white
superintendents for increased funding and materials for black schools. Jeanes teachers’ unified
far-flung community schools in the rural South. Along with the state supervisors of Negro
Education, they formed advocacy networks for Negro rural schools and the issues confronting
teachers and communities.
Ongoing communication between state agents and national philanthropic organizations
resulted in changes in funding programs, and ultimately led to the revised focus of the Fund’s
investment in schools in Georgia from 1932 to 1947. Fund board member visits to Rosenwald
schools, as well as state Negro supervisors and Jeanes teacher advocacy ultimately led to the
realization that the school building program was insufficient to significantly alter the landscape
5

See Betty J. Reed, The Brevard Rosenwald School: Black Education and Community Building in a
Southern Appalachian Town, 1920-1966 (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers 2004) for a
discussion on the initial building project, community actions, and the eventual desegregation of the Brevard
Rosenwald School. See also, Vanessa Siddle Walker, Their Highest Potential: An African American School
Community in the Segregated South (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press 1996) for a well-rounded
view of the value of a school building for a community. While Walker discusses the importance of Rosenwald
funds, she goes much further to describe the importance of a principal and strong community support for successful
education in a segregated community.
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of rural education for black students in the South. Communities built schools, but due to limited
local funding and neglect the schoolhouses were left to fall into disrepair. In addition to often
falling into disrepair, the schools were plagued with a myriad of problems including poorly
educated teachers, poor furnishings in the building, limited instructional resources including
reading materials, and slack enforcement of compulsory attendance laws for black students
needed as sources of cheap labor. The Fund attempted to remedy some of these problems
through the experimental RSP, which it undertook in three states: Arkansas, Georgia, and
Louisiana.6 These states were chosen for a number of reasons including very active and
agreeable state agents most notably J.C. Dixon in Georgia and Leo Favrot in both Louisiana and
Arkansas. The project was initially intended to establish demonstration sites for multiple fields of
social science research including sociological study in Louisiana, public health initiatives in
Arkansas, and instructional reform in Georgia. Each study was intended to leverage increased
participation by state agents in isolated, rural communities to improve rural life for both blacks
and whites. In 1933 James and Margaret Simon, officers of the Fund, identified communities that
might be most fertile for reform. Working through Dixon, the Simons selected Fair Playas good
demonstration sites. The sites were chosen for their general proximity to Atlanta. Red Oak was a
small community near Stockbridge, Georgia about 25 miles south of Atlanta. Fair Play was
located between Atlanta and Athens near Madison, Georgia. Red Oak served a black community
while there were two schools in Fair Play, one for black students and one for white students.
Both white and black schools would be used in the RSP.
The desire to improve race relations by improving living conditions in the rural south was
not unique to the RSP. As McCormick noted, the Fund’s founder, Julius Rosenwald stated that
6

J. C. Dixon, “Rural School Program of the Julius Rosenwald Fund,” Speech Given at Progressive
Education Association Meeting, Detroit, February 24, 1939, box 323, folder 7, Fisk University, John Hope and
Aurelia E. Franklin Library, Special Collections, Rosenwald Fund.
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racial uplift was an underlying motivation for establishing the Fund. According to McCormick,
Rosenwald believed that the best way to improve race relations was through mutual progress for
both races. McCormick that Rosenwald’s own words supported his sentiments:
We whites of America must begin to realize that Booker T. Washington was right
when he said it was impossible to hold a man in the gutter without staying there
with him, because if you get up, he will get up. We do not want to remain in the
gutter. We, therefore, must help the Negro to rise.7
The Fund officers perceived the RSP as the next logical step from building schools to improving
living conditions in rural communities and a worthy extension of the school building program.
Through the relatively small investment, they hoped to prove to southern states that investing
limited resources in improving education could benefit the residents of each state and improve
rural living conditions and maintain a vibrant agricultural labor force.
The RSP began with small experiments in rural communities, but the ultimate plan was to
improve rural life by improving teacher education. The general inspiration was to educate
teachers to maximize their role as natural community leaders. At the outset of the program, most
teachers were either poorly educated or were educated to teach in urban schools. Either way, the
teachers were ill prepared to face the challenges teaching in rural communities. With the ultimate
goal of changing teacher preparation to ensure a basic level of general education as well as
specific preparation for life in a rural community, the Council hoped that education could
transform rural living conditions, and that teachers could be prepared to act as community
leaders. So while the initial activities of the Council were small explorations, the ultimate goal
was to create university centers for rural education complete with demonstration schools to
model social change in rural communities. The initial instructional explorations in Red Oak and
Fair Play were put in place to fill a void while Council members investigated possible higher
7

626, 605.

J. Scott McCormick, “The Julius Rosenwald Fund,” The Journal of Negro History 3, no. 4 (1934): 605-
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education centers to support in the state.8 By the end of the project, the Council invested heavily
in several teacher education programs at colleges in the Southeast including four Georgia
colleges: Fort Valley State College, West Georgia College, South Georgia Teachers’ College,
and the University of Georgia. The Council also heavily invested in the Tuskegee Institute,
Jackson College, and George Peabody College for Teachers.9 This investment in teacher
education propelled several of these colleges to extend their overall academic programs. The
long-term effect of the project has been the growth of these teacher education programs into
major academic institutions that continue to produce teachers into the present.
Methods and Methodology
Since most current scholarship on Rosenwald Schools focuses on school-building, and to
a limited extent, the Fellowship Program, the methodology of this study draws on the extensive
archival resources on the RSP in the Special Collections at Fisk University, The Amistad
Research Center at Tulane University, the Peabody College Archives at Vanderbilt University,
The Richard B. Russell Research Library at the University of Georgia, and the Georgia Archives.
The collection at Vanderbilt provided extended information about the nature and form of teacher
education, and the struggle of Teacher Colleges to survive the trying financial times of the Great
Depression. The Georgia State Archives holds a collection associated with J.C. Dixon and R.L.
Cousins, the Negro Agents for Georgia most closely associated with the project. Included is
correspondence between participating state agents as well as records about the Fund’s school
library program. The files at Fisk University contain detailed records associated with each of the
demonstration sites including interactions with the communities and methods of study

8

Minutes of the Executive Committee, November 7, 1931, box 77, folder 8, Fisk University, John Hope
and Aurelia E. Franklin Library, Special Collections, Julius Rosenwald Fund, 360-362.
9
Council on Rural Education Meeting Notes, January 5 and 6, 1940, box 324, folder 5, Fisk University,
John Hope and Aurelia E. Franklin Library, Special Collections, Rosenwald Fund.
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undertaken, the annual meetings of the Council, correspondence between Fund officers and
project participants, and journals of the RSP. There is such a rich collection of resources that the
scope of the study is limited to the narrative of the RSP from its origin to investment in teacher
education at state colleges in Georgia in an effort to remedy the two-pronged problem of rural
and racial divides in the South.
After multiple research visits to the libraries, I collected a great number of primary
documents. I first put the documents in chronological order and then tabulated the contents of
each document. Upon completing the table, I coded the table based on the evidence supported by
the documents. From this table, I constructed a narrative of the RSP. The narrative outlines the
distinct phases of the RSP from its inception in 1933; the story of the demonstration schools
from1933-1938 with an emphasis on Red Oak; Council member tours and recommendations
from 1935-1936; the Division of Surveys and Field Studies at the George Peabody College for
Teachers 1938-1939; and ultimately, the decision to invest in teacher education programs at Fort
Valley and West Georgia College from 1939-1946. The sequence unfolds based on archival
evidence and Embree and Julia Waxman’s narrative of the work of the Fund and specifically the
RSP in Investment in People: The Story of the Julius Rosenwald Fund. In addition to the
archives, this study also incorporates contemporary writing of Charles S. Johnson, Edwin R.
Embree, Horace Mann Bond, and J.C. Dixon. These scholars worked together on the RSP and
determined the direction the Fund took regarding rural education. In an effort to identify the
problems with rural education on a national level, I refer to scholarly findings in Teachers
College Record from 1912-1940. To focus more specifically on regional and racial issues related
to rural education, I also rely heavily on a special edition of the Journal of Negro Education from
July 1936. This special edition of the Journal of Negro Education included nationally respected
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scholars who leant their voices to the need to improve education for rural black students in the
South.
My initial point of entry into this experimental program was for a research project
assigned in a Georgia History class at Georgia State University. The final class project required
archival research on a topic related to Georgia History. The story of the Rosenwald schools
intrigued me because I was familiar with several communities that built Rosenwald Schools
through my job in Henry County, Georgia, and I had recently been introduced to the children’s
book, Dear Mr. Rosenwald by Carole Boston Weatherford. My research led me to the
Rosenwald Fund Records at Fisk University. I had a vague notion to write the history of one of
the local schools and requested materials relating to Henry County. Beth Howse, then archivist at
Fisk, pulled boxes on the Rural School Project for me. Completely unaware of the RSP, I opened
the files related to Red Oak. Through these archival records, I peered through the windows of the
school and read with fascination the correspondence between the Rosenwald Fund officers, the
teachers, and the female superintendents of Henry County. I watched the unfolding
demonstration project at Red Oak. The first two teachers, Elizabeth Cannon and Catherine
Duncan, were hand-chosen by members of the Council because they were both well-educated
black teachers. Cannon was on the faculty at Spelman College and operated Spelman’s
demonstration school, and Duncan was a Tuskegee and Fisk educated Jeanes teacher. The
teachers corresponded regularly with the Council as they planned for the school year purchasing
instructional materials, developing reading interventions, and planning community-based inquiry
projects for students.10 However, further research revealed a very complex project that involved
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more substantial efforts to reform rural education than just the demonstration site located in the
two-teacher rural school in the black community in Red Oak, Georgia. What I uncovered in my
research was that the Red Oak school demonstration was merely a small cog in a great plan of
the Council to address the dual challenges confronting the rural South: racism and insufficient
education.
In an attempt to relate a “single, coherent story” of the RSP, I developed this narrative to
describe the activities that started with demonstration schools and field studies and ended with
investment in teacher colleges.11 Flawed as this method might be, a narrative can provide the
reader with a sense that, “the action is an appropriate response by an agent.”12 An academic
critique of narrative is that it creates “verbal fictions, the contents of which have more in
common with their counterparts in literature than they have with those in sciences.”13 This
critique asserts that historians shape the understanding of past events through language choice
and tropes including metaphor. For example, Larry Cuban employed the metaphor of a medieval
cartographer when writing a history of teaching and classroom practice.14 Cuban asserted that
narrative history could not reveal the exact Truth, but instead provide a framework upon which
to build a more complete understanding. In narrative, the historian controls the beginning and
end of the story, chooses the plot, conflict, and leading characters just as a medieval cartographer
defined the borders of the known world. In postmodern discourse, critics question whether or not
there can truly be only one story or interpretation of events. In defense of narrative, it provides
Joan Malczewski, “Weak State, Stronger Schools: Northern Philanthropy and Organizational Change in the Jim
Crow South,” The Journal of Southern History 75, no. 4 (November 2009): 963-999; and Adam Fairclough, A Class
of Their Own: Black Teachers in the Segregated South (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press of the Harvard
University Press, 2007).
11
Anna Green and Kathleen Troup, Houses of History: A Critical Reader in Twentieth-Century History and
Theory (New York: New York University Press, 1999), 204-205.
12
Ibid., 205.
13
Ibid., 206.
14
Larry Cuban, How Teachers Taught: Constancy and Change in American Classrooms 1880-1990, 2nd ed.
(New York: Teachers College Press, 1993): 20.
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sequence, order, and normative structures to help readers understand events, and “allow for
change and beneficial action in the world.” Narrative allows a historian to impose order onto
events to tell a “basic story.”15 There is a point in telling a story about efforts made toward
instructional reform, teacher education and training. While not specifically credited with lasting
change, the efforts of the RSP are evident in teacher education in Georgia today. If, as Cuban
claims, there is more constancy than change in the way teachers teach; then it is worth telling the
stories of those who sought to bring about change.16 Limited as their attempts might have been,
the men and women associated with the RSP worked hard and expended a great number of
resources including time and money, in pursuit of social transformation. Knowing that their
efforts fell short of complete transformation of instruction in rural schools and bringing about the
end of segregation in the South does not negate the importance of the story and the lessons their
work might hold for current educators. Nor does it discount the far-reaching effects of some of
their work. Additionally, even though the efforts of the RSP did not ultimately transform all
classroom instruction in the rural South, hundreds of teachers and subsequently thousands of
students were better prepared to face the challenges of rural living due to the founding and
expansion of colleges around the South through extensive Rosenwald funding.
Significance
The significance of this study is manifold. First, it will enhance the field of Rosenwald
scholarship by deepening the discussion of the contributions of the Fund from a school-building
program to investing in teacher education. It is also significant when considering the mid-century

15
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belief that social sciences could remedy societal ills.17 The RSP is an outgrowth of the
collaboration between Edwin Embree, Fund president, and Charles S. Johnson, then chairman of
the Sociology Department at Fisk University. The two men’s collaborative effort illustrates the
importance of collaboration between white philanthropists and black scholars in the South
unique to the Fund. Both sides benefited from the collaboration in their pursuit of power and
influence in their respective realms. Just as Rosenwald relied heavily on the expertise of Booker
T. Washington when he established the school-building program, Embree relied heavily on the
advice and professional scholarship of Johnson when administering many of the programs of the
Fund including the Fellowship program and the RSP.18
Philanthropic Support for Southern, Black Education
Northern philanthropies such as the General Education Board of the Rockefeller
Foundation (GEB), the Phelps-Stoke Fund, the Peabody Fund, the Jeanes Fund, the Slater Fund
and the Rosenwald Fund invested charitable money into education for black students in the
South. Chiefly, the GEB focused on supporting Negro agents in state departments of education.
Despite the name, Negro agent, the men serving in these posts were white. Their role was to
supervise black schools around the state. The idea behind the GEB’s support of Negro agents
was to build a bureaucracy into the state level to remove some of the negatives of local

17

Dorothy Ross describes this phenomenon in the Introduction to The Origins of American Social Science
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1991), xv. “American social scientists sought harder kinds of
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Ph.D. from the University of Chicago so it is logical to assume he was deeply influenced by the Chicago School of
Sociology.
18
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communities against education for black children. If there was some state oversight of local
education, then the local community had to at least meet minimal requirements of educating
black students. The Jeanes Fund supported traveling teachers who were assigned a circuit of
schools. These Jeanes teachers supervised the one-room schoolhouse teachers, offering advice
and guidance to the isolated rural teachers. They often instigated local efforts to apply for
Rosenwald funding to build schools, and communicated with the Negro Supervisor at the state
level. The Rosenwald Fund offered matching grants to rural communities to build solid, modern
schoolhouses for black students. The Slater Fund invested in county training schools for teaching
candidates. Boards of these funds coordinated their efforts in an attempt to rectify some of the
injustices facing Southern, black schools.
The need for curricular and instructional reform was neither unique to the South nor to
the Rosenwald Fund. What made the Rosenwald efforts noteworthy, however, was the
momentum resulting from the close professional relationship between Edwin R. Embree and
Charles S. Johnson. Embree named Charles S. Johnson, a renowned sociologist and community
organizer, to the Rosenwald Board of Trustees in 1934.19 Most philanthropies extended funds
and resources to the black community without black leadership in a consulting role, so placing
Johnson on the Board of the Fund was a bold move on Embree’s part. While earning his Ph.D.,
Johnson studied sociology under Robert E. Park at the University of Chicago. When Johnson
was named Department Chair of Sociology at Fisk University, he persuaded Park, recently
retired from the University of Chicago, to move to Nashville to help establish a first-order
sociology department at Fisk. The focus of the Park-Johnson partnership continued the two
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men’s research on race relations.20 While at Fisk, one project of note conducted by Park was a
study of the rote learning that described the chief mode of instruction in the classrooms of most
Rosenwald Schools.21 Johnson, in a letter to Embree, described the importance of Park’s study as,
“the ideal basis of a type of experimentation, observation and recording which I believe, will
give the Council a pronounced and explicit lead in the field of American education.”22 In the
margin of the letter, Embree noted his view of the Park project as an “interesting analysis in all
our Rural Schools.”23 Almost a year and a half after the correspondence from Johnson to Embree
regarding the Rote Learning Studies, Embree sent out a series of letters to prominent black
educators including Catherine Duncan. In his letter, Embree described an idea to create a
handbook for rural educators on how to more effectively teach rural students. Part of the
proposed book would provide a brief summary of the current state of schools and the education
of teachers. The book would ultimately focus on what a good school might look like. Embree
stated his purposes for compiling the book:
I have a number of examples of bad practice. What I want is some realistic
discussion of good practice in rural education. You have engaged in a great deal
of this good practice. I wonder if you have written reports of any of the things
you found most useful at Red Oak or elsewhere. If not, I wonder if you would be
good enough to give, in as much detail as possible, concrete examples of how
country children’s attention may be engaged and their learning process started.24
Embree’s expressed desire to provide a guide for rural schoolteachers never came to fruition in a
book or publications for teachers, instead the result was that the Fund changed course and
invested in targeted teacher education programs to expand training and preparation for teaching
20
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candidates interested in working in the rural South. This interest led the Council to work closely
with states to invest in public colleges responsible for training teachers.
Overview of the Fund
In 1949 Edwin R. Embree and Julia Waxman published Investment in People: The Story
of the Julius Rosenwald Fund. Their main focus in writing was to chronicle the philanthropic
activities of the Fund from its inception in 1917 through its closing in 1948. Embree and
Waxman described Julius Rosenwald’s mission for establishing the Fund as “for the well-being
of mankind.”25 Over the life of the Fund, the Rosenwald Foundation helped build 5,300 schools,
teachers’ homes, and shops across the South. In Georgia, the Fund was responsible for the
construction of 259 schools. Rosenwald established the Fund to provide seed money to support
school building because he believed that his example would encourage Southern states to invest
in education for black children. 26 Several factors made the Fund unique among philanthropies
including that it promoted:
(1) cooperation between all parties interested,
(2) adaptation of the school work to the practical needs of the families from
which the children come, and
(3) careful planning of the school buildings.27
Since Rosenwald intended the Fund to promote self-sufficiency within black communities and
cooperation with local boards of education, matching funds were disbursed from the endowment
only after state agents documented that a school was built and ready to open to students. In
Rosenwald’s vision, Rosenwald schools would form the heart of black communities, so the Fund
required community support to receive funding.
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Although Rosenwald originally established the Fund “for the well-being of mankind,”
historians including James D. Anderson questioned the benefits of the Rosenwald model of
philanthropy and critiqued it for propping up a system of dual taxation on southern black
communities. By requiring matching funds and resources from black communities whose
members already paid taxes to support public school systems, the Fund added a financial burden
to the poorest communities. Anderson noted that over the life of the Fund, blacks contributed
$3,550,763, whites contributed $784,861, tax money contributed $10,276,529, and the Fund
contributed $3,032,511.28 These figures do not include the value of land, donated materials, or
free labor local black communities donated to build Rosenwald schools. While Anderson’s
critique is difficult to debunk, contemporaries of the Fund viewed black support of Rosenwald
schools as evidence of enthusiasm for education to improve the next generation’s opportunities
to advance. As quoted by Anderson, the value of these non-cash donations and other anecdotal
evidence from state agents such as S. L. Smith of Tennessee, “show the fine spirit of cooperation
and the willing sacrifices made to secure the schools.”29 While black communities might have
proven willing to sacrifice for the sake of educating the children of the community, most of the
state agents were white, which sheds a different light on S.L. Smith’s statement. While
Anderson’s critiques are valid, he fails to consider that philanthropies and their black southern
allies “were forced to function on a day-to-day basis with white southern leaders.”30 Anderson
might be guilty of presentism in his critique. While the Fund was, “criticized for working within
the strictures of southern segregation . . . such criticism, though not altogether misplaced,
underestimates the depth and durability of racist sentiment.”31 Anderson and other critics focused
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largely on the school building program, which was about to draw to a close in the early 1930s.
There is little, if any, critique of the efforts of the pioneers working with the RSP or with other
innovative programs including the library program or the fellowship program. With only a few
notable exceptions, the Fund shifted focus from school buildings to social transformation within
the confines of Jim Crow.32 Toward the end of the life of the Fund, following World War II,
there was some backlash against the Council and the Fund for working within segregation, but
Embree dismissed these critiques as naïve and misplaced. Given the Sturm und Drang associated
with some of the Council’s projects in Georgia and Governor Eugene Talmadge, it is difficult to
imagine that much work of any value would have been accomplished if attempted in direct
defiance of standing segregation statutes.33 At the end of the project, Embree, reflected with
some irritation, that people in the South relied on Jim Crow segregation formalized in legal
statute, as an excuse, refusing to change since they operated within the law.34 Some historians,
including possibly Anderson, might be willing to discount the deep-seated racial prejudice
existing in the South in the 1930s and 1940s, however, the Talmadge purges alone highlight the
deep entrenchment of Jim Crow and the support it had from the majority of white voters, at least
in Georgia. Talmadge vilified the Fund as “the Rosenwald menace to the southern way of life.”35
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The battles with Talmadge had deep-seated influence on politics in Georgia and almost resulted
in the Fund ceasing all work in Georgia.
Changing Focus: 1928 – 1934
Rosenwald, a Board of Trustees consisting largely of his family, and agents at Tuskegee
Institute operated the Fund until 1928 when Rosenwald named Edwin R. Embree as president of
the Fund. As Fund President, Embree worked with the support of a full time staff to administer
the Fund at its headquarters in Chicago as well as the southern regional office under the
supervision of S.L. Smith in Nashville, Tennessee. In addition to naming Embree president,
Rosenwald created a ten member Board of Trustees (Trustees) and endowed the Fund with $20
million of Sears and Roebuck stock.
In a brief overview of how the Fund operated, Embree described the major functions of
the inner workings. For the most part, the Fund provided seed money to outside agencies to
support their work. The Fund took a more active role in other fields including rural education,
medical services, and the fellowship program. The Trustees governed the Fund through a set of
By-Laws. Not only did the trustees elect their successors, but they also elected the president of
the Fund annually. To keep ideas fresh, nobody could serve for more than two consecutive terms
of three years. After an absence of one year, a Trustee could be reinstated. Trustees were not paid
unless they held an appointed post like president or director. They met twice a year to review
current work, approve future work, and allocate funding. The president served as the chief
executive officer and appointed directors and other officers including the secretary, treasurer,
comptroller, and other assistants. The newly reorganized Fund included an Executive Committee
of five members who met monthly to act on a more detailed scale to carry out the guidance
provided by Trustee votes. There were several committees including a Finance Committee and a
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Nominations Committee. Although separated in form, functionally many Trustees were deeply
involved in the projects.
The Fund was initially headquartered in the Sears Roebuck building in Chicago, Illinois,
but following Rosenwald’s death, the Fund moved to Rosenwald’s mansion at 4901 Ellis Avenue
on Chicago’s south side. Embree described how the Fund adapted the house to meet the needs of
a business.
The entrance hall became the reception room; the drawing room was converted into a
center for files and financial records; the bedrooms became offices, the linen closet a
storeroom for stationery and supplies, the ballroom a center for meetings and conferences.
At noon the Fund staff, which never exceeded thirty, gathered in the dining room for
luncheon. Their numbers were frequently swelled by guests from many countries who
came to seek or bring information, to exchange views, and to discuss problems.36
The day-to-day work entailed handling correspondence and appeals for support from students,
would-be authors, colleges and universities, and social agencies. Most of the work came from
programs in which the Fund was actively involved. They were also involved in research and
writing, attending meetings, and acting as advisors or experts on state and national boards.
Rosenwald specified that the Fund was not a perpetual endowment, but that “the entire
fund . . . both income and principal, be expended within twenty-five years of [his] death.”37
Embree and Waxman explain that this action “set a new pattern of using rather than hoarding of
funds for social welfare.”38 The Fund underwrote projects directly related to “equalizing as well
as enriching opportunities, especially in education and health.” By 1929, the Fund’s activities
expanded from building schools to also aiding in the construction of high schools and colleges,
providing fellowships to “Negroes of unusual promise,” development of libraries, and hospitals
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and health services to support black communities.39 The stock market crash of 1929 devastated
the Fund’s endowment when the value of Sears and Roebuck stock plummeted from a high in
1929 of $200 per share to $10 per share. The board of trustees voted to concentrate on “studies,
publications, and consultations” rather than on donations to other organizations as it had in 1929.
A major shift to the Fund’s work came about when, “It became evident that there was no special
virtue in thousands of schoolhouses if the education provided in them was poor, attention was
given to the quality of teachers, and interest moved on to Negro high schools, normal schools,
and colleges.”40 Since the black communities were also print-poor, the Fund established library
collections that communities could raise matching funds to purchase as libraries for their schools.
Ultimately, the Fund’s final activities concentrated on improving race relations and bringing
about an end to dual education systems unequally funded by states through the uplifting power of
education.
The Rural School Program: 1933-1939
Embree and Waxman devote sixteen pages to the RSP in Investment in People. The RSP
began in 1933 under the direct supervision of James and Margaret Simon as an experimental
program centered on improving rural communities through education of students of both races in
and ended in 1939 with a shifted focus to investment in teacher education centers in Arkansas,
Georgia, and Louisiana, the states in which the Fund established RSP studies. The Council
invested a great deal of time, personnel and funding in the program. This investment exemplifies
the commitment of the Fund to improving rural living conditions in Georgia. In a report on the
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Rosenwald Fund in 1936, Embree itemized expenses for Rural Education as enumerated in the
table below. 41
Table 1: Rural School Project Expenses, 1934-1936
Line Item
“Field investigations, experiments,
and demonstrations in southern rural
schools, both white and colored”
“Preparation of reading materials
more directly adapted to rural needs”
“Total expense for Rural Education”

Expense
$58,733
$1,720
$60,453

The expenditures were substantial; the value of $60,453 in 2014 dollars ranges between
$1,055,117 in 1934 and $1,017,163 in 1939.42 Funds were disbursed between 1934 and 1946,
after the more famous Rosenwald school building program ended. Embree explained the purpose
of the project to “improve the content of education in rural areas” and he predicted that, “its
accomplishments may be more properly recorded in later reports.”43
In Georgia the project began as an experimental curriculum, instruction, and
demonstration program at the Red Oak School in Stockbridge. It expanded to include schools for
both white and black children in Madison, Georgia. While this study will briefly touch on the
work of the RSP in both communities, more attention will focus on the work at Red Oak and its
first two innovative teachers, Catherine Duncan and Elizabeth Cannon due to their later work in
Georgia colleges preparing black teachers to work in rural schools. As part of the fieldwork of
Duncan and Cannon, Embree asked Duncan to write a sociological study of the Red Oak
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Community. Her account brings the era to life by revealing a great deal about the pre-WWII
rural community that made it seem ideal to be a demonstration school.
Surveys and Field Studies: 1935 – 1939
In addition to looking into these two community-based experiments, this study will also
investigate the results of Council member visits around the three states involved in the RSP.
There were a number of surveys and studies conducted throughout the RSP. Most were
conducted under the joint auspices of Peabody College and Fisk University because Embree
believed that if the Fund published surveys, then readers would view the studies as propaganda.
By publishing academic research, the prestige of the universities would improve the reception of
the studies.44 The studies revealed the need to invest in teacher education. The operating
principle was that if teachers were better prepared for their role as community leaders and better
equipped to teach students constructively rather than through rote learning, life in the rural South
would improve. Initially the Council considered investing in the South Georgia Teachers College
at Statesboro for white teachers and The Negro Normal School at Grambling for African
American teachers. It quickly changed its focus to West Georgia College, Fort Valley State
College, and the University of Georgia in Georgia as well as the Tuskegee Institute in Alabama,
Jackson College in Mississippi, and the George Peabody College for Teachers in Nashville,
Tennessee. Embree and Waxman explained the choice of white colleges as well as black
colleges because “officers of the Fund were convinced that successful policies at a white college
would directly influence education throughout the South, and that the problems of the rural
South were very similar for both whites and Negroes.”45 To improve teacher education, each
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teacher college and normal school supported by the Fund focused on a high quality teacher
education program for rural teachers including an initial two year general education course,
instruction in pedagogy and child development, field education on rural conditions, and aligning
instruction to meet the specific needs of the community. The programs also offered supervised
practice in rural schools, often including demonstration schools on the college campuses. One of
the most interesting results of the RSP was that, “exciting literature was written for rural children
and teachers to supplement and sometimes replace city-prepared and city-centered material.”46
The RSP efforts to create rural-centered reading materials helped teachers improve student
reading by relating what was learned in school to the students’ lives. Embree and Waxman
reflected that while innovations were made in the fund-supported colleges, the general state of
teacher education throughout the region remained largely unaltered.
The Fellowship Program
Another component of the changing work of the Fund was the Fellowship program. This
program lies largely outside the parameters of this study, but it intersects with the RSP support of
teacher education and advanced education of some of the Explorers and provided an avenue to
pay scholarship funds for educators of promise to attend summer schools or even pursue higher
degrees. Embree and Waxman specifically mention Catherine Duncan, who was one of the first
teachers at Red Oak. Duncan left Red Oak when, as Embree describes, “The Fund pressed
fellowships upon her, for it recognized her unusual promise as a teacher of rural teachers. She
was given an opportunity first at the University of New Mexico to live and study . . . and later at
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Ohio State University.”47 Duncan returned to Georgia as an associate professor and director of
rural school training and summer workshops at Fort Valley State. Embree and Waxman praise
Duncan for, “influencing southern rural education by preparing well-rounded teachers, qualified
not only to give instruction in academic subjects but to relate the school to the life of the
community.”48 In addition to Duncan, the Fellowship program invested in the careers and work
of a veritable Who’s Who array of activists, scholars, and artists. Like the story of the
universities, the fellowship must remain outside of the scope of this project.49 While the
extensive work of the Council on Rural Education is fascinating, this project will more narrowly
focus on the initial work of the Rural School Project from the explorer phase of the Red Oak
School through the decision to invest in teacher colleges.
Summary
The Fund originally granted funding aid on the form of matching grants to build schools
in the rural South. As the Fund work progressed, founder Julius Rosenwald, endowed a
charitable trust run by a president and board of trustees. The president, Edwin Embree, believed
that the Fund should drive social change through small demonstration. Trustee visits and field
studies drove the work of the Fund from school building to investing in experimental programs
to trigger social change. The initial demonstrations were local and school-based. Ultimately the
work of the Fund focused on investing in teacher education in state-supported colleges
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CHAPTER 2
PROBLEMS WITH RURAL EDUCATION
From the late nineteenth century and continuing into the 1930s, a common problem

studied by social scientists and other scholars was the growing gap between rural and urban
education. Due to the growth of cities and the subsequent organization of education to manage
youth, urban dwellers had access to education that was far superior to that available in the
countryside.50 Given that there was mass migration from farms to the cities, scholars expressed
concern that no young person would be left to work on farms, which many identified as an issue
of national importance since agricultural technology had not yet mechanized enough to ease the
need for cheap farm labor. This was an especially worrisome problem since agriculture
accounted for well over half of the economy of the United States and provided food for the
burgeoning cities. The loss of both labor and population became such major concern that in 1909
President Theodore Roosevelt established a Commission on Country Life.51 In 1912, Mabel
Carney classified farm life as isolated and “mud-stuck” with haphazard rather than purposeful
planning and development.52 There was little change in living conditions by 1936 when Carney
described rural life as:
Characterized by relative isolation and sparseness in population, while city life is
characterized by congestion and compactness of living. Because of this
difference in density, country life offers fewer social contacts than city life. The
country is dominated very largely, also, by a single industry, that of agricultural
production, while the city embraces every industry, vocation, and profession
known to man.53
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In addition to the limited development and lack of occupational choice, rural people
struck researchers as displaying, “conservatism, independence, inhibition, and lack of
organization and leadership.”54 These traits appeared to leave the rural communities
stagnating with lack of leadership and organization to improve the community. Although
Progressive reformers identified problems with rural living conditions, their newly found
interest did not equate to a change of living conditions, but instead it indicated an
increasing awareness of problems associated with the status quo. Social reformers’
identification of a need to improve rural life, “like the discovery of so many other social
problems in the Progressive Era, was due as much to new perceptions about what
constituted a problem and a new sense of responsibility to solve it as it was to actual
changes in conditions.”55 The biggest threat as a result of rural isolation and stagnation
appeared to be the drift of youth from farm to city. This migration would provide a native
born, uneducated workforce that threatened to swell the industrial working class when
there was ample work to be done on the farm. Carney identified this drift as a matter of
national urgency that needed to be remedied.56
The problem was further complicated since, due to federalism, the role of education was
delegated to states, and states delegated education to local communities. This meant that
communities with adequate funds were able to provide better educational opportunities for
students. The opposite was also true. Communities with lower revenues provided fewer
educational opportunities. Given the need for farm labor in rural communities, and given that
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poor farmers needed the income earned by their children, rural schools had many shortcomings
compared to urban schools.
As early as 1912, Carney described the abysmal conditions in rural schools. Most rural
schools had one teacher holding classes in dilapidated school buildings housing between six and
eight grades. Dunn and Everett described the arrangement of ungraded, rural elementary schools
in which, “children vary widely in age and advancement, usually ranging from first grade
through eighth.”57 Most teachers would group students by ability or by age so that the students in
groups could help one another with lessons. Teachers would work with one group while other
groups worked on assignments. In schools where student ability varied widely, it was difficult
for teachers to group students. Due to the lack of like-ability peers, teachers were unable to
evenly group students and many simply quit attending school since their learning needs remained
largely unmet in the school environment.
Those who stayed in school faced tedious rounds of daily recitations and seatwork. Dunn
characterized the experience relayed by students as:
‘Forty minutes’ worth of teaching and three hundred and twenty minutes of
sitting still,’ of ‘reciting six or more lines of grammar once a fortnight,’ of
‘whole afternoons spent in writing not more than ten lines in a copybook’ or of
other ‘dreary monotony and general waste of time.’58
While the students were largely unoccupied, the teacher had an untenable workload. The
teacher heard approximately four recitations per group of students per day. The buildings were
not made for work or concentration because the one room building did not separate learning
environments. In the one classroom of most buildings the noise of students reciting lessons to the
teacher interfered with other students trying to learn their lessons for recitation. The buildings
57
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were not ergonomically designed, so there was a general physical discomfort. Classrooms rarely
had adequate seating for students. Most seating was either too large for young students or too
small for older students because most furniture was handmade from local resources. The
temperature and lighting also detracted from the learning environment. There was usually a
wood-burning stove that heated the room unevenly. On cold days, the windows remained closed
and the smoke and closeness of bodies created stale air. On more that one occasion, Carney
comments on the stench of the schools since hygiene was not consistent in most schools. With
the windows closed and no electricity, lighting was uneven. If the windows were clean and made
of glass, the lighting was adequate for learning, but this was not the norm for most schoolhouses.
There was also a great deal of dust in most classrooms due to the use of chalk. Wood smoke and
chalk dust clouded most classroom windows. The majority of communities did not supply
janitorial services, so the teacher had the extra duty of cleaning the school building.
Rural teachers were often another source of the problem although Carney describes them
as, “filled with great sincerity.”59 Rural teachers, to a Progressive eye like Carney’s were often
an “inexperienced, untrained slip of a girl from city high school or a neighboring community.”60
Their work was taxing and characterized by professional isolation. Of the approximately 210,000
one-room schools nationwide, the teachers were poorly trained with approximately 40% the
products of elementary school or less than two years of high school. Many normal schools and
colleges that prepared teachers did not even bother with special courses in rural education
because states had very low standards for teachers in rural areas.61 This workforce was largely
unsupervised. Rural teachers were poorly paid: “the median annual salary for one-teacher rural
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schools at this time was $317.74.”62 Carney displayed a great deal of empathy for their plight
when she described the average working conditions.
The hard physical conditions, long muddy walks, cold lunches, heavy janitor
work, poor ventilation, and other unsanitary conditions, are in themselves enough
to tax the strength of any individual, to say nothing of the nervous strain and
worry occasioned in the management of twenty-five or thirty daily recitations and
the general direction of an ungraded school.63
Twenty years did not radically improve rural conditions despite the massive social and economic
changes resulting from WWI and the 1920s. In 1924, 150,000 one-teacher schools remained
serving rural students. Of that number, 131,5000 were for white children and 18,500 were for
black children. Only one-third of white teachers working in rural schools graduated from normal
schools, with the median preparation for rural teaching consisting of high school and summer
professional development institutes. The average salary for rural white teachers with two and a
half years experience was $883 per year. Black teachers earned substantially less at $314 per
year. The majority of black teachers had an average of two years of education beyond elementary
school with about four years experience. States with large black populations did not advance as
much as other states indicating that the South lagged behind the North in terms of improving
rural education. By 1932, there were still around 5,000 teachers who only completed an
elementary education.64
Nationally, conditions improved slightly between 1928 and 1937 as the number of two
teacher schools increased due to consolidation efforts. In 1928, 88.4% of rural schools remained
one-teacher schools, by 1937 that number decreased by 14%. Although there was some
improvement, the Great Depression hit rural communities hard as revenues decreased due to the
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failing economy and low farm prices, so did school spending. The result was that “the average
cost per pupil has been reduced approximately twice as much in rural as in urban schools.” This
downward trend in student spending resulted in massive reduction in teacher salaries. White
teachers’ salaries were reduced, on average, to $500 a year and black teachers were paid less
than $200 a year in 1935.65
Southern Discrimination
The gap between urban and rural education was noteworthy nationally, but the gap in the
South had an added dimension -- the gap in education between white and black children due to
the dual education system based on Jim Crow laws. The South was economically poor and
significantly lagged behind the North in most indicators of development in the 1930s. Add to the
regional gap the fact that Southern states supported dual systems of education that entailed
segregated school systems, one for whites and one for blacks, compounded the problems of rural
education. J. St. Clair Price noted that one of the major obstacles to improving education for
black students in the South was segregation, “the Southern states which are least able to support
one school system are compelled to support two.”66 Edwin Embree described the conditions of
rural education in the South for both white and black students. “Due to its late start and to the
South’s impoverishment since the Civil War, southern schools are not yet up to the national
standard, and the Negro schools are still far behind the white.”67
In the abstract, these two school systems should have been equally supported by tax
revenue, but deep-seated racial prejudice diverted the vast majority of tax revenue to white
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schools leaving Southern black communities without schools, resources, or well-trained teachers.
N.C. Newbold, Negro Agent for schools in North Carolina in the 1930s, documented the
proportional discrepancy between population and school finance.
Negroes compose about 30 per cent of the population of the South . . . in the past
ten years $270,547,343 were spent on new schools in eight states for white
children (little over two thirds of the population) and $29,547,723 on new schools
for Negroes (in the same eight states).68
If school funds were more equitably distributed proportionately based on the percentage of the
population, funds for black schools would have been approximately four times the amount
disbursed. There were other financial discrepancies such as the funding imbalance for high
schools described by Charles Johnson. “Southern states appropriated $6,429,991 for high schools
for whites, only $350,000 was appropriated for like purposes for Negro schools.”69 That amount
should have been at least six times the amount disbursed. The struggle to support dual education
was compounded in the poorest communities. Counties most heavily populated by black
residents had the lowest expenditure on black students. Embree provided detailed per pupil
spending discrepancies.
Studies of eight southern states show annual expenditures of $44.31 per capita for
whites and only $12.50 for Negroes. In certain states with large black populations,
the discrepancies are even greater. Georgia spends on the average $35.42 per
white child and $6.38 per colored child . . . The inadequacy of these provisions
for either race is seen when one compares them with the average expenditure
throughout the United States as a whole which is $87.22 per school child.70
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Even more untenable was the fact that funding was equalized at the state level based on student
enrollment. Counties with larger black populations received more money from the states, but
money from the states was spent with local discretion.71 Therefore, most counties spent the extra
funds on educating white students.
Despite disproportionate funding, southern whites were more likely to be illiterate than
their counterparts in the North; however, southern white illiteracy rates were still much lower
than illiteracy rates of southern blacks.72 Literacy and funding were just two of the areas of
imbalance; others were school attendance and adequate school buildings. Charles Johnson noted
that, “the percentage of Negro children attending school in 1920 was equal to that of whites in
the year 1900, suggesting that in this respect the Negro population in education and in the matter
of health is twenty years behind the white.”73 While black enrollment in general lagged behind
white enrollment, Johnson also pointed out an that although rural black students fell behind rural
white students, “urban schools are superior to rural schools to the point that urban schools for
black students are roughly equal to rural schools for white children.”74 Not only was literacy low,
but there was also a dearth of adequate school facilities. Johnson estimated that in order to
adequately house the number of enrolled students, Southern states would need to build 5,900
additional classrooms.75
A major expense for southern rural school districts was the consolidation movement.
Educational experts and administrative progressives called for consolidated schools to improve
efficiency.76 In the 1920s and 1930s, rural communities began consolidating schools for white
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students in the South. The cost of consolidation included school buildings, teacher training,
school equipment, and transportation from small districts in the open country to a centralized
location. Administration moved from small districts to larger, county control. In Preface to
Peasantry: Tale of Two Black Belt Counties, sociologist Arthur Raper uncovered substantial
funding discrepancies for white and black schools in Greene and Macon Counties, Georgia.
Between 1928 and 1934 both Macon and Green Counties consolidated white schools and
transported children to centrally located high schools. The white power structure’s explanation
for the racial differential in spending between the white and black students in 1934 was due to
school consolidation and transportation costs for white students. “In 1934 Greene County spent
more to transport 510 white pupils to their consolidated schools than both counties spent on the
education of their 5,368 Negro children.”77 Meanwhile, in 1934 sixty-one one-room schools for
black children remained in Greene and Macon Counties.
Not only were these sixty-one one-room schools organized inefficiently, but also “these
(schools for black children) are not just small and old-fashioned, but are ill-housed and almost
without equipment.”78 Nationally one-teacher schools were deemed inadequate for modern
facilities. As Dunn and Everett describe the schools,
They are deficient in practically all the conditions that make for efficiency. It is
too well known to require elaboration here that in teacher qualifications,
supervision, textbooks, equipment, physical and hygienic provision, and length of
term, they are below, markedly below, national standards.79
The white community was not ignorant of the situation in either county. Raper found that, “the
white people in these counties more aware of the injustices against the Negro in school matters
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than in any other phase of life.”80 The basic infrastructure to support education for all students in
the South was sorely lacking. The dual education system was a serious handicap that was
virtually impossible to overcome.
Southern Black Schools
If the southern infrastructure was weak, instruction in the school had to be superhuman to
educate black students to the level of their white peers. Charles Johnson indicated that highly
efficient schools were able to overcome the structural obstacles to educate the students.81
Johnson defined highly efficient schools as having a modern school building with ample space
and learning conditions, a well-prepared teacher, consolidated with more than two teachers,
supervision of teachers, full school terms, enforced compulsory attendance laws, and access to
reading materials and textbooks.82 As is quite predictable, few of these were available to the vast
majority of southern, rural, black schools. In fact, the opposite case was most often true. Ralph
Bunche stated that the low status of blacks in the United States accounted for the low level of
education.
The education of Negroes is inextricably tied up with the group status of Negroes,
with their economic condition, their political position, and their cultural relations
with other groups. Thus it follows that the primary characteristic of ‘Negro
Education’ is segregation, with the customary implications of inferior treatment in
a society, which segregates a racial group in order to maintain it in subservience.83
Bunche’s observation is well supported by the situation for education funding in Macon and
Greene Counties in Georgia where white superintendents and school boards spent less in 1934
than in 1928, “and in each county, the shrinkage of expenditure was greater for Negro than for
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white schools.”84 In a vivid portrayal of school facilities for rural black students, Frank S. Horne
described the buildings as doghouses.
The Georgia law says there shall be separate but equal educational facilities
provided from the public funds for the children of the two races. As to the
‘separate’ we were discovering sharp and definite evidence; as to the ‘equal.’ .
. . We had just taken a photograph of a fine, brick school house on a hill with
tall columns and shrubbery and little white children swinging and see-sawing
in a play-yard. We dropped down a torturous road from the brow of the hill and
skidded around a few curves as we approached the bare and rain-eroded gulley.
A dingy cracker-box of a building stood in the clearing. We could see through
the irregular openings that served for door and windows rows of colored
children of all sizes jammed together on long, backless benches without desks
of any kind. The only teacher was literally barking at the children and every
now and then they seemed to yelp in return. My friend turned to me and smiled
cynically ‘a veritable dog house!’ . . . Dog house education! . . . Veritably, the
education of ‘Little Black Sambo’ was taking place in the ‘dog house’ down in
the gully while up on the hill the brick building with the tall fine columns and
the playground was shaping the minds and souls of white children85
School Facilities
Due to the lack of schools publicly built in the South for black students, Raper found that
many schools for black children were privately owned and inadequately equipped.86 This finding
supported a 1924 survey conducted by Charles S. Johnson where he found that classes were
often conducted in a church with privies surrounded by thick mud near the front entrance.87 The
role of the church in southern, black communities was very important. Even though schools were
often held in churches, Bond criticized the community priority to provide adequate church
facilities while leaving schools either unbuilt or poorly built. This provided evidence that, “The
Negro school, prior to the coming of the Rosenwald Fund had no such active leadership to
energize the united will and educational ambitions of the community.”88
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School buildings resembled those built in Reconstruction instead of the brick, multi-room
schools for white students. Roofs lacked ceilings and walls lacked paint, only one in ten had
electricity, and there were often inadequate outbuildings so students used woods and fields. All
school equipment and furniture had to be supplied by teachers and community. In Georgia where
black students were about one-third of the enrolled population, black schools received only one
percent of funding from state for equipment.89 Even though experts like Clark Foreman thought
that “better education would probably result from a good teacher in a bad building than from a
bad teacher in a good building,” the poor facilities affected the educational environment in
almost every possible way.90 Bond reflected that he had “frequently been in Negro schools in the
South where on cold days it was much more agreeable to remain outside of the school in order to
keep warm, than to stay inside.”91
Raper described the general conditions of the sixty-one one-teacher schools in Greene
and Macon Counties. Most schools had no ceilings and the roofs were in bad shape due to the
rough-hewn wood that fitted together unevenly. Poorly constructed roofs with no ceiling resulted
in leaks and drafts that made the inside of the school difficult to heat. Windows often had no
glass, but were shuttered instead. On cold or rainy days, the shutters were closed to keep out the
elements. Consequently, the rooms were dark and musty with little airflow. Because the schools
used woodstoves, there was usually a haze of wood smoke that could not escape out of shuttered
windows. The furnishings were not conducive to learning because they had either church pews,
discarded desks from white schools, or straight-backed benches with no desks. Students had to
write on their knees. Additionally, no seating was properly fitted to the students; smaller
students’ legs dangled and larger students were crammed into too small furniture. Embree
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observed that, “Even in a modern schoolhouse the furniture ranges from the latest style of patent
desks to soapboxes. In most cases the children will be found seated on benches from which the
legs of the smaller children dangle wistfully toward the floor.”92
Because of the poor air circulation, the wood stoves inefficiently heated rooms.
Although smaller children were assigned to sit closer to the stoves, larger children pushed
forward to get warm. If teachers had desks, they often did not have chairs. Poor health and
unhygienic conditions were rampant. Children drank water from a common bucket and cup.
Little provision was made for hand washing or other good health practices. In terms of
instructional equipment, the schools had a range of blackboards from castoffs from white schools
to rough, painted boards. There were very few books, maps, or pictures hung in the classrooms.
The highest achieving black school in the two counties studied by Raper was the Eastover
School. Its building was so decrepit that the superintendent condemned it when he visited. The
funds to rebuild the school were provided by the local community, so when it was closed after
being condemned, it took a long time to raise the funds to repair the school. The superintendent
provided some county funds to put a roof, ceiling, and windows on the school. To accomplish
the generosity, the superintendent diverted four months of the two teachers’ salaries to the
building fund since the school was closed until the building was deemed acceptable. At the same
time, both counties built brand new consolidated schools with public funds for white schools at
no additional cost to the white community or the white teachers. 93 The dual-taxation system ran
rampant through the black communities that paid not only the required taxes but also provided
funds to support schools in their communities.
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Although the schools were not well supported by public funds, Raper still criticized the
black communities for the general lack of care they showed to the facilities they had.
The small amount of money which Negroes can devote to building their
schoolhouses accounts for the shabby architecture but not for windowpanes
darkened by dust and cobwebs, coats hung on nails in the window facing, or
blackboards placed before the windows, or cardboards being used to replace
broken panes extending over unbroken ones.94
The schools were, for the most part, inadequately built or maintained. According to Price, the
buildings constituted a barrier to black achievement. Price described the negative effects of the
inadequate facilities for rural children on their learning.
It has already been shown (1) that pupils of the same racial group in rural schools
are uniformly inferior in achievement to pupils in urban schools; and those in oneroom, rural schools are inferior to those in large rural schools, (2) that the
disparities between white and Negro schools facilities in the same communities
parallel the disparities in school achievement.95
Yet a bigger challenge to rural education was not the building or facilities themselves, but
instead, getting students to school. Of three million school-aged black youth living in the South,
two million were enrolled in school while the other one million had never been. 96
Length of the School Terms and Student Attendance
Two major obstacles confronted rural black education, a shortened school term and poor
student attendance. In general, the length of the school year was shorter for black students than
for white students within a range of one to two and a half months.97 Johnson found that in
Mississippi, the average length of the school year was 84 days while in Delaware it was 183.
Taken to its logical conclusion, the educational level of a Mississippi child would only be about
94
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half as educated as a child from Delaware. Johnson explained, “The Mississippi children who
will be graduated from an 8-grade course after 8 years of school attendance will have spent but
38 months in the school room, under conditions far from ideal, while the Delaware child will
have spent 73 months in school.”98 Although there were compulsory attendance laws for all
school-aged children, enforcement of those laws was loose due to a number of factors including
the need for labor in agricultural production, lack of transportation, or even the fact that some
parents either did not value education or trust all of their children to any public entity.
The value of agricultural labor provided by school-aged children, especially older males,
outweighed any priority to educate the labor forces. Embree explained the influence the priority
of labor had even on the school terms, “School officials may plan the terms to avoid the crucial
labor season, but a late crop will keep the schools empty until after Christmas, although school
officially began in October.”99 Bond pointedly criticized the white power structure for
prioritizing labor over education. “Few Negro teachers would be inclined to protest the absence
of a child from school when he was called upon to carry the weekly wash to the home of a local
white board member.”100
To accommodate agricultural production, schools had split sessions. The school calendar
flowed with other community factors, the school year began when the crops were harvested and
ended when money in the county coffers was depleted.101 Raper offered specific insight into
school terms and attendance in Macon and Greene Counties. The school year in Macon County
was six months for black schools where it was eight months for white schools. When Greene
County ran short of funds in 1934, the superintendent closed all but seven black schools two
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weeks prior to white schools and promised, “the Negros would get their other four months after
Christmas.” When Raper went to visit St. Mary’s School in Greene County, he found a
handwritten sign posted on the door of the school that said, “Opened School October 15, 1934,
Closed School December 7, 1934; Lord Teach Us to Pray.”102
Although the school term was shorter for black children than for white children, another
challenge was the lack of consistent attendance. In 1928 attendance in Greene County hovered
around 81% for white students and 52% for black children in Greene while in Macon County it
was 78% for white students and, like Greene, 52% for black students. Poor attendance provided
white superintendents with ample justification and rationalization not to extend the school term.
As the superintendent of Macon County, Georgia expressed, “If Negro children only go to school
for four months when a five month term is offered, why extend the term to six, or eight or even
nine months?”103 Short terms and spotty attendance affected progress. In the two counties, 51%
of white children made expected advancement while only 18% of black children did. The
Georgia Department of Education reported low academic placement of rural students in general,
and black students specifically. In Greene County, 44.4% of black students enrolled in school
were in first and second grade. The majority of that 44.4% were placed in first grade. In Macon
County, that percentage was even higher with 57.4% in first and second grade and three quarters
of the students in first grade. Statewide, the statistics reflect similar enrollments with 50.8% of
black students enrolled in the first two grades. The state reports reflect that 25% of white
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children and 67% of black children were remedial and at least two years behind on expected
advancement, and 4% white and 32% black remedial by more than four years.104
Grade levels in small rural schools were not standardized, and there was a lack of
correspondence between grade levels between black and white rural schools. Student grade
placement was not standardized by age or by previous enrollments either. Grade placement was
instead determined by “the standards of an unsupervised teacher who, in nearly one-half of the
instances, knows nothing more about the meaning of grade than she had learned when a student
in one of these same one-teacher schools with its poorly trained and inadequately supervised
teacher.”105 A black fifth grade might have been the equivalent of a standardized third grade with
other grades correspondingly inferior to more standardized grade placement. The result was that
the actual education attained when finishing eight grades might instead amount to a fifth grade
education compared to standardized criteria. That statistic applied to black students who
completed eighth grade, whereas, according to Raper, the majority of the black population only
completed third grader resulting in illiteracy rates among black residents of 22% for Greene
County and 29% for Macon County.106
Compounding the situation, other obstacles prevented steady attendance including the
transient nature of sharecropping, weather conditions, and apathy. One aspect of sharecropping
was a steady movement from one landlord to another. Transience rates negatively affected not
only attendance, but also access to a complete curriculum. Teachers determined what was to be
learned at each grade level based on locally available resources. Moving from one farm to
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another left gaps in student learning since there was not a standard curriculum. Instead it was
localized to teacher preference.
Since black students were not transported by county funds, weather conditions could
hamper school attendance. Embree described the general effect of weather.
If the rainy season is on, and the ‘cricks’ have risen, only three or four children
are likely to be present out of an enrollment of fifty or sixty. Or if the day is
sunny, the teacher may tell you that the children were kept at home to do outside
chores.107
Johnson reported that attendance records were spotty and inaccurate. Keeping track of children
was difficult with all of the movement, and the record keeping was difficult. In Greene and
Macon Counties, school often started an hour late because both students and teachers were tardy.
Given the value of labor over education for sharecropping families, there was often a lack of
support of education even within the black community. Raper related,
There is evidence too that many Negro tenants, while hearing their white
landlords and white people in general repeat daily, ‘Education has ruined many a
good ‘nigger’,’ are themselves largely without any positive determination to help
their children get an education. Motivation seems to be lacking.108
Not only was the motivation to send children to schools often lacking in rural black families, but
also, the county provided “inadequate schoolrooms, low-paid and poorly-trained teachers,
absence of public transportation, and demands of the landlords for their children’s labor.”109
Attendance obstacles were eventually overcome by the general decline of the cotton economy,
mechanization, and the subsequent decreased demand for farm labor. Once children were
actually in the school building, however, there were other barriers to learning: poor teacher
training and rote learning based on a suspect curriculum and a paucity of instructional resources.
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An Inadequate Teaching Force
Nationwide a general problem with rural education was poorly trained teachers. States
did not expect as much from rural teachers as they did from urban teachers. The result was
undertrained teachers in all sections of the United States who worked almost entirely in rural
schools. These isolated community schools found either in the open country or small towns
employed, “330,000 teachers, or about 40 per cent of the entire teaching personnel of the public
schools. Of these open-country and village teachers, 161,000, or fewer than one-half, now serve
in one-teacher schools.”110 Despite a general understanding that consolidated schools were better
for student learning, most communities were unable to expend the funds to build multi-teacher
schools or to transport students across vast, open country to attend these schools. Rural teachers
continued to labor in isolated conditions, but they were the most important element of a child’s
learning. “The teacher is the very life and soul of the school and, though aided and hindered by
other factors, must be the prime factor in the educational process.”111
The southern, black, rural teacher was, for the most part, an ill-trained and poorly
compensated female. The teacher was “usually the product of a short school-term, poor teachers,
and low standards; her presence in the schoolroom perpetuates a vicious circle, relieved only by
a resourcefulness and native wit that almost always bring in a few bright rays to an otherwise
intolerable system.” But that was not the whole story. “In some instances the teacher may hold
no certificate at all, or perhaps be using her sister’s, as investigators have found five teachers
doing in one county.”112 Credentials might not truly reflect a teacher’s educational attainment,
either. Embree described the educational experience of most teachers as varied.
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The average modern teacher will hold a certificate which proclaims her
graduation from high school, although this may be anything from a modern,
well-equipped, and accredited secondary institution with seventy teachers, to a
school where three distraught women are handling all grades from the first
through the twelfth.113
Tests administered to black rural teachers revealed that they scored equivalently to the national
average of white seventh graders. This lack of preparation translated into startling numbers;
“18,130 (38.7 per cent) of the teaching force have less than high school training; 27,561 (58 per
cent) have less than two years beyond high school, which is usually considered the minimum for
elementary teachers.”114
McCuistion’s description of a rural, black teacher appears to be consistent among the
contemporary scholars.
The typical rural Negro teacher of the South is a woman of rural heritage about 27
years of age. She has completed high school and had ten weeks in summer
schools. She teaches 47 children through six grades for a term of six moths,
remaining about two years in the same school. Her annual salary is $360.00, or
$1.00 a day, and she teaches for about five years.115
Embree found that the age range of teachers to be quite broad ranging from 17 to astoundingly
86 with a low salary ranging from $25 a month for a five-month term to $30 a month for a fourmonth term.116 Price described the typical teacher as a female who taught approximately fortyseven students a day earning less than $400 a year. The teacher often held lifetime certificate that
might not require additional training, so she never changed her methods. As a result, “she stands
in the way of another with less experience but superior training.”117 Regardless, the salary
inequity between black and white teachers was a sign of greater discrimination than it might
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seem on first glance. White authorities might justify the discrepancy based on lower certification
or training of many black teachers, however, the proportionate difference between salaries for
black and white teachers was much higher than the proportionate differences in either training or
experience.
The salary for Negro teachers . . . is uniformly less than that of whites, which is
approximately $945 in rural schools. Nor is there a difference in salary
corresponding to a difference in training, for whereas the Negro rural teacher has
only about 70 per cent as much training as the white rural teacher she receives
only 41 per cent as much salary, and even where training is equal, there is
considerable disparity in salary.118
On average, the school systems expended between 69 cents to $17 per pupil to pay for educating
black youth.119 Low salaries resulted in, “young, transient, immature, inexperienced, and
untrained teachers” who changed jobs almost annually leaving children to face new teachers who
might teach a very different curriculum from year to year.120 Although the teacher might not be
the most highly trained or qualified, many viewed their profession as a “sacred calling, rather
like that of the celibate priest. Many never married. Others subordinated husbands and children
to their driving commitment as teachers . . . they acted as if God had called them to teach and
expected their husbands to either help them or not interfere.”121
Raper provided a more focused view of the specific circumstances of teachers in Greene
and Macon Counties. In those two counties, black teachers had high teaching loads, low salaries,
and less than stellar training. Black school enrollments often exceeded forty students in most
schools, and, in the extreme, soared as high as 112 at Red Oak in Macon County. This teacher
earned $35 a month with $10 of her salary provided by the local community to offset the countyprovided salary of $25 a month. In comparison, the white teacher in the same community earned
118
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$50 a month teaching only twelve students. Counter to earlier descriptions, the teachers in
Greene and Macon Counties tended to be older, “because their smaller salaries are attractive only
to live-at-home persons.”122 The average teacher supplemented the family farm income by
teaching. The small salaries made it virtually impossible for single teachers to support
themselves. Black teachers salaries were so low that highly-trained, educated people rarely
taught in rural areas. They earned less than urban domestic workers. Raper pointedly detailed
just how low the salaries actually were. In 1928 Greene County paid black teachers $24.75 a
month and Macon County paid $24.45 a month. By 1934 Greene County paid than $21 a moth
and Macon County paid $19.14 a month. In the same years, both counties paid white teachers at
least $60 per month in both in 1928 and in 1934. In addition to the monthly pay rate being
unequal, the school terms were also unequal. White school terms lasted eight to nine months
whereas black school terms were no more than six months, and often shorter depending on the
crops and other financial factors.123
Raper explored what $20 bought in 1934 in real terms. A teacher earning that salary
could afford three 26-cent meals a day. If the teacher could eat for 18 cents per meal, she could
afford to pay $5 a month to rent a room. The salary would not be enough to cover other
necessary expenditures including laundry, doctor bills, church offerings, reading materials,
hygiene products, clothes, or travel. If a teacher held any debt, including education debt, she
could only afford to teach if she lived at home.124 To offset low salaries, local school patrons
supplemented the low public salaries ranging from $1 - $10 a month in 1928. The Macon County
superintendent advised trustees to increase fees each year to support teachers, however,
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collection of supplemental income was spotty because local communities were cash strapped.125
The Depression took its toll on the entire economy in the South, and by 1934 supplements all but
stopped because low price of cotton. The effect was that black rural teachers experienced double
reduction in their salaries from both the county and local supplements. Although the Federal
government provided relief funds to states to offset teacher salaries or lost wages, states gave the
money to the county for local disbursement. Not surprisingly, most counties paid relief money to
white teachers first. The salaries were abysmal, and for obvious reasons, the best-trained teachers
did not teach in rural communities.
In 1928 there were seventy-two rural teachers in Greene and Macon Counties combined.
Raper detailed their educational backgrounds. Of the seventy-two, twelve finished seventh
grade, about half of the teachers completed ninth grade, and sixteen attended some college.
Raper cautioned, however, that the definition of both high school and college might be debatable
because most colleges were, in actuality, grammar schools and high schools combined. Despite
the questionable nature of the education teachers received in high schools and colleges, Raper
found that the “high school graduates and ‘college-trained’ persons are by far the best teachers in
the rural schools.”126 Raper based his statements on his own observations, student interviews,
and teacher demeanor.
Whatever the education level of teachers might be, Raper related a tragic tale of the lack
of knowledge both students and teachers had. For example, he encountered a child named
Booker T. Washington on one school visit. When Raper asked the young man what he knew
about Booker T. Washington, the student had no idea about the famous educator. Similarly, the
teacher had little knowledge about Washington. She said she had heard the name, but had no
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additional knowledge about his life or his contributions. Raper found similar results at other
schools in both counties.
The majority of the rural Negro teachers are not acquainted personally or through
reading with the leaders of their own race, and consequently the rural Negro
children remain unaware that men and women of their own group have made
outstanding contributions in education, literature, art, music, science, athletics,
and business.127
In order to improve the general state of education, it would be necessary for teachers to
attend summer schools. There were sessions held at Fort Valley, however, their small salaries
made it very difficult for teachers to cover the cost of attending summer session. One small perk
for Macon County teachers was that the county provided free transportation to Fort Valley,
which offset the individual teacher’s cost to attend summer sessions. Continuing education was a
way to improve the teachers’ knowledge, and consequently, student learning. As Bond
expressed, “The place of the teacher . . . is axiomatic in its importance, and it presents a sphere
where any program of improvement may find ready application.”128 Foreman also equated the
teacher’s level of education with student achievement, and took the argument even further to
correlate low salaries associated with low levels of certification. He explained that there was a
“correlation between lower salaries and higher rates of ‘retardation’, which implies the
fundamental importance of the teacher since generally poorer teachers are paid less than superior
teachers.”129 Summer educational opportunities extended teacher-knowledge and pedagogy. It
could help teachers to “apply practical knowledge in the classroom.”130
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Fairclough found that by 1920 most teachers attended summer schools and that by 1930
42% of black teachers in the South attended at least two years of college. The best-trained
teachers attended schools like Spelman, but that most teachers had little or no professional
training. Those with the lowest education taught in the one and two room schools in the rural
areas. By 1930 more than half of all black, rural teachers did not complete high school. Low
teacher pay was also due to feminization of the work force and cut across color line.131 Educated
black women taught because, like white women, their choices were limited. Black women,
however, earned substantially less than their white counterparts. In 1930, black teachers earned
about 45% of the white teachers’ salaries. Black females suffered double discrimination of both
race and gender because they also earned only 85% of the salaries paid to black males.132 They
were expected to donate time and energy to the local community. As Fairclough explained,
The reforming era of the Progressive Era injected a new vitality into the notion of
community service. In addition to their traditional role as educational evangelists,
teachers were called upon to be public health workers, teachers of agriculture,
social workers, adult literacy teachers, and organizers for 4-H Clubs, Mother’s
Clubs, and PTAs.133
The teacher was expected to fulfill many roles with limited tools or rewards. It is really a miracle
that anyone chose to take on the task. Foreman addressed how the low salaries affected the
quality of teacher rural communities were able to attract. Since the job was so difficult with such
low compensation, white school leaders had low standards in filling teaching positions. Since the
standards were low, “as a result salaries were deplorably low. This in turn reacted to establish a
type of teacher in the schools whose preparation was at best fragmentary and uncertain.”134
Scholars of the time found problems relating to low education levels and salaries including either
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the inability or unwillingness to change instruction to better meet the needs of the rural student.
The final barrier to student achievement was the instructional practices of most teachers in
isolated rural schools.
Structural Inequities
There were two structural issues related to low educational attainment for rural black
Southerners: institutionalized racism and a lack of funding for resources. Given the demand for a
cheap, agricultural labor force and the pervasive view that education corrupts the labor force, it is
unsurprising that resources for black education were so limited. Indeed, Bunch questioned the
motivation of the wealthy to invest in education for southern blacks at all since, “The interests of
those who contribute so much to the support of Negro education demand that the masses of
Negroes remain what they now are – a handy and docile labor supply from which additional
profits can be wrung.”135 Park addressed the labor issue as a priority for most wealthy, white
landowners as an obstacle to educational reform. He predicted that, “we shall have to wait for the
introduction of the cotton picker to change the system of rural education in the South.”136 Raper
observed the importance of both race and class in outfitting schools for black students. He found
that the “differentials between races are lowest where white schools are best.”137 The everpresent fear of the white working class that somehow their position and jobs were about to be
taken by black competitors resulted in deep hostility to black education. Fairclough found that
“the depth of white hostility to black education – mainly from elements of the white working
class – meant every improvement to black schools ran a gauntlet of political opposition from
white labor leaders.”138 Given the anxiety and opposition from the white working class to
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investing public funds into black schools makes Smith’s explanation for what might have
accounted for a lack of white resistance to building Rosenwald schools for black students seem
tenable. He observed that,
The reactions of white people to the building of a modern Negro school in the
community were somewhat different from what many officials had expected. The
fact that these schools were called “Rosenwald Schools” and the belief of the
people that they were paid for mainly by the Julius Rosenwald Fund, kept down
criticism of the school officials.139
It seems evident that discrimination resulted in a lack of local investment of public funds
into schools for black children. Aside from failing to build schools, pay teachers, or run equal
school terms, this is most evident in the failure of communities to purchase textbooks for both
sets of schools. Public funds provided textbooks for white students, and then used textbooks
were passed to the black schools. If new books were not purchased for white students, black
students went without. If black families owned textbooks, the books were handed down from one
sibling to the next. There rarely were books enough to fill the demand.140 Embree praised the
state of Louisiana for purchasing textbooks for all students, but lamented, “If the state purchases
textbooks, as in Louisiana, the pupil will have a full set; if not, one reader may serve a class of
fifteen to fifty.”141 Foreman found that most students went without textbooks which might
account for “the superior showing of arithmetic over reading, as facility in reading requires more
books.”142 Foreman equated the lack of textbooks and other instructional materials to the low
level of literacy reported in the rural black schools of the South. He stated that there should be an
“expectation that the educational achievement of the pupils would be unfavorably affected by the
absence of any of the facility considered . . . to be important in a school house was to a certain
139
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extent verified.”143 Even if the school building was decent like those built using Rosenwald
Funds, the lack of resources severely hampered the teaching and learning that took place within
the walls of the school. Smith visited almost all of the Rosenwald Schools as the director of the
Southern Office and he coordinated with the Negro Agents from each state to identify
communities that wanted to apply for Rosenwald Funding. His notes from the field reflected that
white support for building a school did not guarantee that the school would be adequately
supplied with instructional resources.
Reports on the Rosenwald schools by state agents revealed that in a large
percentage of these modern school buildings there were no library books and not
half enough textbooks. It was not uncommon to see two or even three children
trying to study or read from one badly worn textbook at the same time. Pictures
and stories of these conditions made an appeal to Mr. Rosenwald who felt that
these modern ‘Rosenwald’ rural schools would not serve their purposes
effectively without the simple tools of learning - books.144
The dual education system in the South and the general lack of public funds due to tough
economic times resulted in difficulties for local communities. Technically, they were expected to
provide separate but equal educational facilities. Since funds were limited and racial
discrimination was deeply embedded into the psyche of the South, it was not difficult for white
leaders to disproportionately fund white schools over black schools. There was no public outcry
that was heard in school board chambers because the vote was restricted. The cash-strapped
black community worked to supplement spending shortfalls to provide what limited resources
they could to educate their children. Into this breach, the black teacher worked to make the best
of use of scarce resources. Although she might not be as well educated as her urban counterparts,
she labored to provide the best education she knew. Embree related witnessing, “an almost
illiterate teacher presiding over a deskless room without a single textbook.” He credited the rural
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black teacher for overcoming those obstacles and, “bringing the children along with her native
wit and ingenuity.”145 Scarcity required teachers to improvise, to make use of every scrap of
paper, to tear images from magazines or mail order catalogs, and to create their own instructional
materials. Some were able to manage their classrooms with innovative, relevant teaching
examples, however, Fairclough stated even those heroic efforts were seldom enough to close the
enormous gaps in resources and facilities.
Unfortunately, no amount of dedication and resourcefulness could compensate for
deficient education and training. Examples of ineffective teaching abounded . . .
Having received no education beyond high school, many teachers were ignorant
of all teaching methods other than the “recitations” and memory drills to which
they themselves had been subjected. They neither made lesson plans nor
understood the need for them. Excessive reliance upon corporal punishment
betrayed a lack of confidence and ignorance of other classroom management
techniques. Many made no effort to brighten up bare classrooms by putting
pictures on the walls and displaying students’ work. Many did not think to
mitigate the lack of supplies by collecting samples and specimens from the
immediate environment.146
The vast majority of black students attending rural schools experienced an environment hostile to
educating them. The facilities were inadequate, teachers were unprepared, and print resources
were lacking. The lack of resources left most classrooms resembling the one Embree described.
Crude blackboards are used for writing, then for reading what has been written.
Figuring on the board is supplemented by adding and subtracting on fingers on
the hands. In reading aloud, to which these schools without books so often have to
resort, the teacher’s stumbling slowness simply helps in making it possible for the
unlettered children to follow her.147
Teaching and learning in such a material poor environment was a difficult obstacle for
rural educators to overcome. As poor as the environment was, other problems were more
pressing, especially instruction taking place inside the classroom. Although some
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historians maintain that good teaching and learning took place, many of the observers did
not report much evidence of it.148
Rote Learning
All of the scholars agreed that instruction in rural, black schools depended on rote
learning. Rote learning is best defined as students memorizing lessons from a textbook or
teacher-given resources and reciting the lessons back to the teacher by rote memorization. The
rote memorization from textbooks often had little bearing on the students’ lived experiences and
seemed removed from day to day life. The students saw little relevance between their lives and
education. This lead to, as Charles Johnson stated, “Learning for them, thus, becomes largely
rote, with no firm root in their lives.”149 Most textbooks were written for northern, urban
students. Those texts tailored to the Southern market glorified the white race, romanticized
slavery, and formalized racism.150 Students were confronted with tests completely unrelated to
their lives including, “the missing parts of fire engines, unfamiliar animals, the place of
manufacture of Packard cars, the familiar use of circles and squares,” inevitably left many
students feeling disconnected from education. As a consequence, “education has no meaning for
them, so they leave school.”151
In Memorandum on Rote Learning, sociologist Robert Park described how rote learning
affected his students at Fisk University. In Park’s experience, students struggled with original
thought or insight. Their learning was too formalized and too far removed from their life
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experience. He related the same to his own experience as a college undergraduate, “we had no
notion that education had any practical value. That was a later discovery.”152 While his
experience changed with further education, Park expressed concern that learning for learning’s
sake without seeing connections to the world beyond school would not change society.
According to Park, education should be transformational, however, rote learning did not offer
transformation. Instead, “when learning involves neither rumination, reflection, nor
experimentation, there will be no moments of illumination and insight.”153 A good example of
rote learning, according to Park, was learning Latin. “It used to be the case that almost the only
reason one studied Latin was in order that one might teach other persons to study Latin. This is
part of the rote-learning complex.”154 The biggest challenge confronting teachers, then, was not
just getting students to memorize and recite their lessons, but to integrate what they were
teaching into student experiences. Without that connection between the learner and the learning
and, “as long as rote learning is the norm, then a liberal education that seeks to engage the
student with the world around him or her does not exist.”155 Instead, the student will live in
multiple worlds and the formal knowledge learned in school will not connect to the lives children
lived outside of school. Park related an observation of a school visit.
I remember, thirty years ago, visiting a school in High Point, North Carolina,
where I had occasion to listen to a recitation in geometry. Neither pupils nor
instructor had any notion whatever as to what I was all about. Certainly, neither
pupil nor teacher had the slightest idea of the proposition they were
demonstrating, or that it had any application in the art of the land surveyor, in the
navigation of a ship, or even the erection of a house.156
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Embree expressed concern about rote learning as well, but showed an understanding and
appreciation of the knowledge and skills students possessed outside of school.
It is easy to catch the children of these country schools with what seem to us easy
questions. They may reply that ice is made of wood, that napkins are made of
glass . . . but they in turn, if they were not too awed or polite, could stump the
visiting examiner on ways to make a balky mule go, on how to learn so much of
the family’s cherished and well-worn Bible when no member of the family has
ever been able to read.157
He elaborated even further on the lessons that many black children in rural schools learned
despite rote learning, lessons that added value to a student’s daily life.
The absence of books has forced a great deal of memory drill and rote learning.
Such old-fashioned methods may be smiled at indulgently by progressive school
people of today. But any rural Negro child can call an answer to 16x13 while the
country day school pupil is reaching for his pencil or nonchalantly asking you
why you want to know. The Negro student also has a great deal of history and
geography at his tongue’s end and a good many more rules of grammar than the
customs of his country allow him to use.158
Park admitted that the nature of learning remained an unknown, which left the debate over
appropriate teaching techniques unanswered. Despite studies of many classrooms over many
years, scholars still could not explain how students learned.
We do not know the conditions under which experience is transformed into
insight, and we do not know the processes by which individual insights are
transformed into communicable ideas. We do not understand the role of
communicative question and answer, argument and counter argument, and the
whole dialectical process in defining ideas as they arise.159
His concern with rote learning, however, was that social inequities continued to be perpetuated
on southern blacks as they had been for generations. He hoped that education could transform
society, but had little faith in the one-room school and the teachers’ reliance on memorization
and recitation. Instead, he predicted that “the automobile, the cinema, and the radio . . . may do
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what the rural school has thus far failed to do, namely, destroy the moral and intellectual
isolation in which the Negro on the plantation lives.”160 The majority of scholars recognized that
rural education was deeply flawed based on multiple problems ranging from isolated, untrained
teachers, lack of adequate facilities and instructional resources, and overreliance on
memorization and recitation. Reformers sought to bring about changes to remedy the problems.
Summary
Studies ranging from the turn of the twentieth century through the 1930s revealed major
disparities in rural and urban education. The concern many scholars shared was that lack of
education would contribute further to displacing the rural workforce as rural people moved to the
city to pursue better jobs and opportunities. Discrepancies between rural and urban schools on
the national level included fewer rural one and two teacher schools, poor facilities, materials
developed for urban learners, and ill-prepared teachers. The disparities were even more
pronounced comparing the South to the rest of the nation. Within the South, black students fared
much worse than their white counterparts. Black communities were massively underfunded and
forced to supplement county funds to maintain schools and pay teacher supplements. Teachers
were poorly trained and on average had the education equivalent of a seventh grade nationwide.
Teachers and students also lacked adequate facilities and resources.
Reformers faced numerous obstacles. They would need to improve facilities, provide
resources, supplement teacher salaries, extend the school calendar while increasing attendance,
and improve teacher training. These changes might equate with improved instruction. If learning
could be relevant to students’ lives, then students might stay in school longer. Improving
education would improve life in the rural communities.
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CHAPTER 3
THE QUEST FOR SOLUTIONS
Reformers were left with a number of problems confronting them. The task at hand must

have appeared Sisyphean because they looked to education to remedy an inherently unjust
system deeply embedded in the hearts and minds of southern whites. Slavery had been abolished
seventy years prior, but in its place debt peonage, tenant farming, and Jim Crow held the social
order with the rural black at its base. While the crushing segregated system extends far beyond
this study, they define its parameters. The reformers entered into an arena with so many factors
to confront, it is astounding they succeeded to the extent that they did. Hindsight might cloud
current perceptions of the discrimination facing the reformers, but Embree detailed a few of the
problems in Brown America. Embree was a scion of a family of reformers starting with his
grandfather John Fee. Fee was born to a slave-owning planter, but through a religious conversion
worked in the antebellum years in Kentucky for abolition. He was deeply persecuted by his
former friends and neighbors, but persevered in founding the integrated Berea College. His early
education is important in the development of Embree’s views on race in the South. Embree
identified himself as a Southerner, and probably felt that his work with the Rosenwald Fund was
an extension of his grandfather’s quest. When Embree wrote about race in the South, he wrote as
a native son. In writing about the extreme poverty and backwardness of rural blacks, he echoed
Julius Rosenwald’s statements regarding the need to help blacks progress in order to allow for
progress for both races. Embree wrote:
However friendly to the race he may be, no one who knows the black belts can
deny the general low level of Negro conditions in America. The only questions
are: Do we want to leave them there? Are we willing to let prejudice and
primitive taboos to keep back the growth of twelve million people who are part of
this nation, who are inextricably tied up with its backwardness or progress?161
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If asked Embree’s question, one might project that most white Southerners in the 1930s
would have answered the question to the affirmative or else conditions would not have been so
dire for the rural working class in general or for rural blacks specifically. Embree identified two
different types of racism in the South, the racism of the poor white opposed to the racism of the
landed gentry. He described the lower socio-economic class prejudice as “the bitterness of the
competitive struggle by poor whites. Any group, desperate for its existence and survival, fears
and hates its competitors.”162 In stark contrast stood the patronizing paternalism of the landed
classes, many of who lived closely with black servants and were raised by black mammies. The
divide between the wealthy whites and the blacks was so great, that there was no fear of
competition. Instead this class helped black southerners build churches and schools. The upper
class whites viewed the southern blacks were little more than children requiring white care and
supervision, so they donated funds for these building projects. As Embree wrote, however, the
support did not mean that the upper classes had an enlightened view of blacks. Their beliefs
remained unchanged. As he stated, “It has even consented, somewhat astonished, to their
demands for schools as they ape the white man’s scholarship. Where classics have been studied
in colored schools, a favorite jest in the drawing room is: “I just heard Mandy say to Sarah, ‘Is
yo’ did yo’ Greek?’”163 Despite the violent vitriol of the poor southern working class, Embree
found the upper class attitudes more disheartening. As he explained, “It is hard to keep ambition
alive when those for whom you have fondness and respect keep thinking and saying that you are
only children, that you can never grow up, that you are cast by God in an inferior mould.”164 The
violence of the rural South cannot be overstated. Lynchings were common tools used to control
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the rural black populace and to keep them in their place. Frank Horne lived in Fort Valley,
Georgia in 1936. He described the aftermath of a lynching on a nearby community.
A few days ago in a little Georgia town not far from where I live, they lynched a
Negro and threw his bullet-riddled body into the yard of a little Negro school.
Perhaps you would have liked to teach a lesson the next morning in, let’s say,
health or a lesson on citizenship.165
In the face of Jim Crow, these men and women held the belief that education had the
power to transform communities through the lives of children and outreach to the greater black
communities. S.L. Smith best expressed this optimism in his belief “that educated, fair minded
peoples of different races and religions can work together harmoniously for the “Wellbeing of
mankind.’ NO ONE IS BORN WITH PREJUDICE.”166 So armed with the tools of optimism,
philanthropic funds, and good will, the reformers searched for remedies for the ailing segregated
school system.
National Trends in Rural School Reform
Teachers College
Teachers College at Columbia University had a special division devoted entirely to
studying the rural school problem and proposing remedies to improve conditions. As early as
1912, Carney proposed massive changes to rural education including consolidating small schools
into larger, centralized schools supported by county transportation, demonstration schools
attached to teacher colleges to experiment with instructional reforms, and improved teacher
training. In fact, Carney placed a very high premium on the role of the teacher as a community
leader. One of the main problems Carney identified in rural life was the lack of centralizing
community resources. Into this breach, she foresaw the teacher as an obvious leader. The role of
the rural teacher, according to Carney, was to improve schools and community,
165
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1. Through spiritualizing and improving the physical environment of the school.
2. Through socializing the school and making it an institution of community service.
3. Through vitalizing and enriching the course of study.
4. Through improving the administration of the school and teaching the necessity of a
change of system, or consolidation.167
To support her belief in not only the centrality of the role of the school and teacher in rural
community building, but also the importance of rural life in general, Carney wrote a Country
Life Creed. In it she reasserted her belief that it was imperative to keep “standard people upon
our farms.” In order to do so, country life had to be improved to be as attractive to rural people as
city life. Building blocks of community already existed including church, farmer organizations,
and schools. Carney thought that the school was most uniquely suited to being the basis of
country life, “because cooperation is a question of education, and education is the special
responsibility of the school.” Carney felt that the teacher, through special training and
preparation could lead rural development and shore up the other community organizations.
Teacher training should, “supply the information, the special adaptability, and, above all, the
vision, to make this end attainable.”168
Other Studies
In 1917, the Carnegie Foundation published a special report authored by Henry Pritchett,
calling for states to reform the educational requirements for teacher certification.
Recommendations contained in the report included calls to standardize curriculum at both
normal schools and teachers colleges. Teaching candidates should be prepared differently from
rural administrators. Pritchett also recommended rigorous prerequisites including candidate
completion of a four-year high school. The course of study should be specialized based on grade
level and subject matter, all candidates should take a common class: Introduction to Teaching.
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Ideally a teacher would receive four years of preparation, but at least two years were initially
recommended. One of the major changes should be a balance between theory and practice with
supervised practice forming the backbone of the program. The report also featured a
comprehensive outline of courses of study for all subject areas including a specialized program
for rural teaching candidates.169 Carney echoed the need for specialized training of rural teachers
and outlined the goals of the newly established department for the work at Teachers College.
The purposes of the department included preparing leaders including teacher training leaders,
rural supervisors, superintendents and principals, community leaders; promoting advancement of
rural education through research, writing, lectures, training; and building the community through
organization and leadership.170
Teacher Preparation
As graduate students at Teachers College, R.L. Bunting and Verne McGuffey conducted a
survey of rural teachers. They sought information in nine areas that were outlined by the 1909
Roosevelt Commission on Country Life as detailed below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The classification of a distinct rural group of students.
The offering of distinct curricula for rural teachers.
Special practice teaching for a rural group of students.
Rural life clubs among students preparing for rural work.
Extension service to rural teachers and communities.
Rural teacher-placement.
Special equipment for the rural service department.
Budgets for rural teacher-training and other rural work.
The number of instructors devoting time to rural interests. 171
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Bunting and McGuffey sent the survey to every normal school and teachers college for white
teachers. They received replies from 149 schools in forty-four states and the then territory of
Hawaii. The findings were that in all responding institutions, 85% implemented some special
program for rural educators while 15% did not. Among the institutions that did not change
teacher education, seven were rural in nature. Of the seven, three were Southern including
Georgia, Mississippi, and Virginia. Respondents reflected that most valuable part of teacher
preparation was practice teaching with supervised observation and feedback.172
Supervision and Administration
Teacher preparation was seen as very important to address special needs of rural schools,
but so was the movement to consolidate schools so that teachers could specialize more on graded
classes, as a result, students would learn more efficiently because they would be better taught to
their own level. There were many problems with one teacher, ungraded rural schools, but the
biggest identified by Dunn and Everett was that the “children vary widely in age and
advancement, usually ranging from the first grade through the eighth.”173 The result of the varied
abilities in the range of students was that teachers lacked the ability to focus on working with just
one group of students, but instead had to divide their efforts to teach eight different grades in all
subject areas. This ran counter to a 1937 Department of Interior statement concerning the
objectives of education. “The goal of American education is that all children have the fullest
possible opportunity for growth and development according to their individual needs and
abilities.”174 The report recommended that county boards of education consolidate schools by
shifting school administration from the local districts to county-level schools. The report also
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called for states to improve the curriculum because the most rural areas rely heavily on state
curriculum. The report called for teacher input in the curriculum writing process, which was
innovative thinking in the 1930s. The final recommendation of the review was to improve
teacher quality by centralizing certification to the state level, increasing academic requirements,
and providing state supervision of rural schools. This recommendation was especially interesting
because it called for less localized authority over schools with the calls for state curriculum and
state supervision as well as county schools as opposed to local schools.
The RSP Plan
The need to improve the situation of both teachers and students in rural schools
throughout the South thus inspired Embree to propose that the Fund write and publish textbooks
for rural schools. A book could be published and distributed at a relatively low cost to the Fund.
However, John Coss who served as both a Council member and a Trustee, weighed in to
discourage this endeavor. Coss wrote,
I think that the Foundation better not go into writing the trial textbooks, or
materials even less tentative. You can’t carry on far enough, won’t be building a
structure to continue functioning, and in my opinion will be wasting your money.
. . The point I want to make is: Find out all that is going on and has been done.
Stimulate the work, be an authority on it, but don’t do it!175
In lieu of pursuing Embree’s book project, the Council convened a committee to look for
other remedies for the problems related to instruction in rural education. This committee
ultimately concluded that the small demonstration schools were not influential enough to change
rural education and recommended the shifted focus on teacher education at state universities.
This project will investigate the Council member tours and school visits documented in the
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Rosenwald Fund files at Fisk University. Coss wanted to be an active participant in the study, so
in 1935 and 1936 he visited demonstration sites. In a series of reports and observations sent back
to the Fund headquarters, he chronicled his observations and recommendations, and while his
opinion appeared to carry a great deal of influence with Embree and the rest of the Council, he
faced some resistance from James and Margaret Simons, officers of the Fund involved in the
RSP as early as 1933. They identified Red Oak and other demonstration sites as ideal for reform
efforts. The Simons were so involved in the initial phases of the RSP that it was originally titled
the Simon Study.176 One person that impressed Coss was “Caswell of Peabody.”177 Coss’s
compliment might have led to an eventual partnership between the Council and Peabody College
to determine the next course of action in the Rural School Project. Beginning in 1938 Peabody
College began working with the Rosenwald Fund to determine the best course of action to
remedy the problems with rural schools. President S. C. Garrison wrote to Embree:
I want you to know that we appreciate the opportunity of cooperating with the
Julius Rosenwald Fund in the very important study of rural schools and the
preparation of rural teachers, which the Fund has undertaken. You have made it
possible for Peabody College to be associated with what I consider to be one of
the most important, if not the most important study, taking place in education just
now.178
Further documents related to the Peabody College studies indicate an observation and interview
form for rural schools, reports concerning both African American and white rural school visits, a
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survey of southern normal schools, and proposals for future work. These surveys and field
reports paved the way for the shifted focus from demonstrations to teacher education through
state colleges and normal schools.
What is interesting about this project is that there is little in the current scholarly
literature about the work of the Rural School Project. While it is briefly mentioned in recent
biographies of both Edwin R. Embree and Charles S. Johnson, there has not been a specific work
dedicated to the project. This dissertation does not cover the entirety of the RSP. Instead it
focuses on the RSP as experienced in Georgia based on the demonstration schools in Stockbridge
and Madison, the surveys and field reports, and ultimately the decision to heavily invest in
teacher education for both white and black teacher candidates in Georgia.
Summary
The challenges confronting the reformers were unimaginable; they faced economic,
social and political obstacles that were deeply entrenched in the South. They planned to use the
little white schoolhouses dotting the rural landscape as their chief tool of change. Through
improved conditions of the schools, teacher-created and student-centered curriculum, and ample
school resources they planned to work through grass-roots community education and leadership
in keeping with Carney’s view that the school should be the centralizing agent in the rural
landscape. Ultimately, to prepare teachers, the RSP built on studies and research conducted by
Teachers College to revamp teacher education through experimental programs at normal schools.
Through creating a specific course that would adequately prepare teachers for their leadership
roles in rural communities, social and economic changes would follow.
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CHAPTER 4
PLANNING THE EXPERIMENTS, 1928 - 1934
After visiting schools in the rural South and recognizing the need to change instruction in

rural schools, the officers of the Fund convened a special council, the Rural School Council (the
Council) to address the shortcomings of education for rural students. The Council was made up
of two different groups: Counselors and Explorers. Counselors were national-level experts in
education including renowned professors, Negro supervisors from the states involved,
representatives from philanthropic foundations, officers of the Fund, and freshly minted New
Deal executives. The function of the Counselors was to guide the overall program and offer
advice to the other group of the Council, the Explorers. The Explorers were young professionals
with experience in rural education, sociology, or health care. Both races were represented in the
explorations because the Council decided that to completely understand the race issue, or
interracial issues as race relations were called in the 1930s, they would need information from
both white and black communities. The Council decided to keep the experiments small so they
would be manageable. This model of supporting small experiments was consistent with
Embree’s views of the role of philanthropic foundations. Given the course of events that
followed, it is safe to assume that the Board of the Fund, and indeed Julius Rosenwald himself,
agreed with Embree. In 1930 Embree wrote a secret memorandum in which he outlined his
vision of how philanthropic foundations should operate. Rosenwald was alive for two years
following the memorandum, and bequeathed additional Sears and Roebuck stock to the Fund. If
he disagreed with Embree’s views, it is safe to assume that Embree would have been replaced as
Fund president and Rosenwald would not have given funds additional funds to the new
programs.
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In the memorandum Embree wrote, “The role of the foundation is simply to start the
projects or movements, to do the difficult experimenting and then gradually persuade public and
private moneys to continue their support.”179 Past actions of the Fund supported Embree’s
sentiments. Even with the original school-building program, the Fund never paid the full
building cost of the Rosenwald schools but instead expected governments and communities to
raise funds in an effort to “show the South that it was sound social investment to provide to
provide schooling for this race – as for all other groups of the population – and, by small
conditional gifts, to persuade counties and districts to provide more and better schools for
Negroes.”180 In 1930 Embree described the history of the Fund and proposed a new focus in a
Conspectus of Fund Activities. The new focus was an attempt to help navigate the newly
imposed financial limitations resulting from the drop in the value of the Fund following the 1929
Stock Market Crash.
The Conspectus included a summary of the Funds’ present activities, suggestions for
budget limitations, a proposal of future programs, and a tabulation of payments and
commitments from previous Executive Board of Directors fund disbursements. Embree
explained that Rosenwald began the school building program in 1913, and in 1917 Rosenwald
chartered the Fund as a separate charity organization from his personal giving. In 1928
Rosenwald reorganized the Fund to free himself up from many of the day-to-day operations of
the Fund. In the reorganization, he established an Executive Board and President to administer
the philanthropy and to support education and other areas of interest that Rosenwald supported
personally including colleges, the YMCA, Negro health, and to improve government, especially
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in the South. In 1930, with funds overcommitted and dwindling quickly, Embree recommended
that the Fund concentrate giving to avoid expending Fund resources too quickly with little
impact on the programs that Rosenwald supported. To accomplish the goal of experimenting to
persuade governments to support mass implementation of model programs, Embree called for
Fund focus on Southern education to shift from school building to demonstrations. In this way,
the Fund could invest more funds in several small experimental programs and pioneer ways to
improve education in rural schools and the lives of people living in rural communities.181
According to Embree, the important role for foundations was to be a stimulus for change
rather than a crutch. Philanthropies were uniquely positioned to stimulate public activities
because “Foundations . . . do much to lead the way to social improvements in many directions.
Unfortunately few foundations have realized and acted upon their unique opportunities.”182 Due
to their unique position and relative independence, Embree wrote that it was important that
foundations take on social issues. Embree further elaborated:
There is no real leadership in giving simply to accepted and ‘safe’ causes. Tax
funds and individuals may be counted upon to support activities once their
usefulness is demonstrated and their methods and procedures completely out. The
unique opportunity of foundations is to make experiments, to create fresh
knowledge, to get new enterprises started, and to show, after trial and experience,
how these enterprises can most effectively be carried out.183
The key role of foundations was to convince governments, both state and local, as well as
communities that the experiments needed to be extended and continued, because, as Embree
pointed out, foundations did not have enough funds to maintain massive public programs.
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Another important factor to consider when planning future action was that foundations
were well situated to experiment because they had independent funds and did not answer to
higher authorities than the boards. Given these opportunities, if foundations failed to experiment,
they ran the risk of becoming too bureaucratic and safe for the sole reason of maintaining their
fund balances. Embree stated, “We are not looking for credit, so we can afford if necessary to
have an occasional failure. Since we are not dependent upon a large constituency either for our
funds or our position, we can afford to take criticism.”184 Experimenting had risks because there
was not a precedent to follow, however, should an experimental program fail, the Fund did not
have to answer to the public or a government agency. Foundations had the luxury of time since
experiments required space and time to unfold and adapt based on experience and data. With the
freedom of independent funds and limited accountability, the Fund was well suited to launch
experimental programs. They did not act in a vacuum due to the role of the Counselors advising
their actions with the Rural School Program. The state Negro Supervisors provided the political
and bureaucratic support needed to secure agreements with states and counties. With
representatives from other foundations including the Leo Favrot of the GEB, the Council was
assured of support of the various programs supported by the GEB including the state Negro
supervisors and the Jeanes supervisors. With the expertise of scholars like Charles S. Johnson of
Fisk University, Bruce Payne of Peabody College for Teachers, and John Coss of Teachers
College of Columbia University, the Council’s activities were lead by top academics that also
provided the scholars who conducted the social science research. Implicit in Embree’s
memorandum was the criticism that other foundations fell into the trap becoming routinized, safe
and bureaucratic. Experimentation would be left open to the Rosenwald Fund.
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The Rosenwald Fund was different from other philanthropies of the time because Julius
Rosenwald required that the funds be completely expended within twenty-five years of his death.
His donation was primarily in Sears and Roebuck stocks, so the bottom line of the Fund’s
balance dropped precipitously in the Great Depression. The decrease in the Fund’s balance made
the goal of expending the funds much easier, while at the same time focusing the activities of the
Board. Prior to the stock market crash, the Fund invested in a stunning array of programs,
including but not limited to, underwriting social science research and public health initiatives
including Margaret Sanger’s birth control clinics.185 With the sharp decline of the Fund’s
balance, the scope of the Fund’s activities narrowed and refocused on the South especially
education and public health. Decreased funds might have accelerated the new vision, but
Embree and the Executive Board voted to change the focus of the Fund’s investment in
education as early as 1930. As Embree wrote, “Improvements in general education and in social
leadership, especially in the South, are necessary to any real betterment of Negro conditions and
of interracial relations.”186 The need to focus the limited funding resulted in pulling back from
funding other programs, however, the pullback was consistent with the early work of Rosenwald.
Embree presented an outline of the plans to revise the southern school program to the
Executive Committee at their November 1931 meeting. This meeting’s agenda focused on
updates to programs funded in the Spring as well as changes or recommendations for future Fund
activity and how to expend the money previously awarded to program areas. Embree
recommended that the Fund should stop building schools, but instead develop curriculum
materials and experiment in unified county organization. Embree recommended that the Fund
185
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should also combat rampant illiteracy by appropriating $10,000 for libraries and $10,000 for
study of school problems, chiefly through fellowships for administrators, chiefly
superintendents, to attend summer programs.187 The Executive Committee passed the
recommended resolutions.
The resolution ending the school building program, the most heralded activity of the
Fund, revealed the Executive Committee’s agreement with Embree’s belief that philanthropies
should experiment rather than stagnate by only carrying out proven activities that worked in the
past.
Resolved that in making these appropriations, the Fund declares its continued
interest in Negro education in the South, but its decision to shift the emphasis of its
work from buildings to educational program, it being understood that our
contribution to the building program be reduced as fast as may be expedient.188
The school library resolution below illustrated Embree’s view that philanthropies should not
attempt to replace public funding, but instead stimulate an awareness of sound investments in
education.
Resolved that in increasing the appropriation for school libraries the Fund
approves attempts to stimulate this aspect of the work, but it does not contemplate
attempting to aid in the placing of libraries in all of the 5,000 Rosenwald schools,
but simply attempts to establish the principle of supplementary libraries in schools
for Negroes.189
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The third resolution supported the value of teacher education in improving education. Again, the
Executive Committee approved the program focus on small demonstrations in teacher education.
“Resolved that the trustees express their approval of the attempt by the Fund to improve the
quality of teaching in Negro schools.”190 Embree and Waxman explained that the demonstrations
were more successful than could have been expected since they took place during the worst of
the Depression. The gifts of library books helped to ‘prime the pump,’ to start a flow of support
and interest which continued after this special aid had ceased. The use of schools, both white and
colored . . . gave impetus to the movement to increase school libraries and to treat schools as
centers of community reading and general enlightenment.”191
As an attempt to improve education for black students in the rural South by working on
classroom instruction, the Fund planned to invest in developing high-interest materials for
students. In order to qualify as high-interest, reading materials had to relate directly to the lives
of students. Given the paucity of materials available for students of color, Fund officers were
particularly interested in supporting materials concentrated on black history and literature. In that
vein, the Executive Committee voted to support Carter Woodson and the Association for the
Study of Negro Life and History by allocating $2,500 to their work.192
Education of Southern Superintendents at the George Peabody College for Teachers
One established program that the Board planned to continue and strengthen was
educating southern superintendents through summer institutes. The initial program supported by
the Fund as early as 1928 was the summer program at George Peabody College for Teachers
(Peabody) in Nashville. In a letter to Peabody President, Bruce Payne, Embree praised the work
Peabody faculty did with superintendents in summer courses. Both Embree and Payne agreed
190
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that it was important for white administrators of the dual school system study how to administer
schools for both black and white students. In 1930 at a special meeting of the Trustees, the
Trustees voted to support Southern superintendents’ attendance at Peabody’s summer sessions
for 1932. The Trustees valued the ongoing education because “the superintendents seem to show
finer attitudes toward their Negro schools and are giving more intelligent attention to the
selection and improvement of Negro teachers and other phases of Negro work.”193 The summer
programs helped superintendents build a better view of the importance of working to support
education for students of both races.
Although the schools were run separately, white boards of education and white
superintendents supervised and administered both systems. Embree addressed the value of
Peabody’s work “not only because this is a matter in which this fund is interested, but for the
more important reason that this knowledge is needed, if these educators are properly to deal with
the whole school problem in the South.”194 In his reply to Embree, Payne reminded Embree that
this was not a new undertaking for Peabody. Embree noted in the margin of Payne’s letter that
the Fund would allocate $7,500 for five years to support the supervisors’ education program at
Peabody. Payne’s letter also referred to support for a new venture from both Jackson Davis at the
Phelps-Stokes Fund and Louis Favrot at the GEB.195 This project that was to be undertaken at
Peabody provided significant foundational support to hire a faculty member to teach courses on
the challenges facing a dual school system and on the specific problems of Negro schooling.
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Payne used the funds differently than those outlined by the Fund. Instead of setting up a separate
department,
Peabody used the fund to pay the salaries of two professors who devoted at least
half their time to racial issues and dual education. Ullin W. Leavell held most
responsibility for this Rosenwald program and annual conferences. He taught
courses on black education and cited research to demonstrate the enormous gap
between white and black schools.196
Payne was a southern progressive who believed that the context of segregation could be
improved, but not overturned. He worked to support programs to improve separate education for
blacks in the South, not to disrupt segregation. Payne’s program for supervisors would educate
the predominantly white, male supervisory class to understand as much as possible about black
students including intelligence measured by IQ tests, the social and economic environment,
problems of education including poor school buildings and poorly trained teachers. He furthered
his goal by establishing the Division of Surveys and Field Studies for which the GEB provided
$35,000 a year.197 Payne sought additional support from the Fund, and in response to his request,
the Executive Committee of the Fund voted to support a Department of Negro Life and Schools
at Peabody.198
As proof of the value of the summer sessions, Leavell shared letters from the 1932
summer classes on dual education with S.L. Smith, Director of the Southern Offices of the Fund
in Nashville. The letters highlighted how southern superintendents viewed the problems of dual
education and the difficulties of administering two programs. The letters also indicated “next
steps” that the superintendents might take upon returning to their communities. Many letters
were addressed to local board members, but more were addressed to either Smith or Leavell. The
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reticence of the summer students to confront their boards with their newfound insight might
indicate that they were not fully committed to implementing any changes to improve school
settings for blacks students. Of the suggestions, one superintendent placed the blame for poor
education squarely on the shoulders of teachers; he indicated that he needed to survey Negro
schools to see what needs black schools and communities could identify that would not entail
expending additional funds. He predicted that the best course of action would be to improve the
quality of teachers in the schools because if students were ‘retarded,’ it is the fault of the
teachers.199 It is interesting to note that the superintendent did not recommend that additional
funds be allocated to support the black schools, but instead that the community should attain
better-qualified teachers. There would only be a few ways for that to happen, and most would
require the local community to fund more support to supplement teacher pay. Another
superintendent was also reluctant to admit that the funding discrepancy might account, at least in
part, for low student performance. Instead he identified the attitude of the community as the
source of poor performance. He was hesitant to become overly involved in improving black
schools due to the backlash in the white community. The white community would require him to
approach reforms carefully because, “Overenthusiasm for the promotion of negro education
might retard the progress in the task even more than the lack of enthusiasm.”200 In contrast
another superintendent reflected that improving education for black students would make the
country a better place to live and proposed the need to increase funding for black schools and
revitalizing curriculum because “the welfare of whites depends to a great extent on the way our
negro people succeed.”201 Ultimately, by improving black education, superintendents hoped to
promote better attendance, hire better teachers, all while costing less per capita. These letters
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reveal that while these southern superintendents might be willing to learn about the challenges of
dual education, they were reluctant to match concerns with equalized funding or resources.
Even while supporting Peabody, the Fund extended its efforts at educating teachers by
working with the University of Georgia (UGA) to support a summer school program for black
teachers. In 1930, the Executive Committee appropriated $1,000 to support the program while
both the state of Georgia and GEB each donated $850. This program awarded college credit to
the attending teachers. Embree wrote about the value of the summer program at UGA, “This
summer school is a remarkable example of interracial cooperation between the faculties of the
University of Georgia and of the School. Through an extension division of the UGA, a number
of the faculty of that University lecture and give regular instruction to the classes of the School
throughout the session.”202 This funding support began a long, yet rocky relationship between
UGA and the Fund. However, as the premier institute of higher education in Georgia, the Fund
prioritized UGA as a partner to leverage its influence to bring about change in the state.
Despite its work with higher education, the path to improving education for black
students in rural communities would not be easy. In a biennial review of Fund activities from
1931 – 1933, Embree wrote that the South continued to support dual education systems. Despite
the beliefs of progressive southerners like Payne, the states did not provide equal systems within
segregation. Embree reported that recent expenditure reports reflected that southern states spent
$44.31 per capita for white students and only $12.50 for Negroes students. One remedy that
Embree proposed was a long-range solution, supporting higher education programs for black
scholars. As Embree explained,
The need for special aid in the development of a school system for Negroes is due
to the fact that throughout the South a dual system of public schools is
202
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maintained, one of white pupils and another entirely distinct system running from
the primary grades through college for Negroes. It is not enough, therefore, to
help build up the general schools, since the regular institutions do not offer
facilities to a race which numbers one fourth of the population of the South.203
The Executive Committee agreed, and supported centers of black higher education
including Howard, Atlanta University, Fisk, Meharry College of Medicine, and Dillard
could support black leadership to help change the system.
Surviving the Nadir of the Great Depression
In 1932 several events rocked the Fund. The most important was the death of its
benefactor, Julius Rosenwald and the subsequent moving of the offices in the Sears Building to
Rosenwald’s mansion, which Rosenwald left to the Fund. The Trustees also reorganized
reducing its membership by two from thirteen to eleven. Previous allocations outstripped the
available fund balance, and Embree faced the ignominy of defaulting on promises to support
funding. To prevent this, Embree appealed to colleagues at the GEB and Carnegie Foundation to
help out in an effort to avoid letting down projects that were already underway.204 While the
other foundations honored the Fund commitments, the Trustees halted further allocations despite
the history of “expressed interest in the various proposals, it was decided that in view of the
present financial situation no appropriations beyond those already formally made should be
considered at this time.”205 The Fund went into stasis to attempt to recover from the financial
nadir of its value. During this time, Embree and the other officers offered their professional
consultative services. As the minutes reflected,
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The President reported informally the plans of a number of the officers for special
consultation services in connection with activities in which the Fund is interested.
It was agreed that during this period when the Fund cannot assist by financial
contributions it is especially desirable that the officers give every service possible
in the way of consultation.206
In practical terms, this meant that Embree and Fund Secretary, Margaret Simon, left to provide
consultative services in Dutch administered Java where they would survey rural schools for
native students administered by the Dutch. The trip undertaken by Embree and Simon was
significant to the later Rural School Project because the program for native, rural students
inspired them both. Not only did they write a study of their observations entitled Island India
Goes to School, their experiences in Java also largely shaped the next four years of the RSP as
Simon and her husband James began to scout possible communities that would support
demonstration site. It would also lead to an important partnership with the Dutch administrator of
the schools in Java, Bertram Schrieke. At the behest of the Board, Schrieke conducted a survey
of black schools in the rural South and offered programing recommendations upon with the
Council would base its decisions. Schrieke also served on the Council for two years while in
residency in the United States to conduct his research.
One benefit of the project in Java was, as Schrieke indicated, “the Negro in America is in
a somewhat similar position to the native people under European domination.” Even though
there were some notable differences in their pasts, “the problems of education are the same. The
question in each case is whether the particular group should be given simply standard European
education, or whether the practices and procedures should be so altered as to capitalize ancestral
cultures and to help build up a distinctive group.”207 Embree’s side work in Java also gave the
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Fund’s Sears and Roebuck stock value time to recover enough for the Executive Committee to
consider moving forward with Embree’s proposed demonstration programs, even though the
Fund had to borrow money from the GEB to cover its obligation to Peabody to support the
Department of Negro Life and Education and the Studies and Experiments in Negro
Education.208
Dutch Colonial Education
In their report of findings during the survey of Dutch colonial schools of Java, Embree
and Simon found some seeds that they would sow in the experimental RSP. While they reviewed
the entire Dutch education program, the most influential aspects of their trip were found in the
dessa schools. Dessa schools gave, “the mass of children acquaintance with the elementary tool
subjects of reading, writing, and arithmetic. Conducted in vernacular languages, by native
teachers, in native type buildings, right in the little villages where the children live.”209 These
schools were the result of the third attempt of Dutch colonial administrations to provide native
education beginning in 1893. By 1900, there were two levels of schools for native inhabitants of
the Dutch holdings in Indonesia accounting for class differences. The Dutch prioritized
educating the native population for a number of reasons including the need to train native
subjects to help administer the colony. Dutch and Chinese language schools were reserved for
upper class students expected to serve in the colonial administration while dessa schools
provided local education in the vernacular language for village children who were not really
destined to occupy bureaucratic or leadership roles in the Dutch governmental structure. These
schools provided, “a three-year course in the simplest rudiments of elementary learning,” and
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formed the foundation of education of the masses. 210 In the dessa schools, the Dutch
administration “faced the fact of the dual world – one European and one native – and it has
planned a dual system of schools to meet the situation.”211 Teachers were locally trained and
taught in the vernacular. The majority of dessas were two room buildings in which one teacher
taught third graders in one room for four hours while the second teacher taught first grade and
then second grade in the other room for two hour blocks. On average, two teachers taught about
90 students. Embree and Simon noted that the school buildings were immaculate and followed
traditional architecture. Students attending school beyond third grade transitioned to second-class
schools in which they learned skills like batik making, hygienic cooking, wood-working, and
farming. Talented students might also attend centrally located continuation schools for academic
courses. Boys attended for two years while girls attended for three. In the third year girls studied
home economics. It was also possible for students to attend schools focused on farming, trades,
or even normal schools. In 1932, there were thirty-three normal schools with 3,300 prospective
teachers enrolled. Overall there were approximately 40,000 native teachers in the Dutch East
Indies.
While local communities and central government shared the expense of running the
schools, the central administration maintained standards by developing a centralized curriculum,
certifying teachers, as well as standardizing salaries. The government also provided native
supervisors who traveled around the local communities both to support teachers and to ensure the
curriculum was being taught to an acceptable standard. The only criticism from Embree and
Simon was the lack of local culture in the schools given the centralized aspects of the educational
program. As they reflected,
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The schools take so little account of the history and culture of the people
themselves of this great archipelago. The schools in fact might as well be in
Europe, so far as their aims and accomplishments go . . . Little that we have to
suggest concerns improvement in educational methods judged by European
standards. Our criticism are against a system, however competent, which tends to
disinherit a people from its own traditions and ways of life, which assumes that
‘progress’ means Western civilization, which ignores all the beauty and
expression and communal assets of the East.212
Despite their criticism of the homogeneous curriculum in the schools, Embree and Simon
believed that incorporating local stories and folk tales into instruction as reading resources could
preserve the missing local culture in the centralized curriculum. The Institute for Popular
Literature developed these resources and distributed the literature. The resources included
weekly journals chronicling current events, indigenous stories, and translations of European
classics. It also established libraries in second-class schools. Additionally it established trucks
carrying books that traveled throughout the provinces. The trucks, similar to book mobiles,
circulated about 1.5 million books throughout Java. Through these various efforts, the Institute
made print resources available to rural and remote communities. It would prove inspirational in
developing the work of the RSP.
The Initial Rural School Exploration
Upon returning to the United States from Indonesia, Embree and the Simons planned to
implement the RSP. Given the still small Fund endowment, Embree and the Simons moved
slowly forward with their plans. The first step in the process was for the Simons to find a school
and community in which to live and work. As the first Explorers, the Simons would use their
experiences to guide the work of the other Explorers and to lead the efforts of the RSP. Their
vision and leadership were instrumental in the direction of the RSP from its inception through
the selection of colleges in which to invest. Even when the Council hired a Director of Rural
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Education, J. C. Dixon, the Simons continued serving as a guiding force for the RSP until their
departure from the Fund in 1940. In December of 1933, the Executive Committee allocated
$10,000 for a salary to pay a rural education strategist to “serve as strategist in Negro education,
especially to plan for proper use in Negro schools of a fair portion of Federal funds now
available and likely to be available in increasing amounts for public education.”213 In February
1934, the Executive Committee amended the sum to include experiments and studies on Negro
education.214 This amendment included the directive for the Simons to establish themselves near
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The Simons cooperated with Louisiana State University and the state
officers of Negro education to establish a presence in a rural community to begin to formulate a
plan for further action. This allocation shift was due to the belief of the Fund officers that the
best results in rural education would be brought about by “a number of studies and experiments
in individual rural schools on the one hand, and by the use of our present officers together with
certain consultants in the planning of general strategy.” Therefore they suggested that the sum
appropriated at the last Executive Committee meeting “be made available . . . for a number of
attacks upon the problem.”215 The first step in planning the attacks as directed by the Executive
Committee was for the Simons to find a community to explore in Louisiana.
The Simons at the Foreman School Spring: 1934
In February 1934, James and Margaret Simon traveled to the Foreman School east of
Baton Rouge. There they planned to get better acquainted with the community and to improve
the school conditions using the resources readily available to the community including the public
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agencies of both the county and state. One of the main reasons the Simons chose Louisiana was
the cooperation of an excellent Negro agent who helped them, and Margaret Simon grew up in
New Orleans. In May 1934 she reported what the Simons were able to learn and accomplish in
two and a half months and recommended further observations and efforts in individual rural
schools for another year. Among their lessons learned, she reported that the school was
desperately poor in terms of equipment, books, furniture, and maps. The building was in
disrepair and housed poorly paid teachers who were not prepared for their jobs, so as a result the
curriculum was “formalized and dull.” The school existed in a community in which “the colored
group is not accustomed to community effort and is lacking in leadership or experience in
improving its own public services.” The white community was “not so much hostile as
indifferent and crassly neglectful of the needs of the Negro group in such progressive matters as
schools and health services.”216 Local authorities were also indifferent or overly busy in their
work. The state Negro supervisors, Jeanes supervisors, and demonstration agents were overcome
by many details in their work and intimidated by white officials. Despite these shortcomings, the
Simons found real interest in the Negro community and “latent leadership.” They were hopeful
for progress and change due to the inherent and seemingly untapped willingness of the white
community to support the black community. “There is usually no hostility on the part of the
white group or the white officials; school needs may be supplied if demanded tactfully but
firmly; often there are white individuals ready to champion the Negro cause if the matter is
called to public attention.”217
James Simon reported on their experiences in Foreman to the first conference of
Explorers in September of 1934. Margaret also reported a more detailed account of their time in
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Foreman to the Executive Committee. His anecdotes and lessons were meant as a working guide
for the Explorers as they approached their assigned communities. Their two reports, considered
together, detail an interesting portrait of their experiences and perceptions of their influence on
Foreman.
Margaret Simon began her narrative discussing how they actually selected the Foreman
community through working with state agents. She described their arrival in Baton Rouge for
meetings with several state officials including State Superintendent of Education, the State Agent
for Negro Education, and Parish Superintendent, Mr. Hatcher. While they were working with the
permission of the state superintendent, he was very pessimistic about the project. The Negro
supervisor, Mr. Lewis, was very courteous and assisted them to the best of their ability. The local
superintendent, however, proved to be “a slight problem. He is a delightful person but not much
interested in any education, and totally uninterested in Negro education.”218 Despite his apparent
disregard for the black schools under his authority, Hatcher gave the Simons carte blanche and
turned them over to the Parish Jeanes Supervisor, Ida Givens. Where Hatcher might have been
disengaged from the project, Margaret Simon described Givens as “one of the best Jeanes
teachers in the state and she certainly gave us every help and encouragement possible.”219 This
observation is interesting since her report to the Board indicated that the Jeanes teachers were too
distracted by the details of their jobs to really help and support the community. It raises the
question of whether or not the Simons received special consideration due to their outsider status
as white benefactors from a major philanthropic fund.
After meeting with the officials and exploring their community, the Simons found a place
to live in the community. They determined it was vital to live in the community so they could fit
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in better. Margaret Simon reported “After a few trials and tribulations, wandering around the
country trying to find an abandoned shack to renovate, we found, in contrast, a mansion of ten
rooms which had had a slightly rosy career as a road house.”220 Upon getting settled in the house,
they found themselves overcome by the amount of work confronting them at the school. James
Simon reported on the first day at the school. It was March 5 and they decided that their first step
would be to restore the grounds. There were no supplies provided by the state or parish, so they
had to purchase them on their own. The neglect was evident in almost every aspect of the school.
For example, the parish provided a bus to transport students, however, it was a refurbished
vehicle with questionable mechanics that required students repair it enough to run. Not only was
the bus poorly maintained, inside the building the Simons “discovered that the desks, which are
atrociously scarred and cut, had not been damaged much here. They were cast-offs from a white
school 14 years ago.”221
The Simons started their project by working to improve the grounds with the hope that
improving its outside would increase community pride in the school. As they found “through
incidental talks around that it was on this tangible basis we could get sympathy and
cooperation.”222 Despite their association with the Fund, the Simons would not do any work that
the community could not accomplish with their own resources. Since the aim was to establish a
demonstration site that might be replicable, it was imperative for them to model how to work
alongside the community with available resources since most communities had no promise of
additional outside funding. The locals, however, expected to receive money based on past
associations with the Fund. As James Simon reflected, “The Julius Rosenwald Fund looks like a
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gift horse to anyone with a dusky complexion. Although I believe that by this time our
community is convinced we haven’t a bank roll tucked away in our socks.”223
On March 7, they held a community meeting at the school. Attendance was good, as
Margaret Simon reported, “out of fifty parents, forty-five came.”224 The community determined
that the first order of business would be to repair the schoolyard fence to keep out wandering
livestock. The Simons began working on improving the grounds, and as they worked, the
students joined in to help. In a short time, Margaret Simon reported, the grounds looked good,
the children worked hard, and a few parents and relatives helped with the project. The
improvements to the grounds were not the goal, however the improvements helped the
community believe that the Simons’ intentions were good, “and also, they had been seeing us
digging and planting, and cleaning up, and that made them feel that we were on the same
level.”225
In April the Simons traveled to Atlanta to attend a conference. In their absence, the
community came together to whitewash the fence, plant hedges around new toilets, and clean up
and mow the yard. This work was carried out under supervision of Ida Givens. The Simons’
presence also expedited the painting of the school by the Civil Works Administration (CWA).226
The superintendent, Hatcher, delayed funding for painting the black schools due to limited local
funds. Margaret Simons related how their influence changed Hatcher’s mind. “We’re convinced
that the reason the Negro school was painted was because we took Mr. Embree and Dean Pipkin
to see Mr. Hatcher, and the poor man was ashamed not to say he would do a Negro school.”227
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The delay was due to the fact that the CWA refused to buy supplies, but Hatcher finally allocated
parish funds to improve the black schools. He also allocated funds to replace and paint the
fourteen-year-old toilets. The Simons’ work resulted in a major influx of parish funds to the
Foreman school. “More than twice as much money was spent than was spent on nineteen rural
Negro schools in East Baton Rouge Parish in 1932-33.”228 The end result of their efforts
provided a new fence enclosing two acres so children could have a place to play, flowers and a
hedge border for the walkway, a freshly painted interior and exterior, a gutter on the new roof to
protect the new entrance steps, a new pump and pipes for the well so teachers and students could
get twenty-one buckets of water a day instead of six, new toilets, and a lock on the doors to
secure school equipment. Through their efforts to restore the building, the Simons were better
able to integrate into the community. Margaret Simon reflected that “all this repairing and
beautifying was not only and end in itself, but a means by which we got easily and naturally into
pleasant and democratic relations with the teachers and children and community.”229
Inside the Foreman School
As the Simons worked to fit into the community by beautifying the grounds, they also
used their time on more intellectual endeavors inside the school. They provided a small library
by scouring second hand bookstores and securing sample books given to the Fund for its library
program. By reading to the students every afternoon, they gained access to the classroom with
minimal threat to the teachers. James Simon organized informal science lessons centered on a
second-hand microscope “to teach natural history which carried over to Saturdays and Sundays
when the children came down to the house.”230 He taught whoever showed up for a lesson. In
one science demonstration he showed the students an eyedropper full of apparently clear, clean
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water. Then the students examined water from the ditch and a nearby pond. They discovered the
water was “alive with rotifers, wigglers, mosquito larvae, and the like. You should have seen
those kids’ eyes bug. Nor more ditch water for them.”231 Then they looked at a drop of blood
and discovered corpuscles. The students were naturally engaged and curious, and James Simon
thought that there was inherent value in teaching science as found in nature. As he explained, “It
seems to me there is a great unexplored field for the development of this sort of thing, especially
in rural schools where everyone is familiar with the gross operations of nature and yet so lacking
in an understanding of them.”232
The daily contact with the school provided the Simons with evidence of what needed to
change regarding curriculum and instruction. Margaret Simon reflected on how their daily
observations supported the Board’s decision to focus on improving instruction in rural schools.
She recounted how their experience gave them “opportunities of observing the terrors of the
present methods of teaching which we deliberately refrained from interfering with because we
felt that such interference should wait, until, on the basis of further experience and conference, a
general plan for revision of the curriculum could be worked out.”233 The Simons believed that
rural students needed to learn that living in the country is nothing to be ashamed of and not all
good things come from living in the city. In order to make that happen, it was imperative that
how teachers planned lessons related to student lives. That type of student-centered instruction
was not the Simons found at the Foreman school. Instead, they found that “at present the school
course consists of being badly taught outmoded material suitable to urban schools on an entirely
different level, where the children are going to have to meet entirely different problems when
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they get out of school, and where they are going to have from four to eight more years of
schooling.”234
Margaret Simon illustrated her observations by describing a geography lesson. The
teacher was teaching about the trade relations between the United States and countries of Latin
America, but the children could barely read and had no concept about the content being taught.
Not only was the curriculum poorly related to student lives, but also the expected number of
subjects to be covered was actually impossible to teach. “In a set-up of the course which is
composed of 18 subjects to be taught in a school day of 41/2 hours, allowing fifteen minutes to a
subject, it is impossible to teach either subject matter or reading.”235 So students attended a
poorly maintained school in which they were subjected to a bad schedule, few materials, and
poor teaching. The Simons prioritized the teaching of reading because, “If any child, rural or
urban, can really read and understand what he reads, can understand the part which reading
should play in his life, everything else taught in the school will come along of its own accord.”236
The Simons found that the children at Foreman could word call, but with varying degrees of
accuracy and fluency, “but not one could read. Not one had ever seen a book except their
textbooks. When we took some to the school, they handled them at first as if they were
dynamite. But they are bright, normal, alive children, and it doesn’t take them long to figure out
what books are for.”237 Given the innate and proven curiosity of the children at Foreman as well
as their observations of teaching and community relations, the Simons concluded that there were
three avenues for future Fund investment: schools, materials, normal schools.
Recommendations from the Foreman School Experience
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From their brief tenure in the Foreman community, the Simons identified two main
objectives for the explorations: to improve the standard of living in the community and to teach
children based on their experience and need. The first objective could improve by example and
personal efforts of the teacher collaborating with community members. The second by direct
teaching of children so they can take home the new learning to share with their families. Those
objectives could only be met through exploration and experimentation. As Margaret Simon
stated, further study was needed to determine the best ways to accomplish their goals.
We could right now beg, borrow, or steal a normal school and start educating
teachers, if we knew concretely and definitely how we think they should be
educated. But we don’t. Similarly we could evolve a set of textbooks, calling on
the best brains possible, to put in rural schools. But even the best brains could not
– on the basis of what we know now or they know now – make textbooks, which
would be actually workable in the conditions that exist in rural schools. We could
sit here and plan what we would do to the schools themselves – the teachers, the
physical plant, community relations, the supervising bodies, but when we went to
do it we might find it was all wrong, or we might find that we could adapt our
proposals in given situations, but we don’t know enough even to do that.238
The Simons proposed that eight to ten carefully selected workers settle in rural communities to
work for a few months before moving to another location. Additionally, there should be two
workers living in an average situation for a year. These workers would be teachers who were
rural workers to act as the control in the general plan. From these groups, the Council could form
valuable and concrete plans. Although their plan was altered so that Explorers would remain in
one location to strengthen community bonds, their recommendations formed the foundation of
the Council’s plan of action. The Simons viewed the Fund to be “in a particularly happy position
to attempt such a task because of our prestige in the field of Negro education, because our history
and tradition are in this field, and because we have actively cooperative relations with the
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General Education Board and the Jeanes Fund, the other two foundations which are interested in
these same problems.”239
To accomplish their goals, the Council selected eight teams to work in schools and
communities across three southern states: Georgia, Louisiana, and Arkansas. These teams were
made up of people, both black and white, who were “young, well educated, and possessed of
both ideas and enthusiasm.”240 The Council was eager to discover what different approaches they
would each take. These Explorers had teaching experience, but the Council did not expect them
to adhere to a specific educational philosophy. Instead, the expectation was that Explorers would
begin working in communities improving the school and grounds to increase community pride
and respect, work to revise teaching, involve the respective communities in the school, and
explore ways to improve the lives of adults in the community through public health, uplifting
recreation, as well as adult education. The Council believed, like the Simons, that “it is only with
a better rural community that anything can be accomplished in the rural schools.”241 Members of
the Council were convinced that these experiments would result in contributions to community
building in the rural South that could “equal or exceed that of our school-building program of the
past twenty years.”242
Working in collaboration with Schrieke, Director of Education for the Dutch East Indies,
as a consultant with experiments and programs, the Council would hold annual conferences
between Explorers, state officials, heads of teaching schools, others with interest to successfully
work out problems associated with rural education. The first of these conferences was held in
Chicago in September 1934 as a kick off to a year of exploration and study in three selected
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states. To support the rural school exploration, the Trustees voted to carry $18,000 forward from
funds originally earmarked for the Nashville Office and also allocate an additional $20,000
toward the demonstrations.243
Summary
Following the conclusion of the school building program, the Fund committed itself to
improving southern communities by improving the education that occurred inside the
schoolhouse. It began its work in two ways: improving supervision through summer institutes for
superintendents and through the initial steps of the RSP. By conducting two different field
studies, the Council found inspiration and mapped out the next steps to undertake the work of
demonstration schools and projects. In Java, Embree and Margaret Simon identified elements to
replicate in the American South. Upon their return from the East Indies, Margaret and her
husband James journeyed to Louisiana to set up shop in the Foreman community. There they
leaned many valuable lessons that served as a road map for the RSP Explorers. In implementing
some of the ideas and strategies explored by the Simons, the Explorers reproduced successful
efforts. They also built on the Simons’ work to improve education in their assigned communities
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CHAPTER 5
THE FIRST EXPLORATIONS: RED OAK AND FAIR PLAY, 1934-1938
As the first phase of Fund activity, the school building program “deepened the sectional

interest in elementary education, stimulated larger private and public contributions, set advanced
standards in school housing, and quietly forced a demand for better teachers and improved pay
for them.” The Council fully expected the RSP to “fall within a social and cultural sphere, one
which has not yet been clearly charted.”244 The project would be less tangible than school
buildings, but the problems they hoped to tackle were just as real and equally, if not more
pressing. As the project notes reflect, the obstacles were legion.
They find rather confusing expression in the extremely low educational efficiency
of the schools in question, whether adequately or inadequately housed; in the
alarming rates of retardation, in the high scholastic mortality; in the absence of
effective interest; in the unrealistic and unprofitable divorce of ‘learned
knowledge’ from life; in the backwardness of rural life generally; in the warped
personalities of pupils shaped by the system; and in the discouraging
ineffectiveness of the schools in contributing, as only the schools can, to a well
rounded and satisfying life.245
Members of the Council hoped to stop the population drain from the rural south to either
southern or northern cities because there remained a real need for agricultural labor. One major
problem was that the New Deal provided little or no relief for tenant farmers, and what few relief
funds were earmarked for tenant farmers were disbursed to support whites and not blacks. The
lack of decent educational opportunities further reduced the social status of black rural children,
so the Fund established the explorations to help resolve the problems confronting black farmers.
The explorations included observations, demonstration schools like Red Oak and Fair Play, and
provided a blueprint for future actions like investing in normal schools. The new focus was on
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economic conditions of the communities. “It is almost axiomatic that if we are to accomplish
anything of lasting improvement in the schools, we must at the same time work toward the
improvement of living conditions.”246 The Council agreed that “while the school, properly
organized, can and should aid materially in improving the economic condition of rural people,
something much more drastic than this necessarily slow method is needed.”247
Council members believed that education could remedy the most pressing of social ills;
consequently the ultimate aim of the Council was to discover the means to “provide the students
of education a human laboratory of unequalled usefulness.”248 The demonstration sites would
accomplish the first steps of the plan by “strengthening, by whatever means possible, the
association of education with life.”249 These findings would need to account for factors that
could not be helped including poverty, economic imbalance between communities based on race,
and ultimately the unequal expenditure of tax funds within school districts for white and black
schools. “The development of education is to a considerable degree dependent upon political and
economic forces over which we can hope to have but little influence.”250 Additionally the
program would not be able to identify a blanket course of action due to regional diversity, so the
initial explorations were planted in different parts of the region because “there is no one South,
solid or otherwise. There are distinct regional differences which take their pattern from the
dominant economic folkways, the historical background, and the degree of isolation from the
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active cultural areas of the section as a whole.”251 These difficulties provided foundations “(with
their freedom from political control and vested interest, with their facilities for experimentation,
for assembling counsel, and for detached study of problems)” the perfect opportunity to
experiment because foundations were, “in a peculiarly happy position to attempt such a
solution.”252 The Council proposed that the explorations should identify ways “by which it can
cooperate with the authorities concerned and with other progressive agencies in contributing to
the improvement of rural education and of rural life, especially in the South. To this end the
Fund has created a Council on Rural Education.”253
In his 1933-1935 biennial review of Fund activities, Embree recounted the reasons in the
Fund’s shift in focus. While earlier programs focused on schools for black students, the current
program focused on both races in the rural South to enrich rural life in general through
education. The regional focus was important because of the history, expertise, geographic limits,
vast rural culture, and special race problems. In Appendix C of the review, Embree emphasized
the need to focus on elementary education because it touched the largest percentage of the
population. “In the 17 states of the South last year, 2,200,000 Negro children were enrolled in
elementary schools, and only 175,000 in all higher schools (150,000 in high schools and 25,000
in colleges and universities).”254
The Fund needed to turn its attention toward developing the individual and social
resourcefulness. No longer would building schools be sufficient.
Simply because America has done so great a work in building a system of public
schools, she must now begin the task of offering real education to her young
people. With all the buildings and organization, with all the pupils and teachers,
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with all the financial investment and public interest, education in America has but
laid the foundations for its task of developing the abilities and resourcefulness of
her children.255

In order to take education to the next level, a focus on instruction would be necessary. “The large
investment which we and the states and communities have made in Negro schoolhouses may
now be capitalized by making sure that useful education goes on within these buildings.”256
One major problem in schools was that instruction was overly formal, and teachers
adhered to dogmatic methods and routines which resulted in “Owl-eyed attention to the routine
drills” that “led too many teachers to forget the child, to overlook the fact that the task of
education is to enable individual children to come to their fullest personalities and to live most
usefully in a very real but ever changing world.”257 Not only was instruction missing the needs of
children, but also most curriculum and instructional materials focused on urban, industrial
society. Rural children needed specific education to prepare them to live successfully in their
communities. “If we think of education as the leading out of a child’s capacities, as the
development of him to be happy in himself and effective in his community, we must plan not in
terms of tradition school disciplines but in terms of what the child needs as preparation for his
life.”258 According to Embree, rural children needed to learn to read and write clearly, compute
and figure, understand basic biology and natural sciences, develop manual dexterity to handle
wood, fabric, and simple mechanics, to understand the basic economic practices of farming, and
to adhere to good health practices. Of these needs, “Reading is, of course, the first
commandment even among the basic three R’s . . . In spite of its basic position in education,
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failure in ability to read is one of the commonest faults of American pupils.”259 In order to teach
reading, the classroom and instruction needed to be print rich complete with a broad range of
reading materials. “Reading cannot be taught in the absence of something to read. Reading
should include even in the first six or eight years of school a wide range of literature and history
and social comment.”260 Instead of following the trend of urbanization by preparing students for
high school and college, rural education should focus on preparing children to live and farm
successfully. Focusing on the essential skills and knowledge would better prepare the students
for success in their own communities. “It is better for a child to master a few subjects than to fail
to learn a great many.”261 To accomplish the goal, the whole school should be organized around
the social setting in which children lived. To that end, the first year of explorations set
community study as the central concern.
There were a number of missing elements in education starting with the fact that officials
and authorities determining curriculum, instructional materials, and textbooks who were distant
from the classroom. Education was perceived too departmentalized, and although expertise is
important, “they seem to have lost sight of the poor little school child who after all is a human
being.”262 The focus on urbanization neglected over half of the students. Instead of viewing
education as preparation for the next grade level or school, each level of education should be an
end to itself instead of a rung on a ladder to higher levels. Focusing on formalized education
ignored the fact that black children only attended school through the equivalent of third grade.
“If we can plan a truly educational life for three to five grades we will affect fundamentally the
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development of all the children of the nation.”263 As a review, the change in focus of the Fund
from school building to instruction within schools was vital.
Far more important, and infinitely more difficult of accomplishment, is effective
and proper use of this school house. That is to say, however important and
desirable the outside of a school may be, the inside – the teachers, the children,
and the materials of instruction – are in the last analysis the elements which make
education.264
The goal, then, of rural education, should not be to prepare students for college or city life, but
instead for a rich life in the country, where the majority would live.
The first step in starting the RSP included identifying exploration sites. The main work of
these explorations would be not only to improve life in the community in which they were
located, but also to with “the preparation of new materials of instruction, experiments in the
preparation of teachers, efforts toward correlation or reorganization of the educational and other
public agencies, and changes in community life and the rural economy.”265 To identify these
sites, Embree worked through the state agents for Negro schools. In 1934 Georgia’s Negro agent
was J.C. Dixon. Embree wrote to Dixon sharing the Council’s plans for the program, discussing
the possibility of an upcoming conference, and assuring Dixon that Favrot with the GEB was on
board with the project. Dixon replied with what would become characteristic enthusiasm that,
“The more I think about the set-up the more I believe that out of it may come something which
will be a very definite contribution to a phase of our social and economic program which has
been neglected in the past.”266 Dixon informed Embree of Dixon’s plans to travel to Athens to
identify a two-teacher school that would work as an exploration site, and that he would also like
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to situate one of the explorations near Atlanta. On June 29, 1934, Dixon updated Embree with
news that he located a two-teacher school in Henry County, about 20 miles south of Atlanta. The
superintendent, Kate Brown, would present the proposal for the RSP study to the Henry County
Board of Education for approval. Given the events that followed, the Henry County Board must
have approved the project, although there is no record of the approval. Dixon’s records do not
contain similar letters from the schools in Fair Play, but it is safe to assume that the Morgan
County Board also approved the use of two schools, one white and one black, for the project.
Thus two communities in Georgia would host explorations: Red Oak in Henry County and Fair
Play in Morgan County. Embree explained the importance of working with both white and black
schools in Morgan County because the Council believed that “an interracial program in
education is the best possible exemplification of just those cooperative features of race relations
which the Fund wishes to promote.”267
In addition to the schools in Georgia, the Council also selected communities in Arkansas
and Louisiana. This project will not investigate explorations outside of Georgia for a number of
reasons. They were not considered successful, they did not contribute much to the ultimate goal
of building teacher education programs, and they did not focus on work inside the classroom.
Although they were exploration sites, the assigned Explorers in the other states worked in fields
other than education including sociology and public health. The most noteworthy explorer was
Horace Mann Bond who along with his wife was sent as to provide a sociological study of a
community in Louisiana. His future contributions to the efforts of the Council far outweighed the
work he conducted as an explorer. John Coss, a Counselor, reflected on Bond’s service as an
explorer. Coss “doubted that he had done much for the Fund.” That lack of service in the
exploration did not concern Coss, who also reported that Bond “impressed me very favorably
267
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indeed. I admire him and I like him.”268 The studies in Arkansas and Louisiana only lasted for
one year and were not perceived to be nearly as successful as the Georgia explorations. Bond,
however, continued to work with the Council as a field sociologist working through the Peabody
College Division of Field Studies and ultimately as the first President of the state-owned Fort
Valley State Teachers College. While his contributions the first year were far from extraordinary,
he outshone everyone but Catherine Duncan in terms of overall contribution and longevity with
the RSP.
The First Rural School Project Conference, September 1934, Chicago
The first conference of the Rural School Project united teams of Explorers with
counselors to establish program expectations. There is little in the archives about the first
conference except some instructions for Explorers and a few letters between Margaret Simon and
Catherine Duncan. Little is available about team selection, except that each explorer was well
educated and had some rural school experience. Further research revealed that Catherine Duncan
was educated at Tuskegee and Fisk and worked as a Jeanes supervisor at the time she became an
explorer.269 Her partner, Elizabeth Perry Cannon, was educated at Spelman College and ran a
demonstration school there. Duncan and Cannon, both black teachers, were assigned to Red
Oak, a black school in Henry County. The initial Explorers assigned to the white school at Fair
Play were college educated and had rural teaching experience. John Wilson graduated from
Emory University while Ruth Lockman attended Georgia Women’s College in Milledgeville.
The archival introduction to the first explorer conference is a letter from Margaret Simon
to Catherine Duncan dated July 31, 1934. Simon invited Duncan to attend the conference in
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Chicago from September 21 - 22. Simon briefly described Red Oak and confirmed that Duncan’s
partner, Elizabeth Cannon, also accepted the position. “You and she are to work at this school for
a full year, with the idea that by having in an average situation the best teachers we can possibly
get, we will be in a position to judge the maximum which may be expected from teachers during
a year.”270 From this letter, it appears that Red Oak was initially intended to act as the control
project originally outlined in the Simons’ proposal from Foreman. Interestingly, it was the
project that was funded the longest and ended up being the most influential in further work of the
Council.
In addition to inviting Duncan to the Conference, Margaret Simon’s letter also covered
more salient details including salary arrangements. One element that the RSP addressed to recruit
the best Explorers was augmenting the low salary of rural teachers. Simon assured Duncan that
she would earn more than she made as a Jeanes supervisor, that her salary would begin
September 21, and continue for eight months as opposed to the six months paid to most black
rural teachers. The Council planned to extend the school year for the exploration sites, even the
planned control site. Simon also expressed the hope that Duncan and Cannon would find suitable
housing in the community since that had been so instrumental in her perception of the successes
at Foreman. Simon closed the letter with a compliment to Duncan, “Mr. Embree thought you
were grand, and we’re counting on the two of you to show what should be done.”271
The next correspondence about the Conference in Chicago was another letter from Simon
to Duncan. She reiterated that she thought that Cannon and Duncan were well matched, “You
and Mrs. Cannon, I think, are going to get together in Georgia and shiver because she apparently
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is in much the same alternate condition that you are!”272 It is unclear what alternate condition
Simon meant, but it could not have been pregnancy since both teachers served the majority
school term in less than desirable conditions, commuting from Atlanta to Red Oak every day.
Simon apparently enclosed a check for Duncan’s travel expenses with instructions to keep track
of her expenses, and instructed Duncan that when she left Chicago, she would report directly to
Red Oak. Simon provided more details concerning Duncan’s salary. Georgia paid black teachers
$130 a month and the Fund promised to supplement Georgia pay by $100 a month with an
additional $50 living expenses for the eight-month school year. Simon’s letters are informal and
personable. She wrote to Duncan as an equal undertaking a grand adventure. As future
correspondence over the course of a decade would reflect, the two became close colleagues and
continued to hold one another in high esteem even after the Simons departed from the Fund and
Duncan worked as a professor at Fort Valley.
The last two documents related to the Conference were a set of instructions for the
Explorers to follow as they set up their field studies and an outline of expectations based on the
Simons’ experiences in Foreman. Although Cannon and Duncan would work as teachers in Red
Oak, they were also to gather sociological information to help the Council construct a plan of
improving rural southern living conditions through education. The suggestions asked Explorers
to study of a specific family for a twenty-four hour period by paying particular attention of the
family’s relation to their place, to other family groups, the local community, and other families.
Through these close observations, the Explorers would uncover the fundamental structure of a
community. The instructions directed Explorers to choose a family with as many family relations
as possible. Explorers were to keep a careful record of family behaviors. There were thirteen
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points of study, but the record in the archive is missing one page, so the first eight observational
points are not available. The last five points ask the Explorers to detail family schedules and
interactions, including different expectations for sons and daughters, sexual attitudes and
practices, bedtime routines, a definition of leisure, beliefs about the role of family, and
relationships and attitudes among the various generations living in the home. They were also to
document information about homes including number of rooms, size of rooms, floor plans,
furnishings, heirlooms, yards and gardens, animals, and names for everyday objects.
Additionally Explorers were to identify and describe local characters, words with racial
references, behavior of Negros when meeting whites, any crisis involving race relations, how
different people described their backgrounds and any, naïve remarks or asides. The Council was
also interested in how local community members interacted with various institutions.273 At the
meeting, Explorers listened to reports from James Simon about the Foreman school and
Elizabeth Cannon’s experiences running the demonstration school at Spelman College in
Atlanta. Given her related experiences, Cannon held a natural leadership role in the group. One
main priority upon entering a community, according to Simon’s report, was that Explorers were
to make sure that the physical school plant and grounds were in good repair and beautified. As an
immediate activity, Simon indicated that immediate action to improve school grounds seemed to
garner community support. Once the initial work to beautify the school grounds was
accomplished, the Explorers were to begin to involve themselves in the local community by
attending churches, visiting lodges, participating in musical groups, or contributing to any other
local organization. Simon cautioned the Explorers to be cautious when making changes
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instructionally until they were accepted and supported in the community. The advice was in
keeping with the James and Margaret Simons’ experiences in the Foreman community.274
Second Meeting of the Rural School Conference
In January 1935, the Explorers and counselors met again at the second Rural School
Conference. The Explorers were given a second, more complete set of field guides.275 The new
field guides were based on the work that the Simons presented in Chicago. They were an attempt
to help the Explorers document the ideas, activities, and general behaviors of the residents in the
exploration communities as well as directions of getting familiar with the community and
instructions on writing up field observations. The new instructions asked that Explorers write up
any interviews on a daily basis and recommended that they always carry a field notebook. The
Explorers were to provide the date and location of the interviews as well as the name of the
interviewees. They were to document the actual words of the people they interviewed as opposed
to merely summarizing.
Interviewing Protocols
Explorers should interview community members without arousing any suspicion, which
might entail multiple types of interviews including informative, diagnostic, and analytical
interviews. Informative interviews were concrete, observational, and useful when describing
traits or providing background information. Diagnostic interviews went beneath the surface to
uncover understood realities. Analytical interviews focused on gathering information based on
traits for classification. The one interview style that Explorers were to avoid was dominance of
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the interviewer in which the interviewer probes through questioning, moralization, coercion, and
persuasion for information that he or she wants to hear. In the reports, the Explorers should
provide concrete descriptions. They should be sympathetic listeners to reveal informants’
attitudes, allowing them to evaluate and interpret the community more effectively. Even with
good interviewing techniques, no one informant could provide a complete view of the
community because each individual’s interpretation provided different meanings to the same
situation.
Rules of Procedure
In order to remain as scientific as possible, counselors instructed the Explorers to follow
the guidelines listed below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be friendly but objectively critical and patiently listen, “The attitude of the observer is
always an affirmative one.”276
Do not interrupt in the middle of a discourse.
Do not advise or moralize.
Do not argue about the opinion of the interviewee.
Always listen, point an interview through implied questions “’Isn’t that Interesting,’ ‘Tell
me more about that,’ or ‘Good Lord,’ and so on.”277
Interpret whether or not the informant is telling the truth.
Ask, “Why does an individual hold this opinion?”278

What to Look For
The counselors were interested in material detailing social institutions and structures in
communities, and although the Explorers might not get into actual conversations about
institutions and structures, they might be able to find out about them through casual discussions
with community members. Counselors asked Explorers to look at families and households,
specifically the composition of the family, general relationships, as well as larger kinship groups.
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Within the context of family, the counselors asked Explorers to monitor how family regulated
sexual behaviors and monitored the “sub-adult population.” Additionally they were to document
“all sexual behavior which is aberrant to this norm should be studied and the attitudes take
toward it written down.” 279 As part of their study of the community, they were to describe any
and all associations including clubs, secret societies, fraternities, and formal grouping. If
possible, the club activities were to be studied and documented. The Explorers should also
describe the role of churches, their officers, congregations, meetings, Sunday schools, and how
churches shaped the beliefs of the community. In addition to formal groupings, they were to
document informal groups and organizations. As well as formal religion, Explorers should
describe any folklore and superstitions including beliefs surrounding marriage, pregnancy, birth,
death, illness, burial, graveyards, burials, and the weather. They were also to document folk
literature and music.
In addition to the religious and folk beliefs, another major area of interest was class and
caste. The memorandum provided the distinction between the two. Class had some fluidity,
whereas, caste was a birthright and based on race relations prevalent in the United States. There
were two problems to that needed to be taken into account when working in Negro schools. The
relationships between blacks and whites in the community would impact the demonstration
project. Explorers investigated multiple ways the races interacted including ways the races were
separate, situations in which blacks were subordinate to whites, as well as conditions under
which blacks were able to overstep restrictions. For the most part, these questions had to be
answered by white landowners and managers. Where possible, Explorers were to uncover white
attitudes toward caste including legal and social restrictions. The counselors also wanted
documentation of any white terror tactics against blacks, especially involving miscegenation.
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Other questions involving race involved the influences of white society on the black society.
Getting to the point of class versus caste, the counselors also wanted to know the white classes in
the community asking Explorers to distinguish among upper class (ante-bellum wealth and
family connections), commercial middle class, and the industrialized lower class. This interest
was due to differences within the region based on economic development and social fluidity.
The greater the upward mobility in the white society, the greater the conflicts
between races and the less rigidity of caste-lines . . . In an old black belt culture
in Alabama, Mississippi, or Louisiana, open conflicts are likely to be few, since
poor-whites and Negroes are equally subordinated. In new industrial areas,
however, in the same states, in Birmingham, Atlanta, Monroe (La.), and Jackson,
(Mis) open conflicts are frequent.280
Ultimately, the counselors wanted information on the “white society’s techniques for
subordinating the Negro along caste lines.”281 White social controls would reveal very important
information about the structures in the South including ways to work to overcome caste barriers.
The memorandum detailed how Explorers should study another vital feature of a local
community, government and economics. Counselors asked Explorers to document how town and
county structures worked and affected lives of people in the community as well as how local
politics structured race relations. Even more to the point, they were to relate how the local
economy impacted the residents’ lives. To do so, they were to identify the type of economy,
labor requirements, and any labor organization. They were to describe the structure of agriculture
considering whether or not farmers grew cash crops, truck farming, or livestock and poultry.
Additional questions for Explorers to answer included land ownership, human labor, and labor
sources. Counselors asked Explorers to describe division of labor by race including supervision
of tenants or the use of a gang-system. It would also be important to uncover how landlords were
financed especially in terms of understanding what types of financial arrangements existed
280
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between landlords and local merchants. Questions revealed Explorers interest in the structure of
the relationship between landlords and tenants.
•
•
•

What seasons required farmers to buy on credit?
Were farmers mobile or tied to one farm?
Was there competition among landlords for workers?

Ultimately the counselors wanted to know to what degree could education aid the situation to
improve economics and what was the value to the entire community of supporting schools?
Given the updated guidelines for field notes, it is a wonder that the Explorers were even able to
work in the schools.
Sociological Study of the Red Oak Community
In February 1939 Catherine Duncan sent Edwin Embree a sociological report of her time
at Red Oak. By 1939 Duncan was no longer serving as an explorer; instead she was a working at
Fort Valley State after attending graduate school at both the University of New Mexico and The
Ohio State University on a Fund Fellowship. Duncan sent the sociological study to Embree as a
partial answer to his quest for good and bad practices in rural education. Her report addressed
many of the sociological aspects originally outlined by counselors for Explorers to document, but
it also detailed some of the instructional work carried out in the first year by Cannon and
Duncan.
According to Duncan, the Red Oak community had a somewhat diversified economy
although the predominant activity was cotton farming. In addition to cotton, families grew some
corn, wheat, and soybeans to supplement their diets or to sell in Atlanta. Red Oak was close
enough to Atlanta for people to venture into the city to sell crops including “Milk, butter, eggs,
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chickens, rabbits, squirrels, opossums, vegetables, charcoal, kindling, and ‘cord’ wood”282
Typically, one or two men would take all the produce to peddle for the whole community. Many
locals understood and were very good at dairy farming because one of the large landowners once
had a dairy farm. Another landowner once had a big orchard, so many local people understood
grafting, budding, and transplanting. Members of the community also raised flowers to sell in
Atlanta. Nearby in Stockbridge there was a rock quarry, so men were able to earn fair pay for
hard but dangerous work. They also worked on highway construction crews in and around
Atlanta. Most who worked outside of Red Oak sent wages back home and tried to return to the
community as quickly as possible. The important component of the work available to members
of the Red Oak community was that they could find work and income not related to the will of
white landowners.
Despite the numerous job opportunities available to members of the Red Oak community,
most residents worked as day laborers, sharecroppers, or tenant farmers. Some were landowners.
Duncan detailed the differences among the three classes of laborers. A day laborer was not
bound in any way to a landlord, but the work was seasonal and not very secure. Sharecroppers
had a more secure situation, but they had more obligations to the landlords. Among
sharecroppers there were half and three-quarter shares. The three-quarter share had more
restrictive bonds with the landowners. One of the projects that Cannon and Duncan assigned
upper grade students to conduct through their social studies class was to survey their community.
The students found that of the seventeen families in Red Oak two day laborers, six
sharecroppers, five renters and four landowners. The families had an average of eight members
and lived in houses with between two and seven rooms. The majority of families lived in four
282
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room houses. In general, the houses and barns were run down, unpainted, and leaking. Instead of
windows, the homes had pasteboard or hinged doors. No home was completely screened, and the
fireplaces provided little heat. Most homes had a best room that was furnished with cherished
objects. Usually the older girls occupied the best rooms and the boys’ rooms were located off of
the kitchen or dining room. Few homes had adequate dishes, utensils, or cutlery for serving. The
families used outhouses in which the toilets were unsanitary and poorly constructed, although at
least “one family rebuilt its toilet and modeled it after the school toilet after we built sanitary
toilets on the school grounds.” Although the families were clean, water was from surface wells
and springs. The location of the wells was not as convenient as would be desirable, and “water is
not used as frequently as it ought to be.”283
The local diet was healthy and abundant, which probably accounted for the overall good
health of the residents of the Red Oak community. Except for the common cold, the residents
remained healthy into their old age, but the elderly had high blood pressure, and diabetes, which
Duncan described as “conditions brought about by over acidity of the blood.”284 Most families
owned at least one cow and grew sweet potatoes, peanuts, wheat, corn, and cotton. There was a
flourmill in the community. Families in the community had milk, butter, eggs and fresh meat.
Families dried peas and butter beans and canned fruit and vegetables to preserve their crops for
winter. Since families were unable to raise enough hogs to supply meat for the entire year, late
February and early March constituted the lean season. In order to make it through the lean
season, most families charged at the local store. They purchased “salmon, cabbage, cheese and
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fresh fish.”285 Duncan believed, however, that the local diet consisted of too many carbohydrates
and too much protein, and that the community would benefit from eating more green salads.
Race relations in Red Oak were similar to the Foreman community – benign neglect of
the white community toward the black community. In 1934, only one white landowner lived in
Red Oak. Most of the landowners were absentees, yet even among the absentees, only one had a
negative attitude toward the black community. The other landowners were “bearable.” The
resident landowner was “kindly disposed. She gave the land for the school and the church.”286
According to Duncan, the resident landowner exerted a positive and wholesome influence on the
black community.
Whether or not they actually owned the land, residents of the Red Oak community felt a
strong kinship to the place. Families lived there and worked it so long that they loved it. They
went back three or four generations and although they might move from farm to farm, Red Oak
was their home. “Even the children can tell what bottom or what hillside produces different crops
best. They know the woods, the pastures, the lanes and the roads. It is as if the land belonged to
them ‘by right of toil and by right of love.’”287 Due to their ties to the land, Atlanta was not the
lure for the families that it might be for people less attached to the land or with fewer job
opportunities. The men returned to Red Oak as soon as good paying work was available, and
some commuted regularly rather than live in Atlanta.
The community had its share of skeletons, mostly involving illegitimate children and
shotgun weddings, but all of the children were loved and had a place in the community. Boys
were between eighteen and twenty-one when they started courting, and girls were between
fourteen and sixteen when they were able to receive male visitors. Most dates were to frolics in
285
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private homes.288A hidden trade was bootlegging, and the community was home to at least two
or three stills. The church was in poor repair and had dwindling membership, largely due to the
fact that the minister rode a three church circuit, so he was not in the pulpit on a weekly basis.
The school was a two-teacher building. Although it was originally a Rosenwald school,
Duncan found it to be uncomfortable and drafty with outhouses that were run down and
unsanitary. The grounds featured no well, no trees or shrubs, no walk or driveway. There was a
lot of work facing Cannon and Duncan at the school and in the community. The “main objective
would be the enrichment of rural life through our work with the school and our participation in
church and other community activities.”289 The Explorers met people in church and in their
homes. They asked for a trustee meeting. The first meeting pulled a large crowd. Cannon and
Duncan requested community cooperation “in proving to themselves as well as to us and others
that rural life could be made interesting and worthwhile.”290 They identified the school as
providing a foundation for change and asked for community support including sending and
keeping the children in school. Cannon and Duncan also asked for help with repairing and
beautifying the building and grounds. To answer their request, the first day of school “ten fathers
came to work at school. This was a surprise to us. They worked on the roof, bought wood,
removed benches, mowed the grounds, and plowed the ground.”291 Red Oak community
members were very supportive of the efforts to revive the school. One Saturday, Cannon went to
school to varnish benches, and fifteen people came to help upon seeing her car. “Ten pupils came
to school on their way to Sunday school. They stop in whenever they see the door open.”292
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Cannon and Duncan relied on would need community support for the work to be accomplished.
The teachers set about learning more about the community by attending Sunday school, visiting
homes, and hosting school clean up day. Through these interactions, they identified leaders and
dependable people.
Although Cannon and Duncan were in Red Oak to explore the community, they also
were assigned to the school as teachers. As such, they were expected to file the expected regular
reports, although the curriculum and selection of instructional materials was left to them. The
community had no appropriate lodgings for them to rent, so they commuted from Spelman
College to Red Oak every day until the Fund could build a teacherage.293 In March 1935, the
teacher cottage was ready for them to occupy. Since they were commuting, they had to work to
overcome the challenge of not being in residence as they tried to fit into the community which
seemed to be the one area that the Council found lacking in the Red Oak site, but it could not be
helped since no suitable, local housing was available. As soon as possible, James Simon sought
permission from Embree to build the teacherage to allow Cannon and Duncan to live in the
community.
The Red Oak Teacherage
Overseeing the construction of the teacherage largely fell to James Simon. He approached
Embree through a letter on November 7, 1934 for initial permission to begin work on the project.
In the letter, Simon reported on the progress stating that the teacher cottage was underway and
that lumber company in “McDonald, Geo.” would bid the materials cost. Simon estimated the
cost of materials would be about $300. According to Simon, the community did not have
adequate housing for the teachers to stay in while the teachers’ cottage was being built. Housing
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for the teachers needed to provide a decent amount of privacy because the “two teachers will
need for work in developing text material for teaching.”294 The commute to and from Atlanta and
workload were putting an undue stress on Cannon and Duncan. As Simon related to Embree, the
teachers left Spelman at 7:00 a.m. and arrived at Red Oak between 7:45 and 8:00. They would
not arrive back at Spelman until 5:30 and 6:00 in the evening. After eating dinner, they would
prepare their lessons, but had to quit by 9:30 because they could not use the typewriter after 9:30.
In an imaginary side conversation, Simon reflected, “Tell ‘em to live some place else? Right, but
this does not help the community situation, neither does it give the teachers any more sleep.”295
The main reason that Simon wrote to Embree was to ensure that the RSP would carry on another
year. “If I were sure we had a chance of carrying this experiment on, I would insist on providing
these teachers with a decent place to do their work.”296
After spending some time at Red Oak, Simon did not expect to get “very definite results
this first year because every one of the kids from the 1st to the 5th grade have to be taught to read,
and when I say read I mean just that.”297 With the new teachers’ appeal for community support,
five to ten new students a day came to school requiring that,
The teachers have to go back over old ground in order to bring the new ones up to
date. The drill doesn’t hurt the new ones in the least but you can see how little real
progress is going to be made in the way of new material development for some time
to come. The teachers realize it and are worried about it. They feel they must
‘produce.’298
If nothing else, Cannon and Duncan would provide a good foundation for the students. Simon
reflected on the students at Forman compared to Red Oak. “After four days down here, I’m
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convinced we are not going to be a very enlightened group at the end of this year. Dixon claims
Red Oak is an average situation in Georgia. If it is, our Forman gang are a bunch of professional
material… Believe me, I wouldn’t have those teachers’ jobs for anything on earth.” 299 Simon
projected that if all went according to plan, the teacherage would be ready for occupancy after
Christmas. The bid on the cottage came to $500. The labor costs for building the teachers’ home
would be supplied by a New Deal Program designed to provide jobs to local workers, the Federal
Emergency Relief Agency (FERA). Simon thought that the teachers’ residence in the community
was important enough that he was willing to request additional funds to build the small cottage.
As well as providing a suitable home for the Explorers, the cottage would also function as a
demonstration in hygienic living for students and the community.
Table 2: Bid on Construction of Red Oak Teacherage300
Labor

(Supplied by FERA, Think we will get it)

Materials
Well

$300.00
$50.00 (requires blasting)

Stoves and heaters (3)

$45.00 (kitchen, living room, bedroom.)

Furnishings

$105.00
$500

According to Simon, the budget of $105 would not provide much furniture, but the $10 a month
rent from teachers would help with additional funding to provide more furniture. He did not
think that $10 a month would be difficult for the teachers since they were each paying $40 a
month to live at Spelman for room, board, and laundry. Simon figured that the Fund could raise
the rent since Cannon and Duncan would save on gas commuting to and from Spelman because
there was not much money from the community and county to supplement building the cottage.
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The rent payments would be dedicated to the school. The superintendent committed county funds
to paint the school, repair the roof, and seal the inside because “All the beaver board is falling
off, they agree to seal it with ship lap.”301 Although the superintendent was willing to help, she
was unable to do much more because she worked to build schools for black students in the
Depression while consolidating white schools. While consolidated schools provided better
educational opportunities, local communities opposed the loss of their small schools. Politics in
the county curtailed her willingness to invest more into Red Oak. “Dixon admits this is true and
urges not to press the woman too hard as he has been doing that ever since he came on the
job.”302
Table 3: Living Costs in Teacherage303
Rent
$10.00
Laundry
3.00
Fuel
3.00
Help
16.00*
Food
25.00
Light
1.00
*The help is for the chap who will live with them – as required by Mrs. Cannon’s husband –
the county Superintendent is in favor of this also, of their procuring a gun – in fact she
insists they have a gun (oh it’s a tough country.)

Simon, when thinking beyond the immediate exploration, considered the ability of teachers to
pay such a high price in the future without supplemental salary. As he wrote to Embree,
You are probably wondering how regular teachers are going to pay $58 per month
to live in a teachers’ cottage. Well we will reduce the rent – because by that time it
will be furnished, they won’t have a helper and they can gather wood themselves.
They won’t have research work to do, and they will probably eat cheaper – you
can’t expect mere high pressure workers to live on sour-belly and ‘taters.’304
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In margin notes, Embree authorized Simon to proceed with building the teacher cottage and
guaranteeing a second year of the project.
Upon Embree’s approval, Simon secured a sketch of a teacherage from S. L. Smith in
Nashville. The plan included a closet in the bedroom, a pantry for the kitchen, a nice fireplace for
comfort and convenience, and a 6’ by 9’ open back porch. Simon elected to reduce the number
of windows but to increase the size in order to purchase stock sizes, thereby saving money. The
teacherage would be built on piers instead of a foundation since he was not exactly sure of the
terrain.305 Simon expressed concerned about the lack of plumbing, electricity, and furnishing. He
shopped the Sears and Roebuck Catalog to select essential furnishings including gasoline Mazda
lights, five and ten gallon jugs to store water, stoves for the kitchen, a circulating heater, and a
bedroom heater, a bedroom suite (dresser, chest, bed), a studio couch, a table and four chairs, as
well as two easy chairs with a table, mattress and box springs, rugs, and window shades. Since
water was a challenge, Simon thought that the he would have to work with FERA to dig a well
on the grounds that the cottage shared with the school, and perhaps construct shelving and work
tables for the kitchen.306 Simon wanted the teachers to have some latitude in selecting the
specific furnishings, however, he requested that they order through Sears to save money because
Sears provided everything to the Fund at wholesale pricing. Simon planned to order as much as
possible from the Sears in Atlanta so the Fund could save on freight charges involved in shipping
from Chicago. Once Simon decided to build the teacherage, he wanted it to be as comfortable as
possible. Cannon and Duncan would put it to good use as a demonstration site for their students
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and community and as a teaching tool since its construction was big news in the small
community.
Although Simon projected that Cannon and Duncan would be able to move into their new
home by Christmas, Duncan wrote to Simon in February 1935 informing him that the earliest
that they could live in the house was March because problems with interior brickwork held up
construction. Apparently, FERA labor was not always terribly reliable, and the first fireplace,
flue, and chimney had to be taken down and rebuilt. Properly constructing the fireplace required
FERA to find an unemployed brick mason, then the brick supply was depleted, and so the new
project required 700 additional bricks. The roads were bad, so delivery was delayed. Duncan
wrote,
I suppose you already know about the working week on these F.E.R.A. projects.
Three full working days and six hours on the fourth mean that work goes on on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and six hours on Thursday and none on Saturday
and Friday . . . I have written thus, in detail to give you some idea of the type of
thing which makes it rather uncertain as to when the house will be ready to
occupy.307
All else considered, Duncan reported that the house was neat and well done constructed of good
quality material, and that the new fireplace was a “work of art.”
In the Classroom at Red Oak
In the fourth volume of the Rural School Exploration Journal, Cannon and Duncan
described Red Oak. It was a two-teacher building with an industrial room and two cloak rooms
built on two acres. The school sat on land donated by “a wealthy white woman of the
community, Mrs. Rosa Smith, who from all indications, is a very thrifty person, generally
interested in community welfare, and well thought of by all colored people who live at Red
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Oak.”308 It was adjacent to the cemetery and the Methodist Episcopal Church. Behind the
cemetery was an old, unused lodge hall. At the beginning of the exploration, the school building
was nine years old and poorly constructed. Inside the school, the seats were not conducive to
learning, but were the “old rural school type, hand made heavy wooden boards, top heavy and
with many projecting nails.”309 Cannon appealed to her friends at Spelman College who in turn,
donated desks from the college’s demonstration school. Fortunately, the donation provided
enough desks for all of the Red Oak students. Two unjacketed wood stoves inadequately heated
the classroom, so the schoolroom was often cold in the winter. The grounds featured “two
unsanitary privies” and only six erasers and a water cooler as equipment. When Cannon and
Duncan arrived at Red Oak, they found that although the community did not maintain the
grounds over the summer, there was evidence of beautification by former teachers.
In a fairly short time, Cannon and Duncan undertook the expected steps to start the
school year beginning with a shopping trip to outfit their classrooms. On receipts from Milton
Bradley Company in Atlanta, the teachers’ plans for an engaging year are evident. The purchases
included books, chalk, storage, bulletin board border, pencils, stars, thermometers, paper, art
mount, folders, construction paper, clocks, scissors, stamp pads, toy money, a song books,
planning books, rulers, crayons, and poster board.310 The three receipts reflected that the teachers
spent $20.15 outfitting their classrooms. In 2015 terms, they spent about $350 on school supplies
to start the school year.311 In addition to the basic supplies, the teachers needed wall maps.
Duncan ordered maps from a company even though James Simon asked her to delay the order to
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see if he could secure free maps through a governmental agency. As a teacher, she needed maps
to teach the children, but as an explorer she understood the need to seek out free resources that
might have been useful to other teachers. Since there was such an extended delay, the teacher
won out over the explorer, and Duncan ordered maps for the classrooms.312
School opened on October 15 with twenty-two pupils escorted by their mothers. Five
mothers stayed at school during the morning exercises.313 Attendance would continue to climb,
as Simon reported to Embree, once the older children were no longer need to work in the fields.
The teachers asked students to report to whatever classroom they would go to if the previous
years’ teachers were present. Cannon and Duncan tried to learn about the children and what they
knew. Due to a desire to earn state equalization money for all enrolled students, the school ran on
short day sessions to allow older children to work in the fields and attend school. By Christmas
sixty-six students enrolled and attended the school with an average daily attendance of fifty-five
students. Of those students, forty-two were in the first three grades of school. Cannon reflected,
“Retardation is general.”314
Following the Simons’ lead, the teachers took the first steps of the school year slowly.
Cannon reported that instruction during the first half of the year was pretty traditional mostly to
gain community confidence and to avoid being perceived as moving too quickly. “It seemed well
to begin where the people were, and to lead them gradually from that point to higher and
different types of activities. The length of time this requires depending upon how progressive-
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minded the community is, and upon the teacher leadership.”315 In her sociological study, Duncan
also reported that they made gradual changes to build trust. Since customs were slow to change,
the teachers had to gradually adjust instruction. One example Duncan provided of their gradual
approach to the work was that they started the school year teaching with textbooks and gradually
phased them out until eventually the students used textbooks just for research. Cannon described
two main problems with textbooks. They did not provide an adequate body of knowledge for
students, and due to the bad economy, community members were unable to purchase new
textbooks, so the students had incomplete sets. According to Cannon, it would be more effective
to have a set of standards, a mimeograph machine, and a library so that students could learn
through rural related readings. As James Simon noted in his communication with Embree, the
students at Red Oak were very behind. Cannon and Duncan invited Mr. Whiting, a professor at
Atlanta University, to the school to administer intelligence tests to get a handle on where their
students were in terms of reading. The tests revealed that while the students had average
intelligence; their achievement was quite low. Student “difficulties were analyzed as due to
meager and limited life experiences, use of too hard reading matter, general scarcity of reading
matter, and lack of motive or abiding interest in reading to gain information.”316 In order to
improve the students’ education, the teachers would have to provide enriching experiences and
make reading high interest low difficulty reading material available. Little doubt, memorization
of textbook passages would not improve the students’ reading skills.
In order to be clear about their purpose, Cannon and Duncan created a philosophy of rural
education. Their combined philosophy of rural education follows. In it, the teachers prioritized
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matching education to the life experiences of their students, should ensure basic literacy, and
supplement cultural appreciation for both the student and the community.
Philosophy of the Rural School
1. That the rural school should in itself be an environment conducive to better living
on the part of the pupils, and an example in better living to the community at
large.
2. That the rural school should be responsible for the teaching of fundamental tool
subjects.
3. That the rural school should be a community center for adults as well as pupils:
a. To help them to do better many of the things they do every day.
b. To provide for cultural lacks.
c. To help pupils see and appreciate the beauty around them, and to believe
in themselves.
4. Instruction should be based on materials and happenings familiar to learners.317
In order to implement their philosophy, Cannon and Duncan made a number of changes in the
second half of the school year hoping to tackle the problems associated with shortened school
terms, high rates of absences, and students held out of school until they are at least ten. Cannon
was interested in addressing the needs of each student individually because she was “convinced
that the rural school of all places is most suitable to a system of individualized instruction.”318
She and Duncan had a unique opportunity, because of the exploration.
Red Oak is almost an ideal situation for teaching now, both from the standpoint
of the physical plant, and from the standpoint of community interest. Personally,
I have done nothing that was more fascinating and challenging. Perhaps a
beginning was made this year. What was done could hardly be called more than
that, but the stage is really set for some real experimental work in a field that
needs it greatly.319
To enrich their students’ experiences, Cannon and Duncan experimented in many ways. For
example, they proposed doing away with grade levels and dividing students into two groups –
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one in each classroom. Promotions would take place twice in six years. There is no evidence to
indicate how or even if they implemented this plan, but the idea was interesting.
While the plan to do away with grade levels might or might not have occurred, they did
implement a great number of experimental instructional units. Cannon described a nature study
that involved a student exchange with the Atlanta Laboratory School associated with Atlanta
University. The exchange came about when Cannon and Duncan were talking with a Mr. Brown,
a science teacher at the Atlanta Lab School. Red Oak’s aquarium had too many native fish and
not enough water plants. Mr. Brown’s classroom aquarium had too many plants, but they had
difficulty getting native fish. The teachers planned for the lab school students to visit Red Oak
because, “The children of each school knew things they could impart to the other. We would try
an experiment in which the two groups exchanged ideas and information.”320 Cannon and
Duncan hoped that since rural communities were isolated a by-product of the exchange would be
for the Red Oak students to meet city students to enrich the students’ lives. To ensure the Red
Oak students would not feel inferior, the teachers emphasized what their students knew that the
other students did not know. The teachers grouped “students according to their interests . . . to
work together and exchange ideas for the day.”321 The interest groups the students shared
included:
•
•
•
•

Photography: Atlanta students took and demonstrated photograph development and Red
Oak students helped identify sites.
The aquarium: Atlanta students replanted the aquarium and talked about balancing the
environment and Red Oak students taught Atlanta students how to fish.
Rocks: Atlanta student taught classifying and displaying rocks and Red Oak students
gathered rock, including some of the large local rocks.
Microscope: Red Oak students helped Atlanta students collect specimens to view under
the microscope and all students got to look at the slides.
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•

Miscellaneous: one Atlanta student demonstrated how things burned in an oxygen-rich
environment, and another made a volcano.

In a debriefing through discussion of what was learned, children related that enjoyed the day and
were eager to share, “The visiting boys and girls seemed quite genuine and disarmed the Red
Oak children of any inhibitions they may have felt at first.”322 The teachers took advantage of the
exchange and the next day taught writing, language arts, and spelling from the students’
experiences.
In social studies the students studied the community by gathering information about their
homes including the number of rooms, construction materials, sanitary out houses, barns, wells
and other water sources, as well as possible home improvement projects. These ranged from
nothing, new roof, fix holes, put glass in windows, paint exterior, ceil and paint interior, add a
dining room, add other rooms, to tear it down and build a new one. The students also studied
teacher cottage being built on school grounds following the steps of construction. They
interviewed the foreman about dimensions, steps in the process, construction terms, and
construction materials. Then they researched in books to get information about homes in other
areas. They also studied lumber since most houses in Red Oak were made of wood. The students
visited a sawmill, learned about process of harvesting and preparing lumber and then wrote and
presented reports. To account for learning differences, the advanced group collected lumber
samples and made charts and researched the specimens of wood. Through comparing homes, the
teachers taught history by moving from early homes to more complex homes. The students
researched using history books and library books. Some students constructed miniature homes
while other students worked on research. The students were largely self-directed leaving the
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teacher to “merely helped here and there.”323 The students then gave reports explaining the
homes they studied including materials used and styles of construction.
To help students improve their reading, a group of seventh grade boys made a moving
picture machine from a box. They cut holes in the front, ran broomstick rollers through the box,
and attached brown wrapping paper to the rolls. The reading machine had words printed on the
roll and students called words as the film rolled. Students used the machine to practice silent
reading when stories were written on the roll and scrolled through slowly. Teachers further used
the moving picture machines by attaching maps to the scroll and having students identify
different countries and give details about them.324 These integrated units provided experiences
based on student interest and the community around them.
Cannon and Duncan capitalized on these types of interests as well as others to work with
the students of Red Oak, hoping to improve their academic performance through interesting
lessons. One such activity centered on a rabbit caught by a group of boys with a homemade
rabbit trap. The boys brought it to school, and the teachers allowed the rabbit to spend the night
in the cloakroom. The students observed the rabbit the next morning. After observing the rabbit,
students wrote stories about what the rabbit thought while being locked in the school overnight.
The stories written from their lived experiences were then used as the basis for instruction in
reading and writing. Cannon and Duncan appeared to have a main goal of providing less
formalized instruction in favor or instruction based on the environment and student experience.
Cannon did, however, give some insight into what could have been a community criticism of
their work. She cautioned that although students learned from activity-based lessons, often those
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in the community did not see those lessons as serious learning, but instead, as play. “People
easily confuse activity with wasting time.”325
To combat the adult perception that high interest lessons were merely play time, the
teachers started classes for adults so they could appreciate the new method of teaching. Duncan
explained her initial concern with teaching adults at night after teaching children all day.
I was like many other teachers would probably be. I felt that I would be too tired
at night to teach. However when the community folk began to come to night
school from homes miles away and when they came on cold rainy nights – eager
to learn - I forgot that I was supposed to be tired. In fact I was not tired any more.
The work was interesting and all of us enjoyed it.326
The night classes were held Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday evenings. By teaching adults in
the community, the teachers had two goals in mind, gaining community support for instructional
changes and increasing adult literacy. The lessons focused on high interest lessons using articles
and materials suitable for adults on topics ranging from working with public agencies to caring
for home and family. Specific topics included federal agencies that helped farmers, election
officers, farm accounts, money crops, home hygiene, good citizenship, disease prevention,
proper diet, and caring for the sick. The teachers also taught spelling and arithmetic through
drills and through applied problem solving. They reinforced learning with book keeping,
maintaining receipts, and filling out applications. They provided adult students with expense
books to track their finances and encourage home accounting. The lessons were successful.
“When the parents saw how interesting it was to study things pertaining to their lives rather than
mere textbook information they were much more understanding and appreciative of what we
were trying to do with the children in the regular school.”327
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While engaging the adults in the community, Cannon and Duncan also worked to

improve the students’ understanding of culture including giving their students “a deeper
appreciation of the racial inheritance, and to give them improved means of spending their leisure
time.”328 They started the school day with an assembly period. They usually had students recite
Bible verses, but required new verses and banned the repetition of those that were overused.
They made students pay attention to the way they recited. “Pupils were urged to take their time
and speak the words distinctly.”329 During the assembly time, the teachers also gave lectures on
various topics including health practices, personality and character, care and use of outhouses,
rules of recess, and public deportment. They also discussed current events by sharing the
newspaper with students. The students enjoyed two major stories: abdication of the throne by
King Edward of England and Italian takeover of Ethiopia. They also followed the gubernatorial
election in Georgia. The teachers tried to develop an appreciation for the arts and culture. To
accomplish their goal, they used a victrola, the piano, group singing, dance, poetry and prose
recitation and the celebration of Negro history week. The celebration is especially interesting
give that the Fund supported the work of Carter Woodson, and he was the force behind Negro
history week.330
As one of the stated goals of the Fund was to improve public health, the teachers worked
to improve student and community health awareness. They brought in a doctor for clinical hours
in the evening, but their main goal was to encourage students to practice healthy habits. The
community dug a well near the school, so then there was more water readily available to the
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school. The teachers set up a wash station so the students could wash their hands throughout the
day. To influence the student diet, they planted a school garden. The students tended the garden
and were able to take the produce home to supplement the food their families had. The teachers
also visited the homes of students and planned class excursions to visit particularly wellmaintained homes. They invited the community into the teacherage to model good housekeeping
and decorating practices. One activity that they used to encourage home arts was to have girls
sew curtains for the schoolhouse. The teachers also modeled other home economics lessons
including how to make simple recipes like hot cocoa and soup, the use of forks and knives,
proper manners, hand-washing, making the beds, cleaning rooms, and how to care for stoves and
fireplaces. The boys learned how simple home repairs by working on the school steps, screening
the windows, making and maintaining flowerboxes, setting glass into windows. The boys also
learned how to cook. While the majority of the lessons were conducted at the school, the teachers
used the teacherage to reinforce lessons learned at school. They encouraged students to visit the
teacherage to listen to the radio, read newspapers and magazines, and enjoy the well constructed,
hygienic home.
Through all of the experiential lessons, reading remained at the root of the teachers
concerns. Duncan reflected that the basic subject was the crux of improving the academic
experience, and that the students at Red Oak were in great need of remedial reading instruction.
“As is generally true of southern schools, the pupils were retarded in all fields because they were
poor readers. We felt that if we could improve their reading we could improve achievement in
other subject matter fields.”331 To keep students interested, the teachers planned various trips to
community sites including a saw mill, a syrup mill, a farm home, watching games in other
communities, going to town to visit schools, a city park, concerts, and plays. The teachers
331
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reinforced each trip with literacy lessons. Given the nature of the exploration as a demonstration
site, there were many visitors to Red Oak. The students questioned visitors about their lives and
their homes to learn about different places. All of the experiences help students relate to reading
materials. Duncan explained that the students read a story about a party. Since they had not
attended parties like the one described in the story, the teachers planned parties for Valentines
Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter.
The teachers also made the schoolrooms print-rich environments saturating each lesson
with reading materials. They combed through magazines and newspapers and used pictures to
help students relate to reading materials. They also collected catalogues, used free materials from
the government, inexpensive books from five and dime stores, and worked with Dixon to secure
Rosenwald Libraries for the school. The main goal was to encourage students to read the books.
The teachers had a typewriter, ditto carbon paper, and a hectograph machine. They were able to
create seatwork pertinent to high interest lessons. These lessons were also reinforced with word
and phrase drills. The teachers taught students to use dictionaries to learn the meaning and
pronunciation of new words. Many lessons were taught through social studies including the
community survey Duncan used in her sociological study of Red Oak. The students wrote and
published a weekly newspaper. The newspaper covered stories including important news, any
new equipment or supplies for the school, elections, school news, reports on school visitors,
notes on clubs, church and Sunday school news. On Wednesdays the students would list
headings of divisions of the paper, and list and assign stories to be written. On Thursday nights
the teachers typed the newspaper and ran the paper on duplicator. They used large print so the
paper would be easy to read. Students sold the papers to the community. By publishing the
papers, they provided reading materials that were like a new book every week. The students
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elected a treasurer who kept accounts of the newspaper sales. The students used the proceeds to
improve the school including purchasing pictures of Negro leaders for the classroom, donating
funds toward the ceilings for the classrooms and fencing for the school yard.
In one year, Cannon and Duncan made great strides to improve rural education at Red
Oak and to serve as a model demonstration site. At the end of the year, Cannon submitted a
school inventory to the Fund. From a meager starting point of a water bucket and erasers, the end
result was a robust inventory of classroom goods. Some purchased through the Fund accounts,
but others provided by the teachers or the community. Now the classrooms had ample school
supplies including: rulers, crayons, toy money, chalk, scissors, paste, paper fasteners,
“Plasticine,” Hectograph composition, thumb tack remover, balls, jump rope (not from Fund),
paper basket, two U.S. Flags, fly swatter, wash pans, music charts, clock, clock face, wax
crayons, window shades (not from Fund), bottle of ink (not from Fund), stars (not from Fund),
colored splints, marbles (not from Fund), flower vases, paint brushes, water colors, wash pan,
mirror, oil cloth, piano (not from Fund), piano stool (not from Fund), aquarium, scissors, woven
shuck rug (not from Fund). Additionally, the school had miscellaneous equipment including two
stoves, water bucket (not from Fund), primer typewriter, “Classroom Seatwork,” fish bowl,
thirty-five double seats, two water coolers (not from Fund), three long benches (not from Fund),
desk blotters and holders, brooms, mops, one “Efficiency Duplicator,” a Victrola, eight records,
and pictures including The Balloon Man, Dutch Boy and Girl, The Angelus, Abraham Lincoln,
and Frederick Douglass. The final addition was a complete set of the Rosenwald Library.332
Throughout their first year, the teachers worked hard to equip the school, improve student
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learning through engaging lessons, and fit in to the community. Their efforts were successful
enough that the Council sought to continue to exploration for an additional year.
The Red Oak Exploration Continues, 1935-1939
Cannon and Duncan’s attempts were successful enough to warrant at least a second year
of exploration. Several Counselors visited the school during the first year, and documented their
impressions of the Explorers’ efforts. In February 1935, John Coss traveled from Columbia to all
of the exploration sites. Of the sites he visited, he appeared most impressed with those in
Georgia. He did not actually see instruction at Red Oak, but wrote to Embree and Margaret
Simon of his impressions of Elizabeth Cannon based on a meeting at Spelman. He made no
mention of Catherine Duncan, so there is no record of what he thought of her.
Mrs. Cannon was not at her school, but at Spelman. I talked with her for
something over an hour and was of course impressed by her ability to work in her
community in very extraordinary fashion. As to analytical judgments and
generalizations and as to policy I saw no indication of real contribution. As a
person to apply an experiment she seems to me in the first rate. As to one to
formulation I am doubtful.333
In his letter, Coss recommended ending all of the explorations at the end of the school year. In
her response to Coss’s recommendations, Margaret Simon defended most of the Explorers. “I
can’t quite agree with you that we should throw out all the Explorers. I’m forced to admit we
made some unsatisfactory selections: Miss Purifoy, Miss Beatty, Mr. Wilson, and the
Morgenroths, have contributed very little except in volume of notes.” Despite the apparent
failures listed above, Simon wrote that she was impressed with the work of others, especially the
Georgia Explorers. “Mrs. Cannon, Mrs. Duncan, Miss Lockman, Mrs. Riddle, Mr. Junker, and
Mr. Jones I feel made real contributions, and with the ground work of this year behind them,
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would be able to contribute much more.”334 Simon also expressed that since Coss did not visit
Red Oak when it was in session or Fair Play after a longer time of its operation, his impressions
were not as accurate as they could have been. In her estimation, the communities were
blossoming.
In March 1935, Burton Fowler, also a Counselor, visited demonstration sites on a tour
with the Simons and Dixon. On the trip, they visited Red Oak on March 16. The school was
undergoing renovations, but the new teacherage was near completion. Since the school repairs
were ongoing, the teachers held classes in the church. Fowler reported that the curriculum was
trial and error based on the environment, but that Cannon and Duncan ran a modern school “alert
to the individual and social needs of their pupils.” He observed that Cannon was the favorite and
“by skillful suggestion and example is slowly raising the level of living conditions among her
Negroes.” They were working hard and making strides, but Fowler related that driving back and
forth from Atlanta caused strain on teachers. 335 That May, in the fifth volume of the Journal of
the Rural School Exploration, the Council revealed that they would maintain two white and two
colored Explorers to get a more realistic picture of the South. The state agents did not appear to
be aware of future plans as late as May 6, Dixon wrote to his colleague in Louisiana, “I do not
know just what is going to be done regarding the Rosenwald projects for next year. I presume,
however, that by now you have heard from Mr. Embree or Mrs. Simon.”336 Dixon’s anxiety
would soon be addressed. May 10, 1935, in a Tentative Proposal for 1935 – 1936, Embree and
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the Simons outlined the plans for the following year. The proposal allowed for two white and
two colored Explorers.
Who will continue to supply realistic pictures of all elements of the southern
rural scene . . . It is recommended that Mrs. Cannon and Mrs. Duncan conduct
the colored school at Red Oak and that Mrs. Lockman, supplemented by a man
teacher to be newly appointed conduct the white school at Fair Play.337
Embree formalized the proposals at the December 24, 1935 Meeting of the Members and
Trustees. He reported the results of the first year of explorations served to
a) focus our attention on the rural communities themselves as contrasted with
generalities which so easily confuse or dilute educational planning,
b) furnish us a wealth of incident, experience, observation, insight, and
impression from which a pretty clear picture already emerges of rural
conditions as they affect both white and colored,
c) indicate what the next steps in the program should be.338
Embree reported that although the experiments were not completely successful, they provided a
realistic picture of the rural environment. The Council planned to conduct a survey of the field to
plan for further action, deliberation, and exploration including preparation of materials and
community organization. The proposal for 1936 was to maintain Explorers in both black and
white communities, two sets of Explorers working in the same community to give a broader
picture of race. The plan, however, was to ensure that the people were more competent than the
previous year. In order to continue the program, Embree requested $30,000.
Cannon and Duncan must have left Red Oak without definitive plans for 1935, because
Margaret Simon began corresponding with them in July to negotiate salaries. In her first letter to
Duncan, Simon offered the same salary as 1934-1935 from the Fund in addition to whatever
Henry County paid. She did not guarantee to cover the absence of Henry County’s salary should
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the county not pay because the cost of living in the teacher cottage would be so much lower than
the cost of commuting to Spelman everyday and paying room and board. The Fund would also
charge a small rent for living in the teacherage, about $5.00 a month.339 There is no further
evidence of the negotiations between Duncan and Simon, but Duncan continued working at Red
Oak the following year. Negotiations between Cannon and Simon were well documented. On
August 19, Margaret Simon wrote to Cannon “on the assumption (and with fervent prayer) that
you will be with us next year.”340 She extended basically the same offer to Cannon that she had
to Duncan, that the salary would be the same as the previous year without any guarantee that if
the county did not pay its share, the Fund would supplement that amount. Cannon, like Duncan,
would pay a small rental fee toward the upkeep of the teacher cottage. Simon expressed how
valuable she found Cannon to be, “I keep telling you that we can’t do without you, and oddly
enough, it is quite true.”341 In her reply to Simon, Cannon was quite direct about her concerns
with the salary offer and the Fund’s reticence to cover the county portion of her pay if the county
failed to pay. “Now it may be that the County will pay. I believe it will pay something. I can only
judge by knowledge of counties and by our experiences last year. It never paid forty dollars, and
it does not pay for eight months.”342 She expressed no qualms on paying rent to stay in the
teacherage. On August 23, Simon replied to Cannon that the concern with not requiring the
county to pay the teacher salaries might have long term impact on the Red Oak community. “As
you know, once a teacher is off the pay roll, particularly a Negro teacher and particularly in the
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South, it is very difficult to make the county reassume the obligation.”343 The concern was that
the county would not reinstate a teacher for the school once the exploration ended, so the Fund
wanted to the county to continue paying a portion of the teachers’ salaries. Cannon replied that
she had not made the original arrangements with the administrators of Henry County, so she had
no understanding of the salary arrangements. She was aware, however, of counties dodging their
responsibilities to pay teachers, so she understood that the Fund wanted to hold Henry County to
its responsibilities with teachers at Red Oak. In order to return to Red Oak as opposed to
returning to Spelman, Cannon required that her salary of $2,200 to be guaranteed. On August 29,
Margaret Simon sent a telegram guaranteeing Cannon’s salary of $2,200.344 On August 30
Elizabeth Cannon accepted the offer.345 As part of the arrangement, the Fund asked the Henry
County Superintendent to confirm monthly salary payments, and there is ample evidence in the
archives that Henry County did pay the teachers’ salaries for the remainder of the RSP.
As well as negotiating salaries Cannon and Duncan took advantage of summer learning
opportunities. Cannon attended Teachers College summer sessions. While there, she took
courses on remedial reading. She and Simon compared experiences. Simon remarked that she
was also taking remedial reading courses at the University of Chicago, and that she and Cannon
had a lot to discuss. Cannon and Duncan worked together for one more year at Red Oak, but in
the summer of 1936, Cannon suffered an injury from a fall and could not return to work at Red
Oak. She returned to Spelman and began working on a book tailored to rural black students
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entitled Country Life Stories. Her partner was Helen Whiting who was employed as rural school
expert by the Georgia Department of Education.346
Beginning in the fall of 1936 Duncan became the principal teacher at Red Oak with a
new teaching partner, Juanita Reddick. They worked together until Duncan left Red Oak to
pursue graduate studies, and Reddick became the principal teacher. Not much is available about
the program at Red Oak in 1936-1937, but in February Duncan wrote to Margaret Simon
thanking her for the recent Rural School Council meeting. Although it had not been Duncan’s
first, it made a deep impression on her.
I enjoyed first and foremost the fellowship of the great minds at the conference. I
was also glad to be once more in the atmosphere of thoughtful, practical but
withal objective deliberations about the work I am in. It sort of takes one’s nose
off the grindstone, so to speak, and gives a view of the world showing that the
grindstone is merely one tiny bit of the whole pattern.347
Duncan also requested a scholarship application so she could pursue higher education. Margaret
Simon replied to Duncan telling her that Mrs. M. O. Bousfield, Principal of Stephen A. Douglas
School in Chicago would visit and observe Red Oak for two weeks in order to get better
acquainted with southern rural schools. Mrs. Bousfield was to develop instructional materials for
math instruction. Simon emphasized that she was delighted with Red Oak.348 Henry County used
Red Oak as a demonstration site as well. In a letter to Dixon, no the Rural School Program
Director for the Fund, the new superintendent, Henrietta Turner reported that there were two
countywide meetings of teachers at Red Oak and that Duncan gave demonstrations and gave
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suggestions. Turner expressed enthusiasm for the accomplishments of the school.349 On June 2,
1937 Dixon wrote to Turner that the Fund would financially support Red Oak for the 1937-1938
school year, but the agents from the Georgia Department of Education would assume more
responsibility for its direction and guidance. Teacher pay would be based on the state teacher
salary schedule with only a small supplement from the Fund.350 Dixon also wrote to the new
Supervisor of Negro education, L.M. Lester at the Georgia Department of Education. This letter
gave more insight into Dixon’s impressions of Reddick. He felt obligated to appoint her to the
principal teacher position despite the fact that she might not be fully qualified. The Fund’s
supplement to the Red Oak teacher salaries was $50 a month.351 In September, Reddick reported
that the school year would be a nine month term, that 47 students enrolled, the great news that,
“Mrs. Turner gave us all of the state adopted textbooks.”352
In 1938-1939 Georgia began requiring superintendents to keep records on all schools.
The superintendent ledgers reveal many funding discrepancies between white and black schools,
but what is pertinent for this study is the change of Red Oak’s instructional materials between
1938 -1939 and 1948-1949. The library at Red Oak had 247 volumes in 1938-1939 but by 19481949 there were only three books in the library. The book to student ratio also dropped from 6.5
books per child in 1938-1939 to 1.3 books per child in 1948-1949. Despite the initial uptick in
county support, it did not continue once Red Oak was no longer a demonstration site.353
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The Council’s drawback in funding indicated a waning interest in the demonstration site

as the RSP began investing more heavily in other areas of the project. Embree reported to the
Trustees in November 1937 that the plan was to extend only one more year at Red Oak. The
Council would “probably conclude our cooperation with these schools this year, since we are
now far enough along with our normal college programs to leave the matter of experiments and
demonstrations in individual schools to the direction of the normal colleges.”354 Embree
explained that the Council planned to prepare both Duncan and Reddick to work in the colleges
training rural teachers.
Catherine J. Duncan, former teacher at the Red Oak demonstration, who is being
considered for director of the practice school at Fort Valley, who is spending the
current year with Professor Tireman of the University of New Mexico; Juanita
Reddick, teacher at the Red Oak demonstration, who spent the summer in
graduate study and experience at the University of Iowa with a view to her use on
the Fort Valley faculty.355
When the Fund ended the demonstration site at Red Oak in 1939, Reddick went to work at Fort
Valley in the Rural Education Department along with Duncan.356
Fair Play, 1934 – 1937
At the same time that the Council established the exploration at Red Oak, they also sent
two white Explorers to Fair Play near Madison in Morgan County, Georgia. Morgan County is
located between Atlanta and Augusta and Macon and Athens. The Council sent two Explorers,
Ruth Lockman and John Wilson to Fair Play. The first correspondence about Fair Play was a
letter from J.C. Dixon to his counterpart in Louisiana, Nolen Irby. He reported “Wilson and Miss
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Lockman have gotten off very nicely in the white project. Mr. Cannon and Mrs. Duncan are
having a difficult situation which grows out of lack of living accommodations in the community
in which they are working.”357 At the outset, it appeared that Dixon had great faith in the
outcome of the project at Fair Play, however the local community feared that their local school
would be closed due to school consolidation efforts from the county administration, as was the
trend in Georgia. By the end of the project at Fair Play, the white school would eventually close
and students would be bused, on county-provided buses, to the consolidated school in Madison.
The white Fair Play project started in the twilight days of the small, one or two teacher school in
the community. Initially the Fair Play project involved only the white school, but the plan was to
add the community black school the second year to get a better view of race relations within a
single community and to see how much, if any, cooperation could exist between the white and
black communities. The placement of both white and black Explorers in one community could
“continue to supply realistic pictures of all elements of the southern rural scene.”358
Lockman wrote to James Simon and Embree upon getting settled in Fair Play. The
teachers were able to find suitable accommodations locally. Lockman lived with the Adair
family across the road from the school, and Wilson lived about a mile away with another branch
of the influential Adair family. Due to the distance of his housing from the school, Wilson kept
the car. The teachers were initially introduced to the superintendent, Mr. Owen on October 3. He
drove them to Fair Play to introduce them to their landlords. Wilson kept a comprehensive
journal detailing many of his encounters and impressions, which he submitted as field notes. His
first entry, dated October 5, described their arrival. Owen decided that the Explorers should stay
in Fair Play instead of Madison, so he secured housing for them. When the Explorers first met
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the two Fair Play teachers, the teachers were “scared to death on the occasion.” Unlike Red Oak
where there were no teachers to replace, the Fair Play Explorers were to work alongside teachers,
more like the Simons had in Foreman. Since both Explorers were educated teachers, their
presence possibly alarmed the two incumbents: Mrs. Few and Miss Herrin. Prior to Lockman and
Wilson’s arrival, “Dixon and Alexander made a brave effort to explain the ‘why’ of our being
there.”359 Evidently, despite their efforts, the teachers were nervous. Wilson and Lockman
quickly ran into divisions within the community that they would have to overcome to succeed at
Fair Play. Wilson reported that the school was not well run because “one man has run the place.
I can’t afford to call any names, but it won’t take long for you to learn who I’m talking about.”
Since one man seemed to control the school, other members of the community did not feel
compelled to put forth any effort to maintain it. In the first few days, Lockman and Wilson
observed the younger grades. Wilson found the schedule hard to follow. “While the second grade
was having reading the beginners were at the board writing their names . . . The third and fourth
grades had no seat work of any sort, but only sat and looked or listened, probably both, with a
more or less blank look on their faces.” The first grade students copied their lesson from the
book onto the chalkboard. Other students, seated around the board, read to one another, but
“none of them were given the opportunity to ‘figure out’ a word, but as soon as he or she
hesitated, the teacher immediately told the word. Nothing was spelled out, no letters of the
alphabet were mentioned, no syllables or word construction was hinted in the process.” 360 In
Wilson’s view, the students were remembering rather than reading. He spent the afternoon trying
to teach geography to fifth, sixth, and seventh grade students eager to learn about his experiences
in Chicago. With no map in the room, he had to locate one in a book. Wilson expressed that he
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found the school’s lack of basic instructional resources frustrating. Lockman’s initial
assessments verified Wilson’s observations. She found that the teachers taught traditional rote
learning lessons.
Lockman identified an early situation that the Explorers would have to work to
overcome. She wrote that members of the community were suspicious of the Explorers assuming
they were either state agents inspecting the below market beef pricing or agents from Sears and
Roebuck looking to take the school from the white community to give it to the black
community.361 Wilson encountered one local who believed the Fund had designs on the white
school. “He said ‘Well, I jus’ said ol’ Jake Rosenwald done a powerful heap for niggers, and
these folks may be here to take that place down yonder away from us an’ make a big nigger
school out of if. I jus’ said that may be what they are here fur.”362 Despite the natural suspicions
of a small community, Lockman reported that they convinced the locals “feel that we are here in
the interest of a better school for Fair Play, and all rural schools. We have been received with
open arms.”363
Aside from community suspicion, another major problem was the poor condition of the
school facility. Many in the community hoped for Rosenwald funds to improve the building.
Wilson thought any improvements should be slow: some new windows and paint, however,
Lockman was less patient and planned to secure FERA aid to repair the school, build new toilets,
and beautify the grounds. If FERA did not provide labor to support the project, then it would be
left to the community to provide labor.364 The Explorers’ interest in the school led them to
discover a local feud between Gan Adair and other residents. Apparently the community won a
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$25 prize dedicated to fixing up the school. Adair kept the money to use as a contingency. Due to
the division in the community, the school, which was built in 1909, had not been painted,
reroofed, or repaired in any way. Even though there was not enough fuel for both classrooms, no
one would provide any wood for the teachers to use. Nobody in the community would do
anything for the school until Adair used the $25 prize money. Despite community divisions, it
appears that the real reason the community did not want to put money or effort into the school
was that they feared consolidation.365
Wilson approached Owen to secure local funds to dedicate to repairing the school.
According to Owen, the most the county could provide was $50, but Owen did approach the
Morgan County Board of Education requesting funds to repair Fair Play. The FERA engineer
estimated that repairs to the building would cost between $300-$400 using cheap materials. To
help raise funds to repair the school, the Explorers worked with the Kiwanis clubs of Madison
and Monroe, another neighboring community, to plan a barbeque. The barbeque raised $50 for
the school.366 At the November Board of Education meeting, Wilson discovered that the state
recommended that Fair Play consolidate, basically confirming the residents’ suspicions. To
prevent the loss of their local school, the community worked hard to prevent consolidation,
including working with the RSP. In the Digest of the Diaries of the Explorers, Lockman reported
that members of the community practically combed the countryside for students. Residents like
the local school so they knew what was going on, and because parents feared that town children
would make fun of Fair Play children due to poor clothing.367
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Lockman’s evaluation of the school was that the building was a disgrace, the instructional

materials were lacking, and that the teachers were ill suited for their position.
May I save you and myself by stopping with this general statement of my trials
and tribulations? One thing is certain: - this rural school is in a whale of a mess,
and I understand it is considered a good rural school. We need, not a new
structure, but a completely renovated building, equipment (no books, no chalk, no
nothing!!!) We need teachers who are awake to the problems that are theirs, and
teachers who are qualified to meet these problems (if such human beings are
either born or made!) What we do have here is some good stuff (pupils) to work
with.368
Wilson assessed the two teachers and found both lacking. Miss Herrin was 21 years old when
they encountered her. Her education ended at eleventh grade, and she had taught for four years
when they met her. Herrin’s lack of training was apparent to Wilson. “She knows nothing of
phonics, and makes not effort to teach it. Harvey is now instructing her in 7th grade
arithmetic.”369 Mrs. Few, the principal teacher, did not fare any better than Herrin in the
Explorers’ estimation. Although she was college educated, at Tift College in Forsyth, her
instruction was limited to textbooks. As Wilson explained, “she is a slave to textbooks.”370 At the
time of the exploration, Few was 57 years old and had taught for nineteen years. Lockman
described the situation in her letter to Simon, “The ‘white picture’ is a very dark one, (so far as
the school is concerned) Fellow-workers. Let’s see if the ‘darker ones’ can throw a little light our
way.”371
In February 1935 Coss visited Fair Play on his tour of the exploration sites. He reported
that Lockman was in charge of the project, and that her students were interested and busy. He
had a less favorable impression of Wilson. “The man did not seem less superficial than he had
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seemed at the October conference.”372 Burton Fowler, a member of the RSP also visited the
exploration sites. He had a lot to say about Fair Play. He found the community to be complex,
and “fairly typical of the whole problem of rural life in Georgia.” His impression of Lockman
was good especially in comparison to the, “inferior quality of teaching in other room.” He
described Lockman as a gifted teacher and found that while Wilson had endeared himself to the
community, he was “lacking in the initiative necessary to achieve any thorough-going change in
public sentiment and community action.”373 While Lockman made strides to improve education
in her classroom, the school still lacked toilet facilities. This meant that the basic health and
hygiene of students could not be improved.
On his trip, Fowler also visited the black school located a mile from the white school. He was
horrified by what he saw, because the condition of the school was “worse than anything I have
ever seen or could imagine existed in this country.”374 Fowler recommended that the Council
establish an exploration at the black school in Fair Play, and that the Council replace Wilson
with a better partner.
Any further attempt to effect a transformation of community life at Fair Play without
an attack upon the Negro problem is a waste of effort. Fair Play, in my judgment,
offers an admirable opportunity to launch a demonstration program, which shall
attempt three main objectives:
a. The continued improvement of the white school. Miss Lockman’s assistant
teacher should be replaced by a capable teacher and community leader,
preferably a man.
b. The Negro school should as soon as possible be improved.
c. By means of a carefully planned program of adult education, cultural
opportunities, improved interracial attitudes, and a better economic status
should be attempted.”375
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The residents of Fair Play must have gotten wind of some of Fowler’s recommendations, or the
Council must have been working to secure access to the black school for the following year,
because Lockman wrote to the Simons about rumors circulating in the community. The rumor
that upset the community so much was that white students would attend school together; there
would be no books, “that we were taking these children just to try out some of them ‘damn
Yankee’ ideas on.”376 Lockman visited people around the community to end the rumor. She
requested from Simon and Embree that Miss Herrin receive a loan to pursue her education. The
cost would be $325 a year for tuition and expenses. Miss Herrin’s anonymous scholarship would
seem like a boon to the community that a local teacher received a scholarship while removing
her as a negative influence from the community. Lockman was also interested in the Council’s
plans for the following year, and, like the Red Oak teachers, was unsure of her status at the end
of the 1934-1935 school year. She planned to attend summer sessions at Emory University and
work with the community. The men of the community wanted to help in the summer. The
summer was “their ‘lay-by’ season (the season of little farm work) runs from about July 15 to
August 15.” The school trustees visited Owen and told him they wanted to cooperate, “This was
an historical pilgrimage as it had never happened in the community before.”377 Lockman’s letter
expressed hope for a new year while revealing that the exploration worked as a balm for the
community division.
Following Councilor recommendations, Ralph Gaskins replaced John Wilson for the
second year of the exploration. Gaskins was a native of the area since grew up in Hazlehurst near
Fair Play, so he was already familiar to the community. Gaskins was excited for the project at
Fair Play because it provided “an unusual opportunity to contact the leading men in my
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profession, as well as an excellent opportunity to experiment under the guidance with the newest
theories in the field of Education.”378 The Council also honored Lockman’s request to provide
funds to cover the cost of Ophelia Herrin to attend college. James Simon sent a personal check
via the Georgia Department of Education to Georgia State College for Women at Milledgeville.
Robert Cousins, Assistant Supervisor of Negro Education in Georgia played the middleman. As
he explained to Cousins the aid was an anonymous gift to cover Herrin’s tuition, room, board,
books, and travel expenses. Since the money would go from the state department of education to
the college, it would be harder to track it back to the Fund. In his letter to the college president,
Cousins stressed that the benefactors must remain confidential.379 This sleight of hand left the
school at Fair Play open for Lockman and Gaskins to work in without offending locals. It also
allowed Herrin to pursue education, thereby improving her future.
In the second year of the exploration, the community supported Lockman and Gaskins as
well as working to improve the school. The Woman’s Club of Fair Play wrote a letter to Embree
thanking him for the work of the Explorers and also to request support to build a teacherage and
repair the schoolhouse. The letter writer, Mrs. G.G. Adair described the changes to the
community due to the work of Lockman and Gaskins. “We don’t only see the change it is
bringing to our school children, But feel it within ourselves, also. I am sure we will never be
satisfied again to just send out children to school, we will always go after what is best for
them.”380 She also informed Embree that the school patrons raised $400 toward the improvement
projects. Gaskins also broached the subject of a teacherage at Fair Play with James Simon. In a
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December 5, 1935 letter, he reported that a community resident, Mr. Brown, donated land for the
teacherage, and that they were awaiting approval to have the project provided by the WPA. In
addition to the land and labor support for the teacherage, the Women’s Club purchased
blackboards and globes for the classrooms, but Gaskins requested an encyclopedia and maps
from the Sears School Supply Catalog.381 Gaskins continued to update Simon on the school. In
terms of the building itself, he reported that the women’s club gave money to complete the toilets
and dig a well, but the community was reluctant to build the teacherage until the school repairs
were complete.
Even while working on school and community improvement projects, the main work was
with students. Lockman and Gaskins administered the Stanford Achievement Tests and found
that the students were about two years below the norms in reading. Though focused on reading,
Gaskins reported, “There has been an average improvement of seven months in Reading ability
as measured by the test. I had an individual who has made an improvement of two years during
this period of four months.”382 The teachers supplemented instructional materials by donations to
the school library giving students more choice of reading materials. Lockman described a myriad
of reading materials she was able to access to use with students.
We are able to get from the Georgia Library Commission, the State Agricultural
and Education Departments, and the Atlanta libraries, more material than we can
digest. It might be wise for the office to get out a suggestive list with options, and
send to the “Explorers” and let us see whether we can secure these books thru
library and other facilities.383
Lockman’s letter brings up the question of whether or not all Explorers had access to the rich
resources of the Atlanta library. Since the explorations were rural and predominantly located in
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black communities, the answer was probably no. It is safe to presume that as a white, urban
woman, Lockman might not have been as aware of the limits of segregation as the black
Explorers at Red Oak and the black school in Fair Play.
Gaskins and Lockman planned intensive reading instruction and how to teach other
classes to improve reading skills. Lockman also focused on improving student performance
through identifying standards of learning. She wrote to Simon that she spent “some time with
‘State Courses of Studies and Surveys,’ free bulletins put out by state departments, trying to get
some ideas of what the standards are for certain grades, and how near our children are
approaching these standards in arithmetic, language, reading, etc.”384 Despite their best efforts to
improve schooling, however, Gaskins had no faith that any instruction would help older students.
It is my belief that we can do our best work to weed out the people as fast as
possible who have reached the sixth grade. I make this statement, because they
have gone so far under the old program that their habits are almost unbreakable,
and they have come to regard school as a place where something has to be done
under penalty of punishment. They have been taught to regard any reading as
something distasteful, in fact, they hate the thought of school work.385
In addition to the work the teachers put into improving student reading, they also worked
to organize a community cannery. Despite Gaskins’ best efforts, it appears that James Simon
found his community work lacking because Gaskins was out of the community when Simon
visited. In a June 24 letter, Simon wrote that he felt that the success of the project depended on
the Explorers being present in the community. Apparently Gaskins and his wife had a baby while
at Fair Play, but Simon still cautioned them to remain in the community.
I am sure that you will agree with us that the ideal rural teachers really become
part of the communities which they serve – and this can only be done by pretty
continuous residence in that community. We are hoping very much that not only
this summer but next year the trips outside of will not be necessary. We hope this
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both for the sake of the job and because we hope the baby improves so much that
these trips will not be necessary.386

Gaskins replied defending his time in the community due to car upkeep. He attended church at
Fair Play the three Sundays a month it was open, and only left the community the Sunday church
was closed. His wife, Evelyn, lived in the community as well. He was baffled as to why Simon
was under the impression that he was often absent from Fair Play. “I do not understand how such
an impression could have been gained, unless someone has grossly misinformed you.”387
Despite the disagreement over Gaskins absence when Simon visited, there were more
positive elements to the correspondence. Simon praised the progress on both the teacherage and
the cannery. He wrote that they seemed to be “a nucleus around which the entire community can
be built.”388 Additionally, the overall progress in the community put Simon’s mind at ease.
“Needless to say, we are very pleased with the progress you have made. A single smoothly
operating experiment does much to ease the worry caused by other less successful ones. Keep up
the good work!”389 It is curious that the Simons were concerned about the other explorations,
because by all reports Red Oak was successful despite personnel changes. Unfortunately, reports
of the black school at Fair Play were not as positive. Gaskins wrote to Margaret Simon July 10
informing her that the cannery was almost operational and that the community held a barbeque to
raise funds for the school. There was a large turnout, and they raised $40.390 In September,
Gaskins wrote to Margaret Simon again. The Gaskins family moved into the newly completed
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teacherage, but the enrollment was low at the school.391 The low enrollment as well as the state
and county recommendations for consolidation probably led to the end of the Fair Play
exploration. March 10, 1937, Dixon wrote a letter to Gaskins and Lockman informing them that
the program would be terminated for the following year.392 The final word on Fair Play appeared
in the Comptrollers Report. “In 1936-37, the balance of $138.71 in the appropriation for the
construction of a teachers’ homes was paid toward the building of a teacherage at Fair Play,
Georgia.” Despite their best efforts, though, the school closed.393
Fair Play Negro School, 1935-1936
As Fowler recommended, the Council established an exploration site at the one teacher
Fair Play Negro School in 1935-1936. The new Explorer, Allie B. Cheney, was a recent graduate
of Clark University in Atlanta. Cheney seemed like an ideal fit for the project because she was
born and educated in rural Georgia prior to attending college in Atlanta. While in college she
studied curriculum and progressive teaching, however, this did not seem to prepare her for the
challenges she would face in Fair Play.394 Cheney, accompanied by Whiting traveled to Madison
in October 1935 where they met with the superintendent, Mr. Owen. They then traveled to Fair
Play to meet Lockman and Gaskins. After meeting the white Explorers, they checked on living
arrangements for Cheney. To find suitable arrangements, they relied on Mrs. Adair (Lockman’s
landlady) who found a room living with a young married couple. The rent would be $2.00 a
month, and although the room had no fireplace, Cheney could use a coal heater provided by the
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Fund.395 They found that the school was located in the local church located about eleven miles
from Monroe, Georgia. The landowners were white, and homes for tenants were built around
landowners’ homes. The roof on the church was decayed, and there was no roof at all over the
stove or flue. The four windows had no sashes, but did have wooden shutters. There was a
blackboard, but no functioning trustee board. The well was on church property, but church
patrons seemed indifferent to the school. Like the white school, the school had no toilet facilities.
Twenty-nine students enrolled, but average daily attendance hovered around twenty-two
students. Once Cheney settled into the school, Whiting visited her again. They identified that the
community needed a nursery school and adult education. Cheney would arrange to give students
standardized tests to identify and group the students by ability. In an effort to make the
classroom more attractive, Cheney decorated the walls with reading and number racks as well as
a bulletin board. She set up a library corner and provided books on topics of interest including
ten-cent social studies readers on the dairy, farm animals, homes, as well as Weekly Readers.
Cheney started several projects including a school garden, a community survey, and a unit about
homes. These were projects that had been successful at Red Oak.396
There appeared to have been some concerns about Cheney’s work. She developed
arithmetic lessons based on rural life that Benjamin Bullock, Professor of Rural Education at
Spelman and Morehouse, reviewed. He stated that rural education should help students learn
academic subject as well as lessons of rural life. Bullock reviewed Cheney’s arithmetic lessons
and found them lacking. One problem did not specify the mathematical logarithm for students to
master. The second problem promoted selling land, which would have led to leaving the
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countryside for the city, and the third problem offered no new learning for students. All in all, it
appeared that Bullock found Cheney’s lessons unsatisfactory.397 Helen Whiting corresponded
with Cheney in October 1936 asking her to provide a community survey including unhealthy
habits, lack of community cooperation, and recreational activities. She admonished Cheney to
make provisions for hand-washing stations and individual drinking cups for students. Whiting
also attempted to help Cheney by offering to test the students’ reading ability. Through the
reading tests, Cheney and Whiting could identify the learning problems and outline a plan to
support students.398 On October 29 Whiting visited Cheney at Fair Play to administer Stanford
Reading Achievement Tests to students. She commended Cheney on the individual instructional
materials that Cheney developed as well as on the book report chart she posted encouraging
students to read. Whiting made suggestions concerning a Unit on Health including health
inspections, sanitary drinking water in classroom, daily hand washing, and a school lunch
procedure. She also recommended that Cheney identify a family modeling healthy practices and
plan a class visit. This activity also had been successfully implemented at Red Oak, but there is
no record of whether or not Cheney carried out the requests. Whiting encouraged Cheney to
attend county teachers’ meetings as well to expand her community. Counter to Simon’s
admonishment that Gaskins remain in the community; Whiting recommended that Cheney
should spend a weekend in Madison and other places for recreation to alleviate some of the
stresses of the exploration.399 Whiting’s mentorship of Cheney coincided with the Council
turning management of the school explorations over to the Georgia Department of Education.
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While there is no record of similar state level mentoring of the Red Oak teachers, Whiting
attempted to connect Cheney to the larger community and explorations through her visits as well
as by sharing units that worked at Red Oak.
It is hard not to sympathize with Cheney. She worked in a one-room school; the likes of
which Fowler claimed to disbelieve existed in the United States. She worked without the benefit
of a partner with whom to plan which seemed to contribute to the successes of the Red Oak
exploration. She worked in a community that largely neglected the white school, so the neglect
for the black school must have been appalling. There is no record of interactions beyond the
initial meeting between Cheney and her counterparts Lockman and Gaskins, so she might have
faced the community without allies. She lived in the back bedroom of the house of a young
married couple, and there is no record of the Fund providing access to a car. Cheney’s isolation
must have been difficult. It is unclear what happened to her when the exploration at Fair Play
ended. She did not seem to receive the attention that Cannon, Duncan, Lockman, or Gaskins
received from the Council. Given all of that, however, the Council felt that the work at Fair Play
was overall a success in terms of providing insight into the workings of the rural community.
On March 1937 Dixon wrote to Cousins informing him that the Council decided to end
the explorations at Fair Play and that support for both schools would end.400
Expansion from Explorations
The explorations in Georgia continued to address schools of both races with one
district devoted to shared work between the two communities, but the exploration shifted west
to include new developments in West Georgia.401 This new proposal reoriented some of the work
coinciding with the Council’s work at West Georgia College. In the proposal, the intention was
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to develop schools in a fledgling community to circumvent having to overcome a culture or
tradition deeply embedded as they were in established community. The proposal was to,
Take charge of a school in the newly developed farm colonies. The new farm
community in Harris County, Georgia, might offer an opportunity to see what can
be accomplished by the right kind of school in a community which is socially and
economically sound and which wishes to make fullest use of education as a means
of social growth.402
The proposal also formalized a shifting focus to work across racial lines. “We propose to swing
the emphasis definitely from Negro schools to rural schools regardless of race.”403 The plan
always focused on expanding beyond the explorations to reforming teacher education.
“Ultimately we hope to tackle the problems of curriculum building and normal school
organization.”404 The Council reported the successes of the explorations at both Red Oak and
Fair Play. As reported to the Trustees in November 1936, the successful explorations lead to
crucial next steps. “In Red Oak two Negro teachers have devoted themselves chiefly to showing
what could be accomplished by in-school activities. This school is being developed as an
extension training base of apprentice experience of Negro rural teachers.”405 The work at Fair
Play was slightly different than that at Red Oak since the ultimate plan was not to make the
schools demonstration sites, but instead to work to improve community relations. Much of this
work was accomplished through community projects to repair the school, build a cannery, and a
teacherage.
At Fairplay we have emphasized the influence of the schools upon the total life of
the community . . . In this community we have staffed both units of the dual
school system, furnishing personnel for the two teacher white school and for the
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one-teacher Negro school. Thus a distinct part of the community effort is the biracial activity.406

The initial explorations were successful and demonstrated that community improvement was
possible if communities and officials were interested in following leadership toward a common
goal. The unifying work of the schools provided hope for the Council, although they recognized
that the next phases would become increasingly complicated. They viewed education as a
gradual but powerful force of social change, citing that “in Russia and Mexico (where
revolutionary changes have occurred) it has been found that decades of intensive education,
especially in the rural regions, are prerequisite to participation by the people in the potential
benefits.”407
Recognizing that the teacher was the center of successful educational reform and
leadership, the Council stood ready to move its focus to working with normal schools. The initial
explorations were necessary in order to gather enough information to know what needed to
change within communities and how to best support reform through education. The initial phase
was originally recommended by the Simons based on their experiences and work in the Foreman
community, but it was never intended to be the end of the Council’s work of the Council. Instead
the Council’s ultimate goal was always to work to establish teacher education institutions to
improve pre-service teacher education.
We purposely delayed attempting any reforms in normal schools until by actual
experiment and experience we had formulated clear ideas as to what preparation
was required. We are in active cooperation with a normal school for white teacher
situated in the midst of rural Georgia, the South Georgia Teachers College, and
with a training center for Negro rural teachers at Grambling, Louisiana. We
recognize that the normal schools are the crux of the whole business, but we have
deliberately waited to be reasonably sure of our ideas before committing
ourselves heavily to this aspect of the program.408
406
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As the Council expanded the RSP, the focused support of the Fund Officers would be
insufficient to oversee the mushrooming projects. In order to effectively manage the coming
phases of the RSP, then a staff person whose sole charge was the program was necessary to
further success.
The administration of the program shall be under a director. It is understood that
the central officers of the Fund will continue their very active interest and will
naturally retain final authority. But any large program needs the efficiency and
the unity which come with clearly centered administrative direction.409
The ideal man for the job appeared to be J.C. Dixon from Georgia. Dixon was awarded an annual
salary of $5,000. The most astounding recommendation was to make rural education the major
focus of the Fund’s activities for five years. To support the project, the Trustees declared that
they “stand ready, if and as opportunity offers, to put at least a million dollars in intensive
experiments and demonstrations in this field.”410
The work of the Council moved from phase one with small demonstrations, to focus on
multiple projects including a Compendium of Southern Counties, providing instructional
resources for rural teachers, providing fellowships to support advanced education for promising
leaders, and reforming teacher colleges. Most projects were already underway by 1936-1937, but
they continued to evolve as the Council members traveled around the South.
Summary
The school-based demonstrations in Georgia attempted to implement many of the
recommendations for rural education written 20 years earlier by experts including Carney and
Dunn. The teachers at each of the schools tried to form community leadership based on the
school through extending adult education, programs, and relationships with other government
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agencies. The teachers made the curriculum as relevant to student lives as possible. This meant
that they had to forego the formalized rote learning that was unrelated to student lives. They each
saw success and growth of students through focusing on high interest, student-engaging lessons.
Despite their successes, the length of the explorations was never intended to be a longterm focus of the RSP. Instead, the explorations lead the Council to deeper understanding of
what work was needed to improve teacher education for rural schools. The next steps were to
continue to study rural life in the South through intensive sociological studies. The end game
always focused on forging bonds with state officials to identify teacher education centers that
would be willing to experiment with improved teacher preparation for teaching in a rural school.
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CHAPTER 6
SOCIOLOGICAL STUDIES AND THE COMPENDIUM
The Council planned to study race relations and rural living conditions in a variety of

ways. Along with the school-based explorations, the Counselors recommended a number of
sociological studies to provide enough information for them to adequately understand the
conditions of rural living. Based on the studies, Counselors could analyze the information and
plan for projects that they believed would improve rural life. As rural life improved, they
postulated, improved race relations would follow. The Peabody Division of Field Studies and the
Fisk University Department of Social Sciences collaborated on the RSP studies. The Council
underwrote the cost of many surveys as part of the RSP. Sponsored research included a
comparison of education for colonial students in the Dutch East Indies and the rural American
South by Bertram Schrieke, a study of good and bad rural schools across the entire region, and a
Compendium of Rural Communities. Before the RSP funded studies, only the University of
North Carolina conducted comprehensive social science research in the South, so the studies
were an attempt to expand social science knowledge about living conditions in rural southern
communities and suggest ways to improve life for rural southerners both black and white.411
Counselors believed that sociological research would reveal environmental factors that limited
change and progress in the South. With an intimate knowledge and understanding of the
environment and folkways of rural southern communities, the Council could apply funds
specifically focused on programs to improve living conditions in the rural South.412 In November
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1934, the Trustees voted to dedicate an initial $20,000 to support studies in race and culture as
part of the RSP.413
In an effort to create a more comprehensive understanding of rural communities, the
studies focused on both black and white communities. The main reason to investigate both races
was that the black community was not isolated, but part of the larger society. “The race relations
within the community are affected by and in turn affect other elements of Negro life, from
economic status to schooling.”414 The central role of the school and teacher as a community
leader was a vital component of the Council’s plans. Leo Favrot, a Council member and field
director for the GEB wrote,
A teacher needs to know not only the children committed to her care, but she
needs to have knowledge of the homes from which they come, the family life and
cultural opportunities in these homes, the way the people make a living, the kind
of living they make and the standards of living they maintain, the types of
churches they attend and the activities in which they engage, the recreational
opportunities the community provides, the health conditions prevailing, and the
agencies that operate in the community for the betterment of the people.415
By studying the both races in communities, the Council would have better information from
which to build future programs.416 Additionally, through comprehensive community studies, the
Council could better craft teacher education to prepare teachers for not only school-based
instruction, but also their community leadership role. The teacher would become the chief agent
of change within the rural setting.
To Embree, the sociological studies were extremely important, and he explained why in
Exhibit C of the Review of Fund Activities, 1928 - 1935. Included among the many
413
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contributions of both exploration and field studies were studying the conditions of rural
communities and the needs of the community as the basis for action. The Explorers were
equipped with two field research guides to outline the vital information that the Council wanted
to fill in for each community. In addition to the importance of understanding communities, the
studies would guide experimentation through teacher colleges and local schools. Using public
schools “as they are” instead of using private schools allowed the Council to guide and deliberate
on activities that could then be taken over by state and local governments once they proved to be
successful.417 This plan of action was in keeping with Embree’s views in the role of
philanthropies to explore and experiment as a template for larger, public action. The goal was
never to remedy all of the problems in the South, but to experiment with possible ways local
communities and state governments might be able to help themselves. The Fund was prepared to
spend $50,000 - $75,000 a year to work with normal schools to educate teachers for community
leadership and improve the limited instruction and education children received.418 These
expanded studies would allow the Fund, through the Council, to “continue to work in fields more
germane to our traditions, experience, and competence.”419 The studies would focus the limited
financial and human resources to work on top priorities guaranteed to bring about the most
impactful change. Resources were scarce, so laser-focus would be necessary. Embree cautioned,
We must also resist the temptation to make incidental grants to unrelated projects,
however interesting and worthy those projects might be on their individual merits.
Our policy should be to mark out sharply our fields of activity and to concentrate
intensively within those fields. The following are the present central programs of
the Fund:
A. Negro welfare and race relations
B. Rural education
C. Medical services.420
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With so many challenges and aids for support confronting them, it is easy to imagine that

focus would be difficult to maintain. The sociological studies provided the information that
counselors needed to move forward in a clear and streamlined manner. The Council believed that
their efforts would be replicable in other states and communities therefore resulting in improved
race relations and living conditions in the rural South. “This Council, we believe, will prove to
be wise enough to plan sound programs in the difficult and greatly neglected field of rural
education and powerful enough to put into effect such proposals as may be decided upon, after
exploration, experimentation, and deliberation.” The explorations and sociological studies
resulted in valuable information that helped the Council to:
a) focus our attention on the rural communities themselves as contrasted with
generalities which so easily confuse or dilute educational planning,
b) furnish us a wealth of incident, experience, observation, insight, and
impression from which a pretty clear picture already emerges of rural
conditions as they affect both white and colored,
c) indicate what the next steps in the program should be. 421
Even if Council projects were not 100% successful, they provided a realistic picture for the
Council to plan for future action, further exploration and deliberation to help organize
communities in the hope that the plans put in place would be supported by governmental
agencies as public funds grew. “In so far as we are able to influence public action directly we
will be relieved of the necessity of large subsidies.” For most states, money was increasingly no
longer the primary need. “In Georgia, for example, the state in which our work has been
concentrated, new laws provide this year five million dollars more than was available before for
public schools.”422 The sense of urgency and need for immediacy of action is easy to detect. As
421
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Embree reported, “Constant and growing agitation for federal subsidies to common schools on a
nation-wide basis make it seem likely that in the not distant future the poorer sections of the
country will have school funds far beyond anything they have known in the past.”423 Establishing
good, replicable programs became an increasingly pressing concern for the Counselors. “The
problem is to be sure that we have proper programs and qualified personnel to make full use of
the increasing revenues in substituting education for rote teaching.” In order to “stimulate and
influence movements which have a substantial, if yet inarticulate, basis in new interests and
changing attitudes” Council members had to “hold our efforts to workable and efficient
bounds.”424 Without workable, replicable programs, little about rural life would change. To
continue the work of the Council, the Trustees appropriated and additional $30,000 for field
services and another $30,000 for consultation, the Compendium, and other reports.
In 1936 the Trustees reviewed the data and information gathered over the past two years.
The explorations as well as field studies revealed that education for both white and black
students in the South was “grossly ineffective,” but that if officials and communities were
willing and interested in improving, change was possible.425 Change was possible because,
“These intensive studies under our own auspices are illuminating in themselves and are a part of
current comprehensive studies of the rural South, especially those of Howard Odum and his
associates at the University of North Carolina and of Charles S. Johnson and his associates at
Fisk University.”426 Although the temptation was to publish all of the research under Fund
auspices, university participation was vital to the success of the RSP. In a handwritten note on a
meeting agenda, Embree noted, “Several of JRF studies have appeared to outsiders as
423
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‘propaganda’ while if same study had come out under university auspices it would be regarded
as ‘research.’”427 For the studies to have impact, the universities had to contribute their academic
reputations, so that others would take the studies seriously and not view them as Fund
propaganda.
At the root of the problems in the rural South, the plight of sharecroppers and tenant
farmers was intensified by the social problems of race relations. However, with New Deal
programs, “It is possible that some national ‘equalization’ of school support may be adopted
which would greatly benefit southern schools.”428 Federal money would not be enough, because
many of the problems were problems of neglect as much as problems of poverty. These problems
manifested themselves in the schools in the guise of instruction unrelated to the environment and
skills students needed in their lives, poorly qualified teachers, instructional resources developed
for use in urban rather than rural schools, and a lack of textbooks and other reading material. The
sentiments of the Trustees was that “Unless rural education can be made to amount to something
our whole investment of over four million dollars in Negro schoolhouses will have been in vain,
and much of our other efforts in Negro welfare and in education will not realize a full
success.”429 Social change might be slow, but it would come. The Trustees believed that
although education was a slow-moving change-agent, it was powerful because the schools were
the only effective social institutions in most rural communities. In their view, churches tended to
divide rather than unite. The central role of the school made the task of teacher huge, “ideally she
must be a teacher, agriculturist, preacher, health worker, librarian, and general social worker.
We recognize that she will never be all of these to perfection. At present she isn’t any of
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them.”430 It was through the unlikely social activist of a rural schoolteacher that the Council
hoped to bring about massive social change. In order to equip her for her task, they would create
better teachers colleges that would prepare her for her role in the rural community, establish
curriculum labs to create instructional materials, and through these materials and teachers,
disperse their ideas into wider areas than those specifically touched by the explorations. Present
in the minds of all Council members was the specter of racial terror. What cannot be forgotten
was the racial violence and terror that plagued many of the rural black communities. Klan
activity in Georgia was especially virulent in the counties surrounding Athens.431 Margaret
Simon hinted at the threat of lynchings and other racial terror in a letter to Embree following a
meeting with South Carolina officials in 1935. The state officials believed that race relations
were good because there had not been a lynching in two years.432 This was the society that the
Council hoped to change, and the Council looked for evidence from studies to provide
information on how to make those changes
Schrieke’s School Studies
In a 1936 summary of education, Schrieke detailed how rural education in the East Indies
operated. Schrieke’s account was not very different from Embree and Simon’s work following
their 1932 trip to Java, however, Schrieke provided some interesting insight into how education
was specifically tailored to respect and preserve local traditions. While many of his observations
and suggestions were interesting, they were not implemented in the United States as a whole
although they did influence the work of the Council. In Indonesia, there was a first and second-
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class education. Second-class education was the more universal, with most students only
attending school through thethird grade level. According to Schrieke the native education in
many rural areas similar to the American South did not extend beyond third grade in actuality.
He specifically listed the Netherlands East Indies, Indochina, British India, Siam, Philippine
Islands, rural France, and Italy. In second-class schools, the students learned the essentials of
reading, writing, and arithmetic. The second-class teachers taught in the vernacular language
instead of Dutch. After age nine, most continuing education was for males instead of females.
This ran counter to the practice in the rural South where girls were often allowed to attend school
longer since boys’ labor was more valued. Teachers had to pass a one-year course in agriculture,
and the curriculum included farm administration, which allowed teachers to develop a working
knowledge of life in a rural setting and provided them some expertise when advising farmers on
scientific practices. The Council implemented the last component into teacher education so that
the rural teacher was prepared to provide community leadership and expertise in farming. This
suggestion fit the agenda of teacher as community change agent perfectly.
Instructionally Indonesian second-class schools featured compulsory physical education
where students learned native dances and music, history was taught with pictures, and the
government sponsored popular libraries creating books that fostered interest in reading. Several
of these recommendations also inspired members of the Council – especially developing libraries
and creating reading materials. One of the most successful programs of the Council in the 1930s
was the creation and distribution of libraries for rural schools. They matched funds raised by
black communities, and offered white schools the wholesale price on the books.433 A major
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difference between Indonesian schools and American schools was that education in the East
Indies was neither compulsory nor free.434 All students in the Dutch East Indies paid a small fee
to attend the local schools. As Schrieke explained, “It is not regarded as a sensible procedure to
put compulsion in the law and not enforce it (as is done in most of the southern states of the
United States and in some other countries).”435 Like schools in the United States, the schools in
the East Indies were predominantly two-room schools. Students attended classes in the morning
to avoid the oppressive, tropical heat in the afternoon. For every fifty schools, there was a rural
school supervisor similar in function to the Jeanes teachers. Ultimately, this became another
component of the Council’s plan in Georgia, to educate both black and white teachers for
supervision.436 A major sociological difference in the Indonesian schools had to do with mixed
race students. A child with a European father was classified as European so Eurasians were
classified as European – the census does not differentiate between Eurasian and European. In the
United States, the opposite would have been true. Children of mixed race were designated as
colored instead of white.437
The race question was one of the major differences between the population of the rural
South and Indonesia. In a later study, Schrieke contrasts the experiences of native people in
Indonesia with people of color in the South. The only similarity he saw was that both populations
were people of color living within power structures established by white populations and as a
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result, had limited opportunities to advance. The native Indonesians were indigenous and rooted
in age-old traditions whereas American Negroes were torn from their original homes in Africa
where they belonged to various tribes. Due to the Trans-Atlantic slave trade and the conditions of
slavery, African Americans were unable to retain their cultures and family ties.
In the United States, most of the advances in education for black students resulted from
private philanthropy due to the lack of interest in funding black schools by the white power
structure. Schrieke credited white supremacy and a desire to subjugate blacks through the poor
quality of education publicly available throughout the South.
Negro education is entirely at the mercy of county boards of education and
county superintendents who cannot afford to go against the deep-seated
sentiments of their constituents and hope to be reelected. This means short school
terms, poorly paid teachers, scanty accommodations, and - not seldom – no
textbooks.438
To protect white laborers, some subjects and industrial training were excluded from curriculum
for black students. Schrieke also noted that the voting restrictions on black populations also took
the vote from large groups of white voters, so needs of the rural people of both races were not
valued by politicians. As a result, politicians were not motivated to change or support education
for the poorest residents, whether black or white. Schrieke emphasized that neglect shown to
black schools was also shown to white schools, “the very state of rural schools designed for the
‘poor whites’ is a criterion for the lack of attention they are receiving. Their needs are identical
with those of the rural Negroes.”439 Without some intervention, the needs of tenant farmers and
sharecroppers remained unmet because of the numerous interests involved in the social structure
that kept the cheap, abundant labor virtually enslaved on the farm. It was studies like this that
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expanded the Council’s work from a focus solely on black schools to schools for the lowest
classes of both races.
The Compendium on Southern Rural Life
Arguably the largest study conducted by the Council was the Compendium compiled by
Explorers Buford Junker and Lewis Jones and overseen by Charles S. Johnson at Fisk. In a letter
to Coss concerning his 1935 visit to exploration sites and his recommendation that the
explorations end, Margaret Simon commended the work of both men, “Mr. Junker and Mr. Jones
I feel made real contributions, and with the ground work of this year behind them, would be able
to contribute much more.”440 She described Jones, a protégée of Johnson as, “a swell young
Charles Johnson.”441 Junker was working in graduate studies in Harvard when he joined the RSP.
The two men were an anomaly of sorts since they worked as partners on their explorations
despite their different races. Although the Council included both white and black Explorers,
pairing men of both races was almost revolutionary. In the first year of the program, they were
assigned to work on projects in both Arkansas and Georgia. They were Explorers working to
compile observational data. Council member Burton Fowler met Junker at Fort Valley in
Fowlers March 1935 trip through Georgia. Junker made a good impression on Fowler who
reported the explorer was well trained, organized, and respected.442 In the second year of the
explorations, 1935-1936, Junker and Jones were assigned to a new community in North Carolina.
They were to explore one community jointly to investigate the living conditions of both races in
a single community. Embree consulted N.C. Newbold, State Agent for Negro Education, in
North Carolina, to identify and arrange the study. Embree reassured Newbold that although
440
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Junker and Jones would work together as partners, their working conditions would really be
separate. “These men know and respect each other and could work together successfully,
although, of course, their situation and their work would be entirely separate in the local
community.”443 Although they would be expected to work chiefly as sociologists, their roles
would be to work as either informal educational consultants or assistants at local schools
conducting work similar to that of the Simons at Foreman. Embree once again assured Newbold
that the men would be successful in their work. “These ‘Explorers’ fit themselves easily into the
community, do not arouse suspicion, and perform many useful current services at the same time
that they are getting a comprehensive and intensive picture of conditions.”444 The expansion into
North Carolina the same time explorations were ending in Louisiana and Arkansas seems a bit
strange, but Embree explained that the program need information from other states. He also
explained why North Carolina was not initially chosen as an exploration state. “We did not
include North Carolina because it had made so much more progress than most southern states
that it did not seem to us typical.”445 It is possible that the marginal progressive nature of North
Carolina made it a safer state in which to conduct a bi-racial study. Newbold was also a highly
effective state agent credited with a great deal of innovation and support for black
communities.446
Jones and Junker’s studies in local communities ultimately informed the structure of data
gathering and compilation in the Compendium. The Compendium was a stunning undertaking
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surveying and creating statistical indices for every county in the seventeen southern states. Coss
grouped the Compendium with studies by Vance and Howard Odum and labeled the group,
“among the most significant sociological contributions made in America.”447 In the
Compendium, Junker and Jones tabulated information including: occupational distribution by
race, educables by the thousands, as well as school attendance and literacy related to income and
expenditure, the agricultural base, retail, newspapers, and number of one teacher schools by race.
Coss explained that the authors determined the best unit of measure in the South was the county
because all services were distributed through the county. He explained that the innovation Junker
and Jones made was to was to classify counties by 80 different measures (put on punch cards).
These indicators allowed researchers to group counties that were similar and make predictions of
other similarities. The counties were grouped by agricultural type: Cotton, Tobacco, Grain,
Vegetable, Fruit and other Crops. In Coss’s opinion, the four volumes were not as valuable as the
County Atlas.448 They also developed a County Atlas as well as an introductory volume
explaining their theory of county types. To gather their data, Junker and Jones mailed letters to
communities throughout the South asking for assistance. The work was so intensive that the
Department of Social Sciences at Fisk required additional clerical support to compile the
findings and statistical support to structure the findings.449 The most interesting use for the
County Atlas, according to Coss, would be to analyze the like areas to identify where rote
learning is prevalent in the schools. He defined rote learning as “people learn to repeat things and
don’t know what they mean, that in individual and community life they repeat patterns of living
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without being critical.”450 Coss recommended looking for measurable traits evaluating where
there was a break in rote learning. Where there was a break in rote learning, there might be one
or more factors present that could be constants across the region. These would then be the factors
to work toward in other communities. By identifying and replicating positive elements the RSP
“shall have taken the first great step in doing something about improving education.”451 In
looking for exceptions, Explorers would identify the very good and the very bad examples of
instruction, which could then be used as examples to provide the foundation of scientific study.
Charles Johnson identified the purpose of the County Atlas of the Compendium as a
comprehensive description of how schools functioned within the social milieu.452 To accomplish
this purpose, the Junker and Jones created indices of social and economic settings based on
reports from observers in many communities. They defined the South based on states that legally
segregated schools: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia. Not all of Texas was included, just
those counties with at least five percent of the population being black, so chiefly eastern Texas.
Junker and Jones did not include Border States like Missouri and Delaware in the Atlas because
those states had the fewest differences in public education between the two races, and public
spending on education was on par with the national average. Over 1,104 counties were classified
based on their major crops, diversity of agriculture, and urban and commercial activity. Each
county was represented by two frames of reference, community type and culture of the school.
They based much of the study on questions raised by their observations as Explorers including
rural culture, health, school curriculum, rural leadership, parental interest in education,
community organization, religion, race relations, and farm tenancy. The operational idea was to
450
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identify “what aspects of rural life seem to need improvement and what can be done to effect
desirable changes?”453 A brief look inside the County Atlas reveals several things about Henry
County in the 1930s. Henry County had three villages, the largest of which was McDonough. It
was home to 15,924 residents and the closest commercial center was Atlanta. The population had
49.7% black and 50.3% white. There were six Rosenwald schools. The county was classified as
A-4-VI, which indicated that Henry County was a cotton county, but had some diversified
agriculture. The economy was 82% agricultural, 3% trade. The main crops were cotton, grain,
and vegetables. The findings were pretty close to the sociological study of Red Oak written by
Catherine Duncan. Morgan County, home to Fair Play, was also classified as A-4-VI indicating
that while mainly a cotton county, there was diversified agriculture.454 Peach County, which
would soon be home to Fort Valley State had a highly diversified economy based on cotton.
Carroll County, home to West Georgia College, was also highly diversified. Classification as
highly diversified economies indicated that these communities would be more open to
experimentation since the cotton counties tended to be under the control of a landowning class,
and therefore more tightly controlled by the existing power structure.455
Book Two of the Compendium described the Cotton Counties. Of the twelve million
blacks living in the South in the 1930s, nearly three-quarters lived in cotton counties. There were
485 cotton counties, and they were important to study because they revealed a deeply entrenched
dual social system of class and caste. Studying the cotton counties revealed evidence of both
class and caste structures.
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Relations between whites and blacks are most deserving of attention, not only
because a great number of Negroes are involved but also because the pattern of
white-Negro relations in America generally appears to be a varying modification
of that obtaining in the cotton area, - viz., an organization of social relations in a
caste system coexistent with class stratification.456

Although caste and class tend to be antithetical to each other, they coexisted in the American
South. Caste was used to describe people who live in a setting of unequal privileges, duties,
obligations, opportunities and social sanctions maintain this system. Class is similarly confining
but caste goes further especially in social structures banning interclass marriage and upward
mobility. Within class divisions, there is some social mobility and class intermarriage. Caste is
inflexible where class can be more flexible. In the South the political structures maintained caste
lines, while economic and social structures elaborated class differences. Some structures that
enforced caste and class were unequal distribution of funds for education and prejudiced
operation of courts.457
Moving on from the discussion of class and caste, Junker and Jones describe education in
the South. In their studies, education appears neither ideal nor democratic. Although theoretically
the broad objectives for education for children of both races were similar, social situations far
beyond the control of the school determined the quality of education in practice. Black children
were born into an inferior social and caste status, which was reinforced by isolation from the
white community. The structure of education taught that inferiority “must be accepted because it
cannot be changed.”458 Ways that teachers might be able to work around the isolation of the
black communities included supplementary reading material that challenged information in
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textbooks and inclusion of technology such as the radio, newspapers, magazines, movies, and
literature into classroom instruction. There were incumbent challenges in education including
teaching citizenship to a disenfranchised population. Education ultimately became drudgery for
students, especially if curriculum did not match student experiences. “Booker Washington used
to say that the real trouble with Negro education was that the textbooks were written in Boston –
that there was little wonder that the average Negro rural child got no thrill or sense out of reading
Little Steps for Little Feet. The trouble was, there were so few little feet.”459 Another example of
curriculum detached from student lives came from several health lesson written for white, urban
children.
In one of the health lessons being recited recently was the question, ‘Why must
we always comb our hair?’ The correct answer, which they sang back in
monotone, was: ‘Because if we do not comb our hair it will get stringy and fall
down over our eyes.’ A test of the efficacy of certain rote instruction about tooth
brushes was made in a group of rural schools in Tennessee. The children sang
each morning, ‘I brush my teeth three times a day, swish, swish, swish.’ Inquiry
revealed that two-thirds of them actually had no tooth brushes.460
To remedy this problem, Junker and Jones recommended that teachers use reading
materials that corresponded with student experience to be interesting and have meaning
in student lives so that children would value the lessons from school. Mostly, however,
the reading material did not closely relate to black, rural life. Instead, the volume of
reading material was increased when school authorities moved discarded books from
white libraries to black schools. Much of the material contained in the recycled books
promoted a sense of shame for the black students. Textbook accounts of history were
written for white children in the South. For example, a reading focused on slavery made
it seem that enslaved people enjoyed their state.
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Although he was in a state of slavery, he was fond of the company of others and
liked to sing, dance, crack jokes, and laugh; he admired bright colors and was
proud to wear a red or yellow bandana. He wanted to be praised, and he was loyal
to the kind master or overseer. He was never in a hurry, and was always ready to
let things go until the morrow.461

Texts like these further distanced schooling from the lives of students. Without relevant
instructional materials, the task of relating education to daily life was endless. Junker and Jones
recommended a possible program that would improve rural education in the cotton counties.
Education should begin within the experience of the child because “the core and allure of
education is interest.”462 The basic tools of instruction should be based on communication, work,
and the physical world. These changes would help student relate lessons in school to their lives
outside of school.
Analysis of the Compendium reinforced the Council plans that work in the teacher
colleges was appropriate. It would only be through educating teachers for the world they would
face in rural communities that education could become transformational. Teacher education was
a major key. Uneducated teachers were unable to meet the needs of their children, so the result of
schooling remained the same. Even white schools there was a disconnect between instructional
materials and the teachers’ inability to create relevant teaching materials was a burden. As
Morgan County Superintendent Owen revealed in an interview with John Wilson, “Most of my
teachers aren’t prepared to make their own curriculum, and I don’t know where I can get any
better ones at the salaries we have to pay.” Owen lamented that teachers were not equipped to
“get around state curriculum and textbooks by using textbooks as a supplementary resource,
make the curriculum as flexible as possible.” He wanted the Morgan County Board of Education
to send at least teachers to summer school to learn about curriculum, and he expressed interest in
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attending a summer program, as well.463 Instead of continuing to send ill-prepared teachers into
the field who would require in-service remediation, normal schools and teacher colleges should
change their curriculum to adequately prepare pre-service teachers.
The normal school should include general instruction designed sufficiently to
acquaint the prospective rural school teachers with the agricultural, health, home, and
craft problems he will meet, to insure:
a) Ability to cope with his own practical problems;
b) Ability to satisfy the demands necessarily made upon him in the community;
c) Relation of instruction to the interests and limitations of the community.464
Council members used the results of the community studies in the Compendium to outline their
plan for the normal schools that comprised the final stage of the RSP. It precipitated another
question that required research and study. In order to reform teacher education, it would be
important to conduct studies to identify good and bad instructional practices in rural schools. By
understanding good and bad practices, the teachers colleges could reinforce what was working
and avoid what did not.
Peabody Division of Surveys and Field Studies
At the January 1937 Council meeting, Counselors discussed the future of normal schools.
They identified impediments to recruiting and keeping rural teachers and discussed the need to
restructure the normal school curriculum to better prepare rural teachers. The discussion led the
Council to request a survey of good and bad schools to be undertaken by the Peabody College
Division of Surveys and Field Studies. As Embree informed the Trustees,
We have arranged for the Division of Field Studies at Peabody College to direct
the study of good and bad rural schools which has been projected for some time . .
. The arrangement is for a joint effort between Peabody and Fisk with the use of
both white and colored personnel, and bids fair to be the beginning of important
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cooperation between white and Negro colleges in educational planning for the
South as a whole. 465

The two researchers appointed to carry out the study were Horace Mann Bond and John E.
Brewton.466 Since leaving his Louisiana exploration site, Bond taught at Dillard University in
New Orleans. Brewton, at the time of his appointment to the study, served as the director of
research for Louisville Public Schools. Campbell described him to Embree.
You already know about him and his work. He has had experience with rural
schools in Alabama and Florida. He is also experienced in work with teachers
colleges as an investigator. He has worked as a member of our division. He had
his doctor’s degree from Peabody about 1933 or 34.467
While the two men would work together, their partnership would not be as formal as that of
Junker and Jones. Although the Fund paid the expenses of the research, the direction of the study
would be under Peabody and the Director of Surveys and Field Studies, Doak Campbell.468 That
meant that Bond’s appointment was formally made by Campbell at Peabody based on terms
agreed on by Bond and Embree. Bond took a leave of absence from Dillard. He held an honorary
faculty appointment at Fisk to have official institutional status. His salary was $350 a month.
Embree recognized Bond’s talents when he wrote to Bond that “It is a delight to have you again
associated somewhat directly with us.”469 The men created a checklist to send to local
superintendents and supervisors throughout the South. The checklist met with little success.
Campbell wrote to Dixon in August requesting funds for Brewton and Bond to travel to a state
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rural agent meeting in North Carolina to enlist the aid of the State Negro Supervisors.470 It is
unclear whether or not the researchers attended the meeting because an August 21 letter from
Dixon apologized for the delayed response, but Dixon had been out of the office supervising
summer sessions.471
In November 1937, Brewton submitted a report of a visit to white rural schools in
Georgia. Although Bond and Brewton traveled together, they did not visit schools together,
Brewton focused on white schools, and Bond focused on black schools. The trip was November
1 – 12, and they had two purposes in their travels: to work with field contacts on the study and to
revise the survey. In Georgia, they met with Georgia Department of Education Officials who
provided examples of good and bad schools. Both researchers visited Red Oak to make contact
with the Explorers there, and presumably to see a good rural school in action. From that point,
the men went in different directions. Brewton traveled to visit white rural schools designated as
good by the Department of Education, while Bond visited black schools.472
The first school Brewton visited was Mountain Academy, a two-teacher school in Walton
County. Walton County is near Morgan County between Athens and Atlanta. Brewton
interviewed the superintendent, J. Mason Williams, who identified two problems confronting
rural school systems, teacher quality and farm tenancy. Williams told Brewton “Tenancy is one
of the worst evils of the South. This is a cotton county. Irregular attendance during the cottonpicking season is inevitable. I would like to know how the split term idea works in places where
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it is in operation.”473 Williams also revealed why families did not like the idea of school
consolidation. These are very similar to those shared by the Fair Play community. The first
concern was that rural children did not have the right clothes to attend a school in town. If
families needed to keep children home for farm labor, the local school put less pressure on them
to send valuable labor to school. Also, small, rural communities were attached to their local
schools. Williams also revealed that he struggled in his role as an elected superintendent. He
explained that he was ill-prepared to meet the challenges of his position.
The great need is for better professionally trained county superintendents.
Anybody can be a county superintendent in Georgia. When I was elected four
years ago, I knew nothing about schools. I had been in the automobile all my life.
I didn’t know what a travesty my election was until I took office and came to
realize what I was expected to do. I’ve been going to school and doing everything
I can to learn about schools and what I can do to improve them.474
Brewton also visited Arnold Institute near Monroe. It was not identified as a good school, and it
was the poorest school in Walton County. Brewton was impressed with the young teacher, a
graduate of Georgia College in Milledgeville. He saw “much more evidence of trying to use
environmental materials – than anywhere else on the trip.” Williams told Brewton that in
general, “Milledgeville graduates fit into rural situations well.”475 What the visit to Walton
County revealed was that local superintendents defined good and bad schools differently than did
Council members. The school Williams described as good, had better facilities and a more
hygienic water distribution, whereas the bad school was a poor facility with good instruction.
The next visit on Brewton’s list was to Randolph County to observe at Benevolence. He
described the community as a disintegrating village. While there was good attendance at the
school, enrollment dropped every year. He interviewed the superintendent, Mrs. McMichael,
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who had replaced her husband in the office upon his death. It was here that Brewton thought
there might be two solutions to the rural school problem based on race. “It may be that in South
Georgia the solution to the white school problem in rural areas can be met best through
consolidation and that the Negro situation can best be met, for a time at least, by making better
small schools.”476 He reached this conclusion through a discussion with Mrs. McMichael in
which she identified that the consolidation movement was well underway in Randolph County
for white schools, but that there were over thirty small black schools around the county. The
problem, as she saw it, was cost of maintaining small schools for white students that had small
enrollments while black schools had higher enrollments, so they were more cost effective. Due to
the cost effectiveness of the model, and the desire to avoid the cost of consolidation and
transportation of rural black students, McMichael predicted that consolidation for black schools
was a long time off in the future.
Brewton was not tasked with finding out about black schools; his exploration focused on
the white schools. He recommended some actions based on his general observations. Brewton’s
school visits revealed that teachers needed to be trained differently for the rural setting in order
to adapt their teaching to the needs and resources of the community they served. In their
preparation for rural jobs, pre-service teachers needed to observe effective practices in action.
According to Brewton, effective practices included combining classes, grouping students, and
developing activities and recitations. Pre-service teachers needed to learn to break up the routine
of formal drill. Although Brewton saw a need for some formal drill, he wanted it to be used
effectively. He also advised teachers needed to learn to teach students to read for enjoyment and
to adapt math problems to present-day problems. Another need to improve rural teaching was to
improve the quality of instructional materials available to rural teachers. Brewton’s findings
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supported the plans of the Council to work on reforming teacher education for both black and
white communities.
In addition to the field visits, the Brewton and Bond reviewed the literature for
characteristics of good rural schools. They filed their report with the Council on November 23,
1937. They found there were roughly eight practices of effective rural schools. The first two
practices had to do with the teacher. Chiefly, the teacher should be competent, healthy,
interested, and well compensated. If those criteria were met, then the teacher in an effective
school adapted instruction to emphasize social significance in learning and planned good
student-centered activities. Teachers needed to manage the school well, which meant record
keeping that was in order, planned programs, good classroom discipline, and well maintained
building and grounds. Well maintained building and grounds had sanitary outbuildings, supplies
for sanitation, hygiene, and cleanliness. These indicated an involved community. Community
engagement was evident through school visits and attendance at special programs, as well as
support by community organizations like women’s clubs and lodges. Another key component of
good schools was that both the superintendent and school trustees were qualified for their jobs.
In good schools, attendance was steady, and students were healthy, well-behaved and came from
families of decent socio-economic status.477 Brewton believed that the work to improve the
small, rural school was vital. In 1938 he wrote an article, “The Challenge of the Little Red
Schoolhouse,” in which he predicted that it would take over sixty years to consolidate all of the
small schools.
It will be at least sixty-odd years before the most optimistic advocates of
consolidation can hope for the abandonment of all small rural schools, it seems
imperative that something be done to improve instruction in these rural schools
477
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where millions of farm children are getting and will get their entire educational
opportunity.478
It is vital to avoid the presentism of scoffing at Brewton’s estimations. In 1937 there was

absolutely no way to predict the massive changes that would result from World War II and the
subsequent Federal investment in the South let alone how those factors would transform the rural
landscape.
Bond reported his impressions and findings, as well, although less formally than
Brewton. Bond wrote a letter to Dixon on November 25, 1937 providing details that he observed
on his journey. The first improvement he observed from past visits was in supervision. “I was
almost convinced, especially after talking to Dr. Brewton, that the Negro schools in Georgia
were receiving much more intelligent supervision than the white schools.” He praised the work
of Helen Whiting at the state level and several Jeanes supervisors at the county levels. Due to the
work of these capable leaders, Bond expressed that he was, “quite amazed at what has been done
and is being done in Georgia.”479 He also praised the work of Cannon and Duncan at Red Oak as,
“just about all that a rural school should be.”480 One variation Bond made in his observations was
to interview students. He “tried to establish friendly relations with the children in the advanced
grades” due to the level of information the interviews provided. While the information he
gleaned was more impressionistic than systematic, Bond wrote that he felt that he could provide
an index for what characteristics comprised a good school. According to Bond’s impressions, a
good school should have a wide variety of reading materials. Reading materials should be well
presented, maintained, and read by both the teacher and students. While this was Bond’s chief
478
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recommendation, “only at Red Oak did I find this; and it was highly encouraging; in fact, almost
thrilling, to find how much these children had read.”481 Along with putting reading materials in
classrooms, Bond recommended that instructional materials and textbooks should be written in
plain language. Bond found that education phrases and jargon had no real meaning to teachers or
students. Another recommendation Bond made was for the Council to consider putting out a
newsletter with reading materials and teaching tips to be distributed to schools. The work of
Cannon and Duncan at Red Oak inspired Bond’s recommendation. The purpose of Bond’s
proposal was two fold, to provide fresh reading material for students and to provide teacher notes
to encourage teachers working in isolated conditions. Like Brewton, Bond reached the
conclusion that the condition of the physical school did not matter as much as the work that went
on inside the school.
Some years ago I visited several hundred rural schools. As I went from school to
school, I was looking for buildings, for equipment, etc.; but after spending three
days in a rural school, you realize that it really doesn’t matter whether the
building is built to specifications or not; so far as equipment of one sort is
concerned, it doesn’t matter if there isn’t a single manufactured desk in the room;
in fact, the simple home-made benches and tables at Red Oak seemed to me
much more conducive to learning than any number of patented desks.482
The concern Bond expressed to Dixon was that “many of the children with whom I talked were,
fundamentally, more intellectually alive than their teachers.” Bond’s concern was the result of
rote learning through elementary, high, and college. In other words, for years throughout their
education teachers encountered learning that had little or no relationship to their lives. They, in
turn, taught with materials that had little bearing on the lives of their students. In his tour of
Georgia, Bond also visited teacher-training schools. He generalized that the main problem with
preparing pre-service teachers for rural education was the origin of most college faculty.
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Almost the entire staff is recruited from urban setting (elementary, high school,
and college); and in the eagerness of these schools to make little ladies and
gentlemen out of their students – many of whom are, of course, crude and
unpolished – they give no attention at all to maintaining either an intelligent
curiosity, or sympathy for, the population from which these students are
drawn.483

Bond’s letter was not nearly as comprehensive as Brewton’s report. Both documents, however,
reveal the need for purposeful work in the teachers colleges and normal schools.
Summary
The purpose for funding multiple surveys was to provide structure for future Fund
investment in teacher education. Johnson described the County Atlas of the Compendium as a
manual to use when studying the South. As a manual, it provided information on the challenges
confronting counties with similar natures and the form remedial education might take to confront
those issues. Campbell found value in integrating the findings of each study. “It is our belief that
the basic information which can be secured through Dr. Johnson’s study must be secured by
teacher institutions so that they may attack the problem within their own areas.”484 The important
point about the different surveys was the Council conducted research on top of the initial
explorations to diagnose problems of rural education prior to crafting a solution in order to avoid
the pitfalls that the Simons predicted would occur without proper research. Since so much
successful work was conducted in Georgia and the recently organized Board of Regents was
interested in investing in higher education for black students, the work would take place in
Georgia with investment in supervision and leadership at South Georgia Teachers College and
the University of Georgia and rural teacher education at the developing sites of West Georgia
College and Fort Valley State.
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CHAPTER 7
INVESTING IN COLLEGES
All of the explorations and field studies undertaken in the early phases of the Council’s

work were intended to provide Council members with adequate data from which to plan
programs with the goal of improving teacher education. As early as 1931 the Trustees agreed to
change the emphasis of the southern school program from school building to “teachers and other
aspects of work inside the school,” including teacher education, development of materials related
to students, and experiments in county organization to better supervise isolated rural schools.485
Counselor visits, explorations, and field studies revealed what was suspected from literature on
rural education, that the “teacher was the crux of rural school problems.” So alongside the school
based explorations, Counselors also researched teacher education centers. The Counselors
searched for ideas to create a curriculum of teacher education aimed specifically at preparing
pre-service teachers to work in rural schools.486 The Council worked in cooperation with other
interested philanthropies including the Jeanes Fund, the GEB, and the Slater Fund.
Explorers Junker, Jones, as well as Council members conducted early investigations to
identify possible colleges that would be well suited to work with rural educators. The first site to
arouse interest was Fort Valley A. and M. School. Burton Fowler reported that he met with
Junker at Fort Valley and found it to be an “almost ideal educational unit from the point of view
of the higher education of the Negro, although we saw no actual instruction.”487 Even while the
early focus of the RSP was Explorations in rural communities, in 1935 work was already
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underway to augment rural teacher deficits. The May 1935 Journal of Rural School Exploration
described plans for two summer schools for black in-service teachers. One would be held at
Hampton under the direction of N.C. Newbold, and the other would be held at Tuskegee under
the direction of J.C. Dixon. The summer programs each featured four courses. The four courses
were:
•
•
•
•

Organization and management of small, rural schools;
Techniques in teaching reading, language, and arithmetic;
Teaching health, physical education, nature study and social sciences; and
Understanding the school’s role in the rural community.

The last class, focusing on the role of the school in the rural community, was strategically
important to the goals of the RSP because members of the Council believed that teachers needed
to know about the environment affecting the children. Teachers also needed to be knowledgeable
about students’ home environments and understand the goals for which students were working. It
was also vital for teachers to understand life within the communities in which they worked.488 As
Margaret Simon explained after her experience in Foreman that “rural students need to learn that
living in the country is nothing to be ashamed of and that not all good things come from living in
the cities . . . It is only with a better rural community that anything can be accomplished in the
rural schools.”489 Even though she was in full support of teacher education, the school
explorations stemmed from her experiences. The Simons learned so much from their work in the
field that they thought the others would reveal even more. So instead of jumping in with haste
and not having enough data upon which to build, Margaret Simon recommended further
exploration to gather more information to guide their planned work in teacher education. As she
noted in a letter to Embree, “We could right now beg, borrow, or steal a normal school and start
488
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educating teachers, if we knew concretely and definitely how we think they should be
educated.”490 In order to fully implement a workable plan for teacher education, Simon
recommended the explorer program.
By November 1937, after almost three years of exploration and extensive field study, the
Counselors began planning for teacher education centers in earnest. In a letter to Margaret
Simon, Coss suggested that the Fund “adopt a rural school” for experimentation and to focus
exclusively on rural education.491 Coss visited many sites throughout the South, yet he found no
college adequately trained candidates for rural teaching. That led to difficulties for communities
to select well-trained teachers. It also presented problems when supervising rural teachers. He
believed that the Council needed to plan carefully to maximize their investment. Instead of
starting from scratch, Coss suggested that the Council should look at established teacher colleges
in Arkansas, Alabama, Georgia, or Texas. Despite the different states he mentioned, he believed
that Georgia would be the best place to begin working since it was so fertile for change.
Margaret Simon agreed with Coss’s suggestion to invest in Georgia. She wrote to Embree
expressing her frustration with the work in rural education in other states. “The more we think
about it the more we wish we could lop off everything but Georgia.”492
While the various Counselors were traveling the South, Embree was preparing to present
a proposal to the Trustees requesting funding for the college program. The Counselors sent
suggestions to Embree so that he could request adequate funding for the crowning undertaking of
the RSP. To that end, Coss proposed a budget to invest in Fort Valley and Georgia Southern at
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Statesboro. He itemized projected on year costs with the suggestion of rounding up to $25,000 a
year for three years.
Table 4: John Coss's Suggested Budget for Teacher Education in Georgia493
Fort Valley
$500

Statesboro
---

$2,800

$3,000

Professor of Reading

$2,400

$2,800

Professor of Agriculture

$1,000

Health …$500

Professor of Home Economics

$1,000

$960

Supervision in the County

$2,400

$2,800

$500

$600

11,440

10,660

To Principal for extra work
and because present low
salary
Professor of Rural Education

Expenses

Per year $22,100

Embree considered Council member suggestions and concurred with their estimation of
the value of investing in teacher education. He told Trustees, “if the explorations are to be of
wide influence, the move must be to cooperate in the training of teachers and in the preparation
of teaching materials.” While limited explorations would continue in Red Oak, the Council was
ready to “begin active work with normal schools and in the preparation of teaching materials.”494
Following Coss’s advice, he requested $25,000 to work with normal schools to prepare teachers
to teach in rural communities. The two original colleges designated were the South Georgia
Teachers College in Statesboro and Fort Valley. Georgia was poised to open a state-supported
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black teachers college. Given the priority of experimenting with small programs with the goal of
turning the program over to state funding, if the Fund were going to invest in Fort Valley swift
action would be the key. Since the Council view was that Fort Valley was the best site for public
investment, the Council needed to act quickly to ensure that the Georgia Board of Regents chose
Fort Valley over the two other locations: Forsyth or Savannah. As Embree told the Trustees, “an
institution at Forsyth, already part of the state university system, has been tentatively designated
for this role. It seems likely, however, that much better facilities can be provided by making the
Fort Valley School into this proposed center for rural education.”495 The forthcoming aid to Fort
Valley would provide additional personnel, in-service training for teachers, rural supervision,
and a fund for the university to increase the pay of rural teachers. Again, Embree emphasized the
need to provide the seed money to spur public investment in improving education. He informed
the Trustees that the Fund’s “chief contribution may well be in bringing about cooperation of
effort and in starting a piece of instructional machinery which later may receive support from
other sources or may continue to operate on its own momentum.” Embree requested $150,000 as
an original investment. 496 Additionally, the Council invested in curriculum development to
especially address race relations. “We must ally ourselves with scholarly authority on one hand
and with the stream of school experience and practice on the other. We must assemble a corps of
able writers and editors . . . Who can take authoritative material and put it into readable and
interesting form suitable for various grades of school pupils and general public.” Embree
requested $25,000 to support the curriculum project.
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James Simon’s Report on Trade Schools, 1936
In February 1936 James Simon visited eleven southern colleges and trade schools that

received funding from the Fund. Each school received between $10,000 and $81,000 with the
exceptions of West Virginia State College and Prairie View State College in Texas. Simon also
visited the white college, Abraham Baldwin College in Georgia. He only spent one day in each
college that he visited, so his impressions were predominately based on meeting administrators
and faculties. On his visit, Simon visited departments of agriculture, trades, home economics,
and teacher training. Where they were available, he also visited demonstration schools. He was
underwhelmed with what he observed. “Although my opinions are set forth from the point of
view of the Fund’s present efforts in rural education, I believe that my comments regarding the
general ineffectualness of the various institutions will stand up when using any criteria.”497 One
of the first schools he visited was John G. Fee Industrial High School in Maysville, Kentucky.
The school’s namesake was Embree’s grandfather and founder of Berea College. Simon reported
that the school served five counties. Each county paid the cost to transport students to the school.
About fifty per cent of the students went to college upon graduation, and all of the teachers held
college degrees and had at least two years of teaching experience. There was a large home
economics department because “great stress has been put upon learning in order to maintain the
Negro’s position as a domestic.”498 Auto mechanics was the most popular course for male
students because “various car agencies prefer Negro mechanics because they never become
potential rivals.”499 In addition to home economics and auto mechanics, the principal wanted to
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develop and agricultural department to secure Federal money. He was in pursuit of matching
funds to meet the requirements to obtain a Smith-Hughes Grant.
At the Virginia Normal and Industrial School in Petersburg, Virginia, Simon was
anything but impressed. While the school focused on agriculture and teacher education, Simon
did not think it did either well. “This college like all others is making a fool of itself by not
sticking to one job and doing it well. Teach either agriculture or teacher training or, if both must
be taught, make a rural teacher training institution out of it.”500 Simon described the evident
disconnect between the stated mission of the school and the actual course work. Simon explained
the disconnect in his report, “The entire place is overrun with the phrase ‘do practical things,’
and yet nothing practical is being done.”501
At the South Georgia Teacher College in Savannah, Georgia, Simon found the conditions
“far from ideal.” The faculty focused on theory and urban education training instead of rural
education.
Teacher trainers have taken over the institution and hold a perpetual field day
with their theoretical education courses. They reluctantly concede a possible value
to specific courses directed toward the development of appreciation of farm life
and an understanding of certain broad agricultural principles. But they will not
relinquish their strangle hold on student time in order to make these courses
possible. 502
Simon’s visits revealed little collaboration between teacher training colleges and agricultural
colleges in most places. Lack of collaboration made little sense to him. “Agriculture and
education are so inextricably bound together that divorcing the two branches would defeat the
very thing we have set out to do, although, at first glance, the wisest move would seem to be a
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separation to reinstate agriculture to its previous prestige.”503 If the Council hoped to fine an
existing school with which to work, Simon hoped that it might prove to be South Georgia
Teacher College at Statesboro.
Certainly the tentative plans to lift agricultural teaching to a new eminence at
Statesboro are a logical next step in the scheme. If, in one single place, we can
develop a seat of learning for rural agricultural teaching the reputation of which,
in this field, would be comparable to Chicago in secondary education, I believe
that all the joint agricultural-normal schools of the South will climb on the band
wagon just as they scrambled to get into normal school work.504
After evaluating his observations, Simon concluded that the colleges were largely ineffective for
three reasons. Originally colleges were intended to be land grant colleges with a focus on the
“useful sciences”: agriculture and mechanical arts with a minimal focus on classical subjects.
However, “the law was flexible enough to permit considerable latitude of interpretation and
broadening of curriculum content with the demands of changing conditions.”505 Simon found the
current programs to be overly diversified resulting in the marginalized standing of agriculture
and mechanical arts. “In our Negro land grant colleges, the diversification of curriculum content
has brought about an almost complete submergence of the ‘useful sciences.’”506 Simon reported
that the majority did not function as normal colleges, yet only tolerated any useful science for the
funds the subjects brought into the college budgets. Overall, Simon did not find a school he
thought would fit the needs or programs of the Council. Simon believed, however, that the
Council could build a program in a new black college as promising as that of the program at the
white South Georgia Teachers College, and provide leadership for other schools to follow.
If, in one single place, we can develop a seat of learning for rural agricultural
teaching the reputation of which, in this field, would be comparable to Chicago in
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secondary education, I believe that all the joint agricultural-normal schools of the
South will climb on the band wagon just as they scrambled to get into normal
school work when the first land grant college added that subject to its
curriculum.507

Simon’s report proved to be very influential. Embree labeled it “vivid and required reading for
the whole office.”508 The work that followed Simons visits and reports proved his influence.
Instead of rebuilding existing programs, the Council funded the establishment of new programs,
thereby avoiding the need to change the philosophy and culture of existing faculties.
John Coss’s Report on Georgia, 1936
Unlike Simon, John Coss appreciated some of the curricular changes to black schools
funded through land grant money. In “Notes on Education in Southeast Georgia,” Coss
documented his impressions of several schools he visited. Coss “was again struck by the roundabout fashion in which by various subterfuges Negro Education has been improved.”509 A high
school originally given money by the Slater Fund to be a county training school replaced
industrial classes with academic classes. Coss reflected that two elements needed strengthening
in the schools: practical application of vocational training to students’ lives and tailoring
academics to make the content relevant and applicable. Positive changes in schools were
attributable to the hard work of dedicated black leaders like E.E. Stallworth, County Agent in
Americus. “In many counties . . . there have been changes in attitudes, usually because of the
fine character of one or a few Negro leaders in that place.”510 Coss believed strong leadership
and curricular improvement would bring about desired changes in rural communities. “When
poor quality of human nature, poor training, poor pay, get joined to local political pressure for
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the appointment of local products there is not much left to hope for. But each time a school
house is improved, or a community waked up to what good teaching can do, a change is
visible.”511 Of the schools Coss visited searching for an appropriate RSP site, he found that Fort
Valley Industrial and Mechanical College was most promising. “It is self-sufficient, in good
farming land, and has integration of plant and farm. I should consider it by far the most useful
Negro College in which to work.”512
Although their general impressions overall differed, both Coss and Simon both
recommended further Council work at Statesboro. Coss also heartily endorsed Fort Valley. As he
wrote to Margaret Simon, “I spent long enough at Statesboro and saw enough people to endorse
your expenditure there with some confidence. Fort Valley pleases me very much. We should
work there as soon as we can have full time management by Hunt whom I like and trust.”513 The
biggest impediment to beginning work at Fort Valley was that it was not state-owned, but
received major endowments from the Jeanes Fund, the Huntington Foundation, and was closely
affiliated with the American Church Institute for Negroes for the Protestant Episcopal Church
(ACI). Since the Council wanted to leverage increased state spending for black education,
Counselors preferred to work with a publicly supported school. Although Fort Valley’s private
ownership was an obstacle, the Council looked for support from various foundations to transfer
ownership of Fort Valley to Georgia.514 Simon’s and Coss’s visits throughout Georgia
considered alongside of the field studies, led the Council to think that starting an experimental
program in teacher education from scratch might be more successful than reworking existing
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programs. One college that both men agreed had possibility to be influential for rural teachers
was South Georgia Teacher College in Statesboro, Georgia. Although it was a white college, the
Council began its initial work there, largely due to a progressive president, Marvin S. Pittman.
South Georgia Teachers College, 1936-1938
In April 1936 the Executive Committee authorized an expenditure of $25,000 for the
South Georgia Teachers College in Statesboro, Georgia. At the same time, they approved the
Council’s request to select one white and one black college in Georgia to develop into centers of
influence in rural education. Due to the recent appointment of Pittman as President of South
Georgia Teachers College (South Georgia) and the Georgia Board of Regents (the Regents)
designating the school as a training school specifically for rural teachers, the Council was
optimistic about the influence they could exert on the administration. Embree wrote that the
situation was “exceedingly satisfactory.” The allocation was on a descending scale providing
$16,600 for 1936 - 1937. The funding plan provided for a larger initial outlay from the Fund that
would gradually decrease as Georgia’s support increased. Subsequently of the $16,000 allocated
for the 1936 budget $10,000 came from the Fund and $6,000 came from Georgia. Embree was
very optimistic about working with South Georgia because of its potential and state support.
“This college is so unusually promising that we believe we should exploit it to the full in trying
out methods of improving training of rural teachers and of influencing rural education.”515
Although it went against the Fund’s traditional support of black education, the reason was that
the Council wanted to establish a good model of a college for others to copy, and in the 1930s,
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that meant working with a white college. “Even if there were equally good schools for both
races, we should want to start with the white college in order to get standards established.”516
By and large, the main plan for the Fund allocation at South Georgia was to support the
hiring of additional personnel to expand departments deemed vital to preparing rural educators.
The priority was to strengthen the departments of agriculture, industrial arts, rural sociology,
health and economics, and teaching of tool subjects. The school of education would require preservice teachers to participate in field experiences that put both students and professors in contact
with rural schools. The Council believed that the practical learning in field experiences would
better prepare students for the work they would do when assigned a school, and keep the faculty
grounded in the work for which they were preparing their students. One consistent criticism of
colleges of education was that the professors were too far removed from the actual work in
schools, so did not adequately prepare teachers to tackle their future roles; too many teachers had
to learn to function in the classroom through trial and error. This lack of practical, professional
preparation reinforced traditional instructional practices since most teachers taught in the same
manner in which they were taught. To that end, the faculty and administration at South Georgia
sought out partnerships with local school systems to identify schools willing to be designated
demonstration schools.
The administration’s willingness to experiment and the Regents’ designation of a center
for rural education set South Georgia apart. These unique attributes helped South Georgia avoid
a common trap revealed both by Simon’s visit and discussed by George Sanchez in a letter to
Embree. Sanchez found that the problem with teacher training schools was that they passed the
buck of the poor quality of teaching. The colleges blamed state requirements for poor teacher
preparation as if state requirements necessitated poorly planned teacher education courses.
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Sanchez explained that state certification requirements were generally accounted in hours and
course titles, but the college itself determined the specifics of the program, instruction, and
materials used in classes. “In my opinion these requirements are used as a bugaboo to justify the
lack of initiative of the people who prepare teacher-education curricula.”517 To create a solid
rural-teacher training program, Sanchez recommended that the Council consult with the Rural
Committee of the Progressive Education Association (PEA) as well as Fannie Dunn and Harold
Rugg at Teachers College. The only indication of association with the PEA is that Dixon
presented the RSP to the conference in 1939, so it is not clear from the archival evidence whether
or not the Council followed Sanchez’s advice.
Planning to Expand Centers of Influence in Rural Teacher Education
Shortly after undertaking the work at South Georgia, at the annual meeting of Trustees on
November 14, 1936, the Trustees resolved to devote efforts the Fund to programs that would
investigate, experiment, and stimulate education, emphasizing improvements to programs the
Fund historically supported.
Negro education, with special reference to the common schools; that the Fund
continue its interest in university centers, Negro colleges and normal schools, and
the granting of Negro fellowships, and in some measure in Negro health and race
relations, including the granting of white fellowships.518
In the meeting officers more specifically outlined their plans to promote progress in rural
education. These plans were based on early successes in preliminary experiments that indicated
improvements were possible if communities accepted educational leadership. Although there
were some successes in the past, the future work would be difficult and complicated. The plan
was to work within the existing system of dual education to bring about social transformation.
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Although it was a slow change agent, education could be a powerful force for social change.
Embree cited the influence of education in social change in both Russia and Mexico. “In Russia
and Mexico (where revolutionary changes have occurred) it has been found that decades of
intensive education, especially in the rural regions, are prerequisite to participation by the people
in the potential benefits.”519 While modern scholars might scoff at the two examples cited, Fund
officers planned to use segregated schools, both white and black, to change the hearts and minds
of future generations to fight the racial oppression. The work might take generations, but they
believed that it was one of the only ways to bring about lasting, structural change in southern
society.
To make their plans, the Council studied successful explorations. The early successes
were Red Oak and Fair Play. Red Oak served as a model for teacher training to teach pre-service
teachers how to adapt curriculum and instruction to help students see the connections between
schooling and daily life. “In Red Oak two Negro teachers have devoted themselves chiefly to
showing what could be accomplished by in-school activities. This school is being developed as
an extension training base of apprentice experience of Negro rural teachers.”520 Lockman,
Wilson, Gaskins, and Cheney at Fair Play worked hard to build community relations through
focusing on improving the school. This success proved that motivated teachers could act as
natural leaders in rural communities.
At Fairplay we have emphasized the influence of the schools upon the total life
of the community . . . In this community we have staffed both units of the dual
school system, furnishing personnel for the two teacher white school and for the
one-teacher Negro school. Thus a distinct part of the community effort is the biracial activity.521
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The success of the two explorations supported the Council’s interest in normal schools.

The purpose of the school explorations was to reveal what programs and curriculum would prove
to be most beneficial to prepare teachers to teach in rural schools. “We recognize that the normal
schools are the crux of the whole business, but we have deliberately waited to be reasonably sure
of our ideas before committing ourselves heavily to this aspect of the program.”522
In 1936 the plan for colleges was still in its infancy. The Council was just beginning its
work at South Georgia and studying the teacher-training center at Grambling in Louisiana. As
the work of the Council expanded and the focus shifted from exploration to investing in teacher
training, Embree requested funds and support for a Director of Rural education.
The administration of the program shall be under a director. It is understood that
the central officers of the Fund will continue their very active interest and will
naturally retain final authority. But any large program needs the efficiency and
the unity, which come with clearly centered administrative direction.523
The newly named director, J.C. Dixon, was the former Georgia Supervisor of Negro Education,
and since most of the planned work was in Georgia, his contacts and enthusiasm would be
useful. As the Council was poised to work with teacher education, Embree also requested a longterm commitment from the Trustees as well as a minimum of one million dollars to fund the
program. “It is recommended that in making rural education the major program of the Fund we
commit ourselves for a five-year period and stand ready, if and as opportunity offers, to put at
least a million dollars in intensive experiments and demonstrations in this field.”524 All of the
requests were approved.
Once the Trustees were on board with the program, the Council began planning future
work in earnest. At the January meeting of the Council, the Counselors discussed what type of
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pre-service teacher education program would prove beneficial. Chief among the problems was
recruiting high-caliber candidates into rural service. Most highly educated teachers preferred to
work in urban areas where the schools were graded and the community was more organized.
Instead of focusing on the problems of recruitment, they discussed what courses would best
prepare the willing pre-services candidates for their challenging work. One suggestion was to
look to normal schools around the United States that specifically trained teachers from rural
service. Although both Illinois and Missouri supported normal schools focused on rural teacher
preparation, the Council apparently did not pursue contact with normal schools in either Missouri
or Illinois to see what worked in those locations. It is easy to postulate that the Council believed
in Southern exceptionalism due to the findings in field surveys, the Compendium, and race
relations. In the Compendium, Missouri was not classified as a southern state despite its dual
education system because its economic system was more diverse than most other states in the
South, and because it more equally funded education for both white and black students.525
Another challenge with establishing rural education centers was a lack of current academic
research. Based on a review of existing literature conducted by Explorers Junker and Jones, the
study of rural education fell off in the 1920s. Prior to that time, rural education studies
investigated how to effectively supervise and evaluate rural school, promote curricular and
instructional changes, and produce effective materials for use in rural schools. Although the
academic study of rural education was not as prominent as it had been a decade earlier, the
Council agreed that the poor education in rural settings remained an existing problem, especially
525
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in the South. Brewton predicted that the one-teacher school would exist in the South for at least
sixty years and that the focus needed to be on raising teaching standards, not standardizing
schools. Dixon agreed with Brewton and also reminded Counselors that communities throughout
the South resisted consolidation in general, but particularly for black schools. Embree set the
tone for the majority of the discussion by outlining three points for the Council to consider: the
need to focus on the tool subjects, the importance of solid elementary education, and the value of
rural versus urban experiences. 526 Council members did not universally agree with Embree’s
assessment. Charles H. Judd, who was both a Council member and a Trustee, disagreed with the
idea of children requiring differently focused curriculum, instead he proposed that the Council
should, “keep to the common elements to get a firm foundation on civilization.”527 The 1936
meeting did not conclude with any firm recommendations for teacher education.
Grambling Field Unit Program
At the 1937 Council meeting a major point of discussion was again normal schools and
teacher training. The major interest was Grambling and its field unit program. At Grambling, the
teacher candidates and faculty traveled around the local communities to observe in schools, offer
trainings, and provide teacher resources. The traveling unit kept the faculty grounded in the
reality of rural communities and provided teacher candidates experiences within the field they
would work. The program looked promising, but it ultimately did not last due to a change in
administration. Embree wrote to Dixon explaining both what he thought worked at Grambling as
well as his concerns with its weaknesses. The components that Embree thought worked were the
curriculum laboratory and that the teacher-training department was in charge of the practice
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school. His concerns were the poor quality of the practice school and the head of teacher
training. “She must be replaced and we must help Grambling find the best possible person for
this post. To this end, we must use as much as necessary of the remainder of our appropriation by
way of supplementing the salary, which Grambling may be able to pay.”528 Embree’s concerns
lead the Council to investigate other locations to invest in teacher training schools for black
teachers, although the Council continued supporting Grambling for the remainder of the
commitment. In May 1937, the Council allocated $6,000 to support the county unit program and
teacher education at Grambling.529 The allocation was disbursed with the condition that the state
of Louisiana assumed financial support of Grambling. Had the leadership at Grambling been less
of a concern to Embree, it is quite possible that the Council might have dedicated funds to
supporting its program instead of developing Fort Valley in Georgia, however this idea is
speculative and not supported in available documentation.
Tinkering Toward an Instructional Program
Quality of candidates and the focus on instruction returned to the central discussion of the
counselors. What Counselors concluded was that teacher recruitment was so difficult for rural
communities due to low salary and the focus of training and education on urban settings. To
combat the problem of low wages, the Council discussed the possibility of providing
scholarships to teachers willing to work in rural settings. To combat the training gap, the Council
planned to focus the curriculum on rural needs. Counselors concluded that teachers should have
a solid educational foundation including “general courses in English, social studies (including
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history, sociology, economics, and psychology), natural science, and mathematics.”530 They
should also study educational philosophy and child development. Practical experience would
include supervised student teaching in rural schools. Pre-service teachers would need to learn
how to deal with community problems and enough about rural life to provide guidance to steer
community members toward available resources to aid them in their lives. Margaret Simon wrote
to John Coss about suggestions he made regarding a curriculum for rural teachers. Coss
recommended a two year required curriculum with survey courses in natural and social sciences
as well as courses in industrial arts, handicrafts, great books of the modern world, and rural arts
courses incorporating study of agriculture, home economics, health, and home handicrafts. At
that point Margaret Simon as well as Embree and James Simon began considering Tuskegee as a
possible choice for future investment. While the program there was long-standing, the
administration was shifting the focus of the school, making it more appealing to Fund officers.531
At the April 1937 Trustees’ meeting, more details emerged about investing in teacher
education. After three years of exploration and several field studies, the Council determined that
teacher colleges and normal schools were the most “effective organization through which to
establish programs and spread influence.”532 The Council’s experiences with the explorations
and field studies led counselors to believe that the shift to teacher education was feasible. At the
beginning of the RSP, counselors did not have enough evidence to propose a course of teacher
education that would transform rural education.
We had so little actual acquaintance with the little school in the country and so
little attention to it is given by the average educators (including directors and
professors in the normal schools themselves), that it seemed to us important to
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start our observations and experiments in the individual schools. Now that we
have some experience of what is desirable and feasible in the rural school and not
that at least a few of the normal colleges themselves have re-aroused interest in
efforts to influence the countryside and to prepare teachers for rural service, it is
possible increasingly to shift our emphasis and our interest to normal colleges.533

The goal was to improve rural education and to create permanent centers of influence in rural
education through supporting and developing colleges. At that point, the Council supported two
white normal schools in Georgia and Grambling in Louisiana. To that end they allocated $10,000
to South Georgia to add programs in agriculture, industrial arts, and teaching of the tool subjects.
Georgia’s new governor, E.D. Rivers along with the Board of Regents promoted renewed
interest in teacher colleges. The Council believed that it could stimulate state investment in rural
teacher education by providing seed money to supplement state investment in several colleges.
Like previously explained, the Fund’s donation was made on a descending scale, while the
state’s funding increased until the state took over funding the basic operations of running the
colleges. Due to the renewed interest in education, Georgia leadership also supported increased
supervision of instruction. The plan was for the state to provide white supervisors in each county
similar to Jeanes teachers. Council members expressed a lingering fear that the supervisors
would not be properly equipped to promote the best instructional practice, so they allocated
$25,000 to South Georgia to provide training for potential supervisors for two academic years:
1937-1938 and 1938-1939.534 Again the funding followed Embree’s working doctrine. The Fund
should experiment, acting as a stimulus for public programs that states could support.
Developing Centers of Influence in Rural Education, 1938 - 1940
The work with teacher colleges began in earnest in 1938. At the January Council
meeting, Counselors reviewed past efforts working in rural education. In the rural community,
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education could be a transformational force to enrich rural life as well as to ensure the future of
the American democracy.535 The role of education was not just to form children, but also to
preserve the democracy of the United States at a time of great social and economic upheaval. “If
democracy is to survive we must find some way to give effective education, not merely to
transmit facts and mental tricks to all people.” As Dixon told conference attendees at the 1939
Progressive Education Association, the need to improve southern, rural schools was profound.
The Council planned to replace, “rote teaching and learning with real teaching and learning” as
well as “replacing schools that are serving as preludes to peonage with schools of social
action.”536 To accomplish that goal, the Council funded explorations and studies, which revealed
the need to better educate teachers, improve rural working conditions, provide professional
leadership, update school facilities, and reform school finance. Dixon further expounded that
“Teacher training institutions in this preeminently rural regions should be the focal points for any
creative effort in educational planning designed to effect the social, physical cultural, and
material rehabilitation of the people of the rural South.”537 The role of the Council, as a part of a
large philanthropic foundation, was to stimulate discussion, ideas, and spur others onto action.
Most of the work was not actually carried out by the Council, but by other officials or agencies.
“The central function of the Council is to generate ideas and formulate policies and procedures
which may be put into effect by whosoever has the willingness and ability to do so.”538 The work
of the teachers college became the focus of Council activity because of the importance of the role
of the teacher in rural communities. Subsequently, the preparation of teachers and the colleges
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should function as centers dedicated to studying problems of education and to preparing
instructional materials. As Dixon told the PEA, “We are emphasizing the use of good modern
teaching methods generally, and especially the teaching of the three R’s through the use of
materials that have some meaning to the children in the rural South.”539 The work of teacher
colleges would include educating teachers to have strong, solid academic foundations in English,
social studies, natural sciences, and mathematics. The pre-service teachers would learn
educational philosophy including educational psychology, instructional methods, administration,
and a brief history of education. Through their education, pre-service teachers would understand
and acquire solid teaching methods for the tool subjects, especially reading. In their preparation,
they would practice under faculty supervision and experience the problems of rural life. The
most vital subject for teachers to master was teaching reading, because if a student were unable
to read, then there would be no literacy. The Council defined literacy as deeper than word
calling, and characterized it as “actual literacy as contrasted with literacy reported in the census.
No one can even start to become educated in the modern world until he can use with facility the
mechanics of reading and writing and figuring.”540 As Dixon explained, the role of teacher
colleges was to prepare teachers to “prepare children for the lives they are going to lead.”541
Regardless of whether students remained in the country or moved to a city, teachers needed to
teach rural children through their current experiences to make learning relevant to their daily
lives. Building from student experience would prepare students to apply their education to
whatever they encountered in life because their learning would be deeper and more personalized
than a formalized curriculum focused on rote learning. Many studies revealed that students did
not connect rote learning to their lives; therefore education became an exercise in futility.
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To make education relevant to student lives, teachers would need to be able to help

students transfer their classroom learning to the world outside of school. To increase teachers’
ability to teach reading, colleges would need to refocus the curriculum of English departments to
offer courses for teachers to train them to teach reading and selection of appropriate books to use
instructionally. Another adaptation colleges would have to make would be to develop courses in
rural life so teachers would be aware of potential problems and have some ability to find
solutions. The point of the rural life courses was not to make teachers into expert craftsmen or
farmers, but instead equip them to be able to solve practical problems in rural life. An example
was that teachers might need to know how to get the school building and grounds improved like
getting a roof repaired, privies built, or network with other government agents such as the rural
agent. The teacher must also be able to relate learning to the community and environment.
“When a teacher finds that the roof on the school leaks and has leaked for years, he must know
either how to fix it or how to get the community or county to have it fixed.”542 In order to teach
effectively, the teachers would need to use students’ environment in education, “Not only is the
use of current experience the most effective way to teach the child the mechanics of the basic
three R tool subjects, but this is the surest way to get these tools of learning into actual use in
developing the child and improving the community.”543 The illustration provided to the Council
was a familiar story of the role of context and schema in success.
A little Negro rural child, for example, failed ignominiously in a reading readiness
test designed for children at the University of Chicago elementary school. She had
never seen a telephone or a phonograph or a typewriter. But that same child can
do much better than the city child if her test includes such things as pictures of
cotton bolls, mules, or cane mills.544
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The expectation of the Council members was that they would generate ideas, and the college
faculties would then work to adapt their programs to implement Council ideas.
In addition to teacher education, the Council wanted to develop regional teacher training
centers for, “teaching and for study of educational problems in the South as a whole. The George
Peabody College for Teachers (white) and Fisk University (colored), both in Nashville,
Tennessee, seem strategic centers for educational leadership for the southern region.”545 Council
members viewed Peabody as the most influential college in the South due to its long history of
training both school and district leaders from around the entire region. In addition to working
with regional leaders, the department for teaching and field consultation supervised schools of
both races in two near-by counties. The Peabody model was a model for how other colleges,
namely West Georgia, might be able to improve education in the dual system.546 In Georgia, the
curriculum was specifically tailored to prepare rural teachers. For example, at South Georgia,
health and home economics courses as well as agricultural and industrial arts were added into the
course of study. At Carrollton, the course in rural life problems included units on agriculture,
handicrafts, and practical information tied into academic classes.547
The excitement of the Fund officers was evident. Embree wrote to the Simons about his
enthusiasm for the new direction of the Council. “There is a general glow about the Fund
wherever we are that has not existed for three years or more.”548 In his two-year review of Fund
activities, Embree described some of the work developing colleges. The biggest challenge was to
strengthen the teaching of the basic skills of reading, so the Fund continued to support stronger
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English departments and building library collections at Fund colleges. Colleges also worked to
educate students on community features through practice schools and supervision of the
surrounding community, and through formal course work in rural life arts. The value of the work
undertaken was evident to Embree.
In American education two strangely contradictory facts stand out:
1. The preparation of teachers is the most important task of professional education;
2. The teachers college is the poorest of all departments in higher education.549
Chief among the problems confronting teacher education was lack of funding. Funds flowed into
other professional departments, especially medicine. For example by 1938, John D. Rockefeller
donated over $200 million to medical education and research. As Embree prepared the Trustees
for understanding the value of supporting teacher education, he detailed the funding
discrepancies between medical colleges and teacher colleges. Taking all funding sources, public
and private, across the span of the history of education, the amount of money given to medical
colleges by John D. Rockefeller alone outstripped the funding of teacher education throughout
the entire nation. By contrast, the most richly endowed education school, Teachers College at
Columbia University, only had a seven million dollar endowment in 1938. The School of
Education at the University of Chicago struggled with no funding from the university beyond
upkeep of buildings. The operating income was dependent solely on tuition and professors
supplemented their income by outside lectures, consultations, and textbook royalties.
The George Peabody College for Teachers, the greatest single influence in the
education of teachers throughout the whole southern region, has an endowment of
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five million dollars, only about a third of the fourteen-million-dollar endowment
of the Vanderbilt Medical School across the street.550

Embree did not offer the comparisons as a criticism of medicine, but as an attempt to point out
the funding discrepancies between two important professional schools. If teaching really was the
bedrock of democracy, then something needed to change in the funding discrepancies.
Due to the shortfalls in funding and lack of prestige within the colleges and universities,
administrators and leaders paid little constructive attention or planning for teacher colleges. The
faculty and students were often poorly qualified. The Carnegie Foundation conducted a survey of
the standardized test scores of students from different schools in American universities; students
in education had the lowest scores. The lack of funding and planning belied the fact that
education was the key to the foundation of society. “Yet, in such a democracy as America,
teaching is the most important of all professions. In the first place, it is the largest in numbers . .
. Teachers more than anyone else determine not only the learning but the lives of coming
generations.”551 The future society rested on teachers, especially as the major influence of the
other foundation of society, the church, was waning. Rebuilding education as a profession would
require the best minds, patient labor, and philanthropic as well as public investment.
Embree detailed the essentials for a good teachers college. He explained that his criteria
were not descriptive, but instead essential features. Teacher colleges should rigorously screen
applications. Pre-service teachers should have a sound general education; and strong
understanding of the arts and sciences underlying teaching including psychology, child
development, teaching techniques, sociology, and theory and practice. In-service teachers should
also continue to study and develop their professional practice as they matured in the profession.
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The first change would be the selection of candidates. Only the best and brightest should pass a
rigorous selection process. Although Embree and other members of the Council were futurefocused in their work, they could not foresee many of the massive changes facing the United
States. Embree believed that the population was stable and would not grow much in the coming
generations. His belief led him to predict that only finite number of teachers were needed to fill
the demand, so it would be possible to be selective rather than churn out teacher to meet a
seemingly endless demand. Another key to building better teacher education was a sound general
education. The revised curriculum should require high school graduation and two years of
general college prior to embarking on teacher education. Another important part of teacher
preparation was the need for teachers to understand children and learning theory as opposed to
merely mastering content to pour into a child’s brain. Most teacher preparation courses focused
on content knowledge rather than learning theory. The result was that teachers were prepared to
teach in traditional ways of drill and recitation, largely ignoring contemporary research on
learning theory. As Embree explained,
They completely overlook the fact that the task of the schoolteacher is not merely
to pump certain quantities of subject matter into the helpless pupil but it is to lead
out the abilities and interests of the child. Of the two it is much more important
that the teacher understand the child with his complex needs and responses than
that she know, however accurately, some fragment of the field of academic
learning.552
Instead of creating parrots to recite rote lessons, teachers should instead develop students’
personalities and stimulate their interests. Teachers need to help extend the science of learning
and knowledge to improve the understanding of psychology and sociology. The focus of teacher
education should shift from state-mandated courses and credits to ongoing learning and
experimentation. According to Embree, there were two main schools of thought in education:
552
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classical and vocational. The classicists espoused “book learning alone, who seem to believe that
cloistered reading and ratiocination is the proper preparation for life.”553 In contrast, proponents
of vocational education espoused learning by doing. The Council recommended sound education
as the combination of the two schools of thought. Students would learn best “by careful rigorous
study and thinking and by actual experiment and practical experience in putting ideas into
effect.”554 Creating a strong professional education for teachers would require ongoing research.
If general teacher education needed to improve, then even more pressing to the Council
was the preparation of rural teachers. Rural teachers would confront a unique set of problems
upon entering the profession. Since education administration was local, it was hard to
standardize, even in a region as distinct as the South. Pre-service teachers needed to learn about
the career they would enter as well as be prepared for the challenges they would face in rural
communities. Special rural preparation would equip teachers to build educational experiences
from the knowledge and experience of the children they taught thereby grounding learning in the
children’s experience rather than expecting the children to learn based on strange and unrelated
examples focused on urban life. “The essential problem is not where the children will go but
whence they come. If the school is to be a means of development it must build on what the child
already has.”555 As part of their professional preparation, rural teachers would need experience
with agriculture, handicrafts, health, “It is not expected that rural teachers become farmers, or
carpenters, or nurses. But, for survival under rural conditions and for influence on rural
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communities as well as for giving any meaning to the teaching of rural children, they must have
general acquaintance with all these fields.”556
Legislative Changes Supporting Education in Georgia
Georgia continued to appeal to the Council as a good laboratory for rural education. In
1937 the Georgia General Assembly strengthened state education criteria. Among the changes
were changes to teacher certification. At that point, the state ceased automatically extending
teaching certificates, which was a departure from the practice in other southern states. The
legislature also increased requirements to obtain the initial certificate. The law standardized
curricular requirements. The Legislature endowed the power of certification to the Georgia
Board of Education. The state board, in turn, established a Division of Teacher Education,
Certification, and Curriculum in the Georgia Department of Education. As major benefactors of
education, the Fund was included in devising the certification requirements. The college
programs would in turn be responsible for administering teacher training, but the expectation was
that graduates would be able to meet state certification requirements.557 Georgia’s new education
law was a great success for the Council, whose initial goal was to fund experimental programs to
spur other, larger entities to continue and support the programs. With this type of success, there
is no wonder that the Council continued to pursue work in Georgia.
At the November 1938 meeting of Trustees the discussion centered on the importance of
focusing on teacher education centers to foster regional influence.
We have given much thought to the proper organization of the teachers college.
This department (as often pointed out in discussions of our Board meetings) is
much less thoroughly developed than other professional schools. In consultation
with many educational authorities we have formulated some of the essentials of
teacher education . . . This formulation has become one of the bases for a
556
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thorough study of teacher education undertaken by a commission of the American
Council on Education with support from the General Education Board.558

The proposed regional centers stage were South Georgia, West Georgia, Tuskegee, and the
ongoing quest for Fort Valley. The Council continued to hope “to build an important state
college for Negro teachers at Fort Valley, Georgia, in cooperation with the University System of
Georgia.”559 Absent from the list was Grambling in Louisiana. The Council withdrew support
because the state “has been unwilling to appoint a competent and responsible director.”560 The
Council was quite vocal in the programs it would support and not support. Again, the goal was to
provide experimental funding to leverage state action. If the state would not cooperate, funding
would no longer continue.
With all of the excitement and change in Georgia, the state seemed more supportive of
the proposed program, so funding became increasingly focused on Georgia-based programs.
Although outside of Georgia, and privately owned, the renewed interest in Tuskegee directly
related to the efforts of President Patterson and the reorganization of the curriculum in the school
of education to focus on general education and a new focus on rural education. The new focus
included supervising two rural practice schools and a curriculum laboratory to write materials
geared to rural students. Since it was not possible to reorganize the established faculty, the
Trustees distributed $6,500 for one year to support Patterson’s efforts.561 By limiting the support
to one year, the Trustees took a wait and see approach to test whether or not Patterson would
implement promised changes. They also paralleled the state funding, which was disbursed
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annually. This would mean that the Council would not commit to the new programs longer than
did the state of Alabama.
West Georgia Teachers College
The first mention of West Georgia in the archival records was in a letter from R.L.
Cousins to Dixon. Cousins related the events of a visit from Fred Gunn, Dean at West Georgia
and Irvine Sullivan, President of the College to discuss possible expansion of the college. In
1930, under the leadership of Governor Richard B. Russell, the state of Georgia created a Board
of Regents led by a Chancellor to consolidate the number of colleges seeking support from the
General Assembly. In the consolidation of secondary schools, the Board of Regents determined
that only one state-supported college in western Georgia was necessary, so it selected West
Georgia as the state-supported junior college in 1933, and at the time, Ingram was named
president.562 The newly elected Georgia governor, E.D. Rivers, sponsored increased state support
for school funding including the seven-month school year for both black and white schools and
state funding for textbooks.563 In January 1937, Embree warmed to the idea of supporting a
program at West Georgia. In a letter to Dixon, Embree began to consider moving support for
teacher education from South Georgia to West Georgia since the program would be built from
scratch instead of trying to mold an operating faculty to fit a new program. The West Georgia
program could be more experimental and could incorporate elements that the Council admired in
other locations including multiple demonstration schools, supervision expanded into other public
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services, and tying supervision of black schools to West Georgia through cooperation with the
Jeanes teacher in Carroll County.564
By the Trustees’ Meeting in April 1937, Ingram and Gunn developed a program outline
for training rural teachers. The Council appreciated the efforts and sought to support the
proposed program. “It is gratifying that, stimulated by our efforts in rural education, this school
had begun on its own initiative to work out plans for an effective and realistic preparation of
rural teachers.”565 The proposed plan included many of the characteristics supported by the
Council. Ingram and Gunn’s plan was as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Provision of adequate courses in the tool subjects,
Rural life and arts survey course,
Supervisory program with both white and Negro schools in Carroll County,
Exchange between Carroll County teachers and West Georgia College,
Field service program,
A demonstration and training center at a rural school (Tallapoosa School),
Follow-up supervisory plan.

The Council allocated $14,000 to support the initial program.
At the April 1939 meeting of the Trustees, Embree outlined the need to redevelop a white
teachers college in the South in order to influence teacher education in the entire region. The
investment in white teacher training would benefit race relations, attitudes of white leaders and
citizens. The Fund already recognized the value of investing in white education through granting
the fellowships to white and black applicants. The plan for Carrollton would be to build a twoyear program into a four-year program.
At the January 1940 Conference of the Rural School Council, Ingram and Gunn
presented information about West Georgia to other Council members and college personnel.
They oriented the Council to the existing features of the college, that it sat on 275 acres in a rural
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setting, had 500 students, and needed to enlarge the classroom buildings as well as the library.
The college’s mission was to improve rural life through training teachers and citizens, especially
in western Georgia. The aims were to provide for “the progressive development of the individual
to take his or her place in and improve society.”566 At the time of the Council meeting, there
were 500 first and second year students enrolled in social sciences, English, and biology, or the
core curriculum required by the University System of Georgia. Forty-five students were enrolled
in home economics, rural life, education, and National Youth Agency work under faculty
supervision. There were 250 student enrolled in education courses as well as sixty second year
students observing and practice teaching at Maple Street School in Carrollton. Thirty-three
carefully selected students were teaching in rural laboratory schools (Sand Hill, Tallapoosa, and
McGibboney) in Carroll County.
By 1940 the Council supported the experimental work at West Georgia for two and a half
years. There were three phases of the plan worked out between Ingram, Gunn, and the Council.
The first was a focus on English and subsequently on children’s literature. Freshman English,
taken for two quarters, helped teaching candidates develop a command of the written and spoken
language. The students read a great deal to develop an appreciation of literature. Grammar was
taught through student writing, and student writing stemmed from students’ experiences. There
were no classes in formal rhetoric because the goal was to prepare teachers to work through
student experiences to reinforce written and spoken language skills. Additionally pre-service
teachers received instruction in selecting and presenting good children’s literature to students so
that reading would become an active part of students’ lives.
Teacher training exposed candidates to all phases of the elementary school with a gradual
induction into teaching through observation and teaching under a supervisor. The first three
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months of student teaching focused on observation, record keeping, and studying student
behavior and learning at close proximity to students. Candidates also learned to manage
materials and to select appropriate materials through a variety of sources including state
textbooks, library books, inexpensive pictures, pamphlets, and graphic materials like maps. The
college took over three schools to support teacher training. Through the three Carroll County
schools, teaching candidates learned about curriculum development and problems of living in
rural communities. Only after successful completion of student teaching in city schools were
candidates rotated into rural schools, where they practiced teaching under a supervising teacher.
Another component of the program at West Georgia was Rural Life Program that
introduced candidates to the problems of rural living and requirements beyond general pedagogy.
There were three courses in this program including; The Rural School in its Social Setting, and
the Science and Art of Rural Life, and Education. In the first course students learned sound and
wholesome rural living, the role of the school as an agent for community service, rural
leadership, organization and operation of clubs, group recreation, duties and obligation of
citizenship, conservation of natural resources, the history and geography of northwest Georgia,
and economics of rural communities. The second and third courses introduced students to the
agricultural background of rural life including the care of soil, production of crops and animals,
food preservation, nutrition, care of the home, grounds, kitchen garden, natural resources,
geography, climate, physics and chemistry of farming, culture of rural life: literature, art, music,
religion, philosophy. Additionally students learned about educational psychology, classroom
management and administration, and health. They practiced their learning through projects
including a garden, business meetings, parliamentary practice, collection of teaching materials
and aids, public speaking, special celebrations, and literature.
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The third objective of West Georgia was to develop in-service teachers including

supervision of both white and black schools. West Georgia employed both a white and a black
supervisor who not only supervised schools but also planned and implemented short courses,
summer sessions, extension classes, conferences, and a Materials Bureau. The general
experiment at West Georgia is stunning in its scope. What is even more interesting is that the
college was allowed to employ a black faculty member. A black faculty member on the staff of a
white college was unheard of in the Jim Crow South. Even during in the worst of the Talmadge
backlash against the Council’s work at both South Georgia Teachers College and UGA, the West
Georgia program did not change, largely due to the support of the program by the governor’s
sister, Nettie Tyus.567
In March 1940, the Executive Committee invested even more in the program at West
Georgia allocating an additional $20,000 to improve the library by increasing the reading room
space to seat up to 140 students and adding to the book collection by 20,300 volumes. Another
facet of the West Georgia program, the working farm, also received support. The farm needed to
upgrades to work as a model farm for the community because it was poorly managed and badly
run. Like many other southern farms in the cotton counties, the soil was depleted. Improving the
soil to grow food crops in order to train rural teachers in the fundamentals of both homemaking
and rudimentary agriculture was a foundational piece of the instructional program. In addition to
operating as a demonstration site, the farm also produced food that would be sold to the dining
hall to generate income for the rural education program. The Trustees committed $3,000 to
improve the farm.568 Embree updated the Trustees in April of 1940 that the program at West
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Georgia had “very satisfactory developments.”569 It was an example of the level of performance
that would impress state officials. As Embree reminded the Trustees, one of the goals of the
Council was to involve both colleges and state departments of education in the preparation of
rural teachers. Achieving that goal depended on establishing “first-rate colleges for the
preparation of rural teachers and upon the continued development of interest and action on the
part of the public in the rural schools.”570 The program received further support through
expenditures by the Executive Committee to develop faculty and establish a scholarship
program. The Executive Committee approved $6,000 for faculty development and added
$17,000 to establish a third year at West Georgia. The goal was to move it from a junior college
to a four-year college. Embree assured the Executive Committee that “Later, when we know
more definitely how the above budget works out in actual practice, a recommendation will be
presented for an appropriation for the balance of the five-year period.”571 However, since the
program overall was experimental, it is easy to imagine the Council having to be flexible to
support the work of the people at the college. In the two-year review of Fund activities, Embree
outlined the changes at West Georgia. One of the main components of the program was the need
to address the problems of both races in the South because “the problems of the rural south are
very similar for both whites and Negroes.”572 Success at a white college, Embree wrote, would
have impact across the state whereas success at a black college would only impact black society.
Although the Fund’s traditions are in Negro schools, we are convinced that
educational policy – as contrasted to school buildings – can be influenced only on
a general, unsegregated basis. The problems of the rural South are astonishingly
similar for both whites and Negroes. The more clearly we can establish the fact
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of the commonness of the problems of both races, the more effective we will be in
bringing about reform.573

Embree highlighted several important highlights of the program, specifically the expansion of
the college from a two to a three-year program. Additionally, Embree described cooperation
between the college and two rural, community schools, the comprehensive rural life and study
courses, and the college role in supervising schools in the county – both white and black. This
supervision provided “a curriculum laboratory for continuous study of the best methods of
preparing teachers to meet the problems of rural schools.”574 As the college expanded, the
Executive Committee approved more funding support. In May 1941, they authorized between
$85,000 and $12,000 to support the programs. Of that amount, $20,00 was earmarked for capital
expenditures. At the May 1941 meeting of the Executive Committee, Embree shared the
itemized expenses to date.
Table 5: West Georgia College, Expenses from 1940-1941575
Date
February 1940
March 1940
March 1940
June 1940

Expenditure
Salary and Travel, Dean of
Instruction
Improve College Farm
Remodel Library, Purchase
Books and Equipment
Expenses to Add a Third Year of
Study

Amount
$6,000
$5,000
$20,000
$17,000

For 1941-1942, the Dean of Instruction projected a need for an additional $20,000 to
enlarge the teacher education program. Expenses would include redoing three laboratory schools
and supplementing the salaries of the teachers and principals in the laboratory schools since
Carroll County only paid half of the salary. The request was approved. All in all, the West
Georgia program seemed on track to accomplish the goals of the Council. It often served as a
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bright spot in the work of the Council through the struggles to establish programs in other parts
of the state. The one criticism that Embree and the Council had of West Georgia was that the
Regents would not expand its program. Embree wanted Dixon to push the Regents to extend it
from a two-year to a three-year program with a two-year focus on general education and
intensive rural studies in the third year.576
Fort Valley State Teachers College
The Council’s interest in transitioning Fort Valley from a private to a public college for
black students continued. In May 1937, Embree instructed Dixon to negotiate a state takeover of
Fort Valley from the ACI. The state takeover of Fort Valley would close the existing normal
school in Forsyth, Georgia that many visitors found to be greatly lacking.577 Fort Valley would
be the new start up college, and the administration could create programs meeting the Council
initiatives with little or no faculty resistance. The hiccup in the transition proved to be that the
ACI did not believe that Georgia would continue its support of Fort Valley therefore its
longstanding investment in Fort Valley would be wasted. The ongoing negotiations between the
Council (lead by Dixon) and the ACI resulted in the demand by the ACI that the Fund reimburse
the ACI’s past investments. The demand seemed like the ACI would only sell Fort Valley. In
June 1937 Embree wrote to Coss expressing his disdain for the ACI’s demands that the Fund pay
at least $50,000 to purchase Fort Valley from the church. Embree’s distaste was clear. “I gag at
the idea of paying a church institution for doing what it should be glad and proud to do.”578 As
part of his negotiations, Dixon capitalized on his former colleagues at the Georgia Department of
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Education to put feelers out to Chancellor Sanford.579 In the unfolding negotiations between the
Fund and the ACI and despite his allies in Georgia, poor Dixon ultimately became a casualty.
With Embree’s disapproval of an outright purchase and the ACI’s unwillingness to let Fort
Valley go for free, Dixon floundered for support and allies. Ultimately, Embree asked Dixon to
resign from the Fund although Dixon’s efforts proved successful in the end. But, that is the end
of the story. In the beginning, all players were hopeful for an easy and successful transition.
In November 1937, at the meeting of the trustees, Dixon and Embree briefed the trustees
on the value of Fort Valley as the center of higher education for black students in Georgia. A
study by the Regents recommended Fort Valley as the ideal site for a state-funded black college,
but there were two main obstacles. The first was a matter of public opinion. The Regents needed
to tread lightly because they did not want to be seen as closing white colleges to open a black
college. As part of the early work of the Regents, they surveyed colleges, consolidating programs
throughout the state so that funding would be used more efficiently. For example, West Georgia
remained open in the western part of the state while the Regents closed other colleges. The other
obstacle was the ACI ownership of Fort Valley. To acquire Fort Valley from ACI and establish
Fort Valley would require a capital investment of $440,000. The GEB planned to allocate
$200,000, the Rosenwald family and the Fund would make the difference in the funding. The
ACI wanted compensation for Fort Valley, which would cost an additional $50,000.580 The
caution from Georgia was clear. Lester, in a letter to Dixon, explained that it was important to
allow the Regents and Commissioner Sanford time to assess the needs for a public black college
at Fort Valley. “It is important that we build in the minds of the regents and of Mr. Sanford a
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clearer idea of the needs of Negro citizens in Georgia before we put them in charge of the
program of an institution with such possibilities as Fort Valley seems to have.”581 Georgia’s
official hesitation frustrated Fund officers and Council members who wanted to take immediate
action to build a comprehensive education plan ahead of pending federal investment. In 1938
President Roosevelt established a committee on national equalization of school funding with
recommendations to develop teachers colleges, support rural schools, and to equalize white and
black schools as well as support library funding. Since the committee recommendations were the
same as the Council’s work, Counselors believed that the Fund needed to “help set sound
patterns lest the additional large funds simply exaggerate the present evils.”582 In January 1938,
the Regents expressed interest in supporting higher education for black students at Fort Valley.
The Council appointed Walter D. Cocking, Dean of the College of Education at the University of
Georgia, to formulate a plan for Fort Valley. They appropriated $2,500 to support the study.583
As the year unfolded, other plans for Fort Valley began to press on the Council. In a letter
to Dixon for Cousins discussed the matter of Catherine Duncan. Duncan was specifically sent for
graduate study in preparation to run the rural education program at Fort Valley. With the school
still in the planning stages, a question of how to secure her in a position that would not prevent
her from working at Fort Valley in the foreseeable future. As Cousins wrote,
If Fort Valley were in the state system that would be the place to send her, but
since it is not, and since the study of higher institutions is now in process will not
be completed until summer or early fall, it is difficult to put her into a position in
which she should remain. I am wondering, however, whether something had not
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better be done with her in Georgia to keep her from going to a school in another
state.584

The solution Dixon and Lester worked out was to place Duncan back temporarily as a Jeanes
supervisor in Peach County. That would settle her in the community surrounding Fort Valley and
keep her committed to the rural program to develop there.585
Through ongoing work and negotiation, Dixon made some promising progress with the
Fort Valley transfer. At the November 1938 meeting of Trustees he shared some good news. The
Regents approved a program to educate elementary and secondary school teachers, educating for
farm and home leadership, training in trades and industries, and educating adults. Some students
would receive a cultural education, but only a select few. The Regents appointed an assistant to
direct, supervise, and coordinate activities for higher education for black students. They also
authorized moving the former state high school at Forsyth, Georgia to Fort Valley Normal and
Industrial School as the “chief center for education for teachers.”586 The regents would monitor
the curriculum and coordinate state and private interests to prevent duplication of efforts. A
biracial council would oversee the efforts, and over time, Georgia’s public support for Negro
higher education would grow from $65,000 a year to $125,000 a year. Funding for higher
education for black students was quite a shift in state policy and must have been very exciting for
those involved in the work. This action by the Regents should have reassured the ACI, however,
it did not. Although the Regents approved the program, the drama surrounding Fort Valley was
far from over. As Embree explained to Coss, Fort Valley was getting settled with the exception
of the church boards. In anticipation of the end of negotiations with the ACI, Horace Mann Bond
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accepted the Fort Valley presidency in April 1939.587 At this point, it must have seemed that
everything was falling into place except for the actual setting.
At the April 29, 1939 Meeting of the Trustees, Embree provided an update on the
progress at Fort Valley. He outlined the considerations made by the Council working with the
Regents. The Regents agreed to concentrate efforts for higher education for black students at
Fort Valley, especially preparation of rural teachers. The former college at Forsyth became a
county high school. The Regents agreed to limit the functions of the colleges at Savannah and
Albany, and to increase state allocations to Fort Valley to transition it from a junior college to a
four-year college. The amount allocated for Fort Valley exceeded the state allotments for white
junior colleges. In addition to the state funding, the Council also planned to pursue federal grants
to support both departments of agriculture and home economics. Embree emphasized that the
most respected educator, Horace Mann Bond, agreed to serve as president with a salary of
$4,800 a year plus housing. They hoped to set the precedent of the quality of president and the
salary required to secure that level of quality. The Council requested additional funds to support
teacher preparation, as well as establishing counseling and guidance services for students from
the Trustees. The Council wanted to offer temporary appointments to current faculty, but only
offer qualified personnel to permanent positions. The curriculum would roughly follow Coss’s
outline of two years of general education. They would only select the most eligible students.
Coursework would emphasize the practice and use of standard spoken and written English,
mathematics to foster competence with basic skills, history, science through the application of
the scientific method in one discipline of science, modern social and economic problems, and
literature. The second two years would provide professional preparation and general learning,
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educational psychology, teaching methods, practice and experience working with schools in the
community. The students would take classes with general information and experience in
agriculture and home economics, but not specialize in either. The goal was to prepare wellrounded teachers who were prepared for the culture in which they would work. The ability to
create a program from the ground up enabled the Council to exceed the contemporary traps of
formalized education as discussed in many meetings. Embree described the climate of most
teacher education programs in negative terms.
At present, a curse of teacher education is the specialized and fragmented courses
(majors and minors) in these ‘vocational’ subjects as well as in all other branches
of study. The attempt will be to teach no subject . . . for its own sake, but so to
organize the study and experiences of the entire four years as to give the
prospective teacher just what he needs for his general development as a rural
elementary school teacher.588
Bond’s chief emphasis initially would be on the recruitment and hiring of the best possible
faculty members and planning the whole course of teacher education like the course of medical
training. Bond and his staff would design both the faculty and instructional program to suit the
needs of the student and “not in the vested interests and megalomania of professors for given
subjects (with their majors and minors and specialization in fragmented aspects of knowledge)
but from the standpoint of the general needs of the southern rural teacher.”589 The faculty would
need to devote themselves to planning and implementing the best experiences for pre-service
teachers. To accomplish the goals set forth by the Council, Fort Valley would require additional
equipment and capital support. Some of the needs of Fort Valley were central to the RSP. For
example, the school needed a library filled ample books including children’s literature and books
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focused on black life and history. They also wanted to establish practice schools both on and off
campus in the rural communities surrounding Fort Valley.
The needs at Fort Valley far exceeded what Georgia could or was willing to allocate, but
Counselors had faith that state funds would follow foundation investments. The Trustees agreed
to fund, on a descending scale, the experimental work at Fort Valley after an initial large capital
investment to build the program from a two to a four-year college. The Trustees allocated
$250,000 to be expended over a period of five years and gave the Executive Committee the
authority to appropriate up to $50,000 in the 1939-1940 to hire faculty, refurbish the library and
buildings, and other needs as determined once ownership of Fort Valley was handed over to
Georgia.590 At the same meeting, the Trustees set aside and additional $15,000 to develop key
rural education staff to work at Tuskegee.
Embree’s growing impatience with the slow pace of the transfer of Fort Valley to
Georgia appeared in the correspondence between him and Dixon. On May 1, they had a
conference, the details from which Embree followed up in writing. Embree expected Dixon to
promptly act on the following:
1. Schedule a meeting between Bond and Chancellor Sanford with a trip to Fort Valley
to launch the project,
2. Begin preliminary discussions on teacher education in Mississippi,
3. Communicate with Pittman at Statesboro that the Fund would no longer fund the
training of supervisors at South Georgia,
4. Arrange a conference with the Board of Regents, Embree, and Dixon to discuss
cooperation between the Fund and the Regents,
5. Set up a program to aid Dean Cocking at the University of Georgia to establish and
agreement to cooperate with a local community, and training of supervisors, and,
6. Begin a state council or agent for rural education in Georgia.591
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To reduce Dixon’s duties so he could focus on the Fort Valley acquisition, Embree arranged for
James Simon to plan and supervise the summer institute for teachers at West Georgia, and for
Margaret Simon would take responsibility for the summer workshops and other rural school
fellowships. The tone of Embree’s letter indicated that the feeling at the main offices in Chicago
was that Dixon was not following through on his assigned duties. The same day, Embree sent
further communication to Dixon concerning the work at Fort Valley.
Nix and members Committee on Fort Valley invited Bond and me to meet them
Saturday morning. Since proper direction of this college is most important single
element in our program I am accepting though very inconvenient. If agreeable to
Committee think you should meet with us. We are driving to Athens from
Atlanta station on arrival by train Saturday morning.592
On May 23, 1939, Dixon reported to Embree that he talked to Bond and Sanford to obtain
assurances that the Regents would guarantee state funding of $34,000 for Fort Valley for three to
five years. Beyond that timeframe, Sanford stated that the Regents could not guarantee funding.
This did nothing to allay the misgivings that the ACI held concerning Georgia’s intentions
toward a black college. A further development that Dixon had to manage was that President
Clement of Atlanta University offered Bond a job, and since Bond was worried that Fort Valley
might fall through, he seriously considered the offer. Dixon seemed to be getting desperate
because he felt that the all of the extenuating conditions might exceed Sanford’s willingness to
work with the Council on Fort Valley.
I am doing everything I can to get Sanford and the Regents to meet and accede to
Bond’s conditions prerequisite to accepting the presidency but I can’t go much
further. In fact, I’m through for I do not expect to urge any further concessions on
Sanford. I’ve pleaded with him and he’s been a good sport about it all. We
mustn’t push him to the place where our requests are so unreasonable that he can
do nothing but turn us down.593
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Embree was not satisfied with Dixon’s plight. Through a telegram, Embree told Dixon
that he contacted Bond and Cocking directly to push some of the issues that concerned him.
Being distressed about Fort Valley delay I got Bond direct and found he was
properly waiting further definite word about budget. Cleared up items and he has
wired his acceptance on one year basis which I understand is regular procedure
with regents. Have wired Cocking urging prompt public announcement. Still
waiting for Cocking letter you were to send about supervisory course for docket
item Greetings.594
Embree’s direct communication resolved major concerns expressed in the May 1 meeting; the
need to secure Bond’s agreement to serve as the president of Fort Valley. At the June meeting of
the Executive Committee, Embree assured the Committee that Bond accepted the presidency of
Fort Valley, that Georgia would allocate $34,800 to the school, and that additional funding from
both the GEB and the federal government were probably forthcoming. He advised some caution
allocating funding. “The officers recommend that the Fund appropriate not more than the State
for regular current expenses, holding the balance for use in such items as repairs, enlargement of
the practice school, and the purchase of books.”595 The Committee allocated $34,000 for regular
operations and $16,000 for capital and extraordinary expenses.
For over a year Dixon worked to negotiate between three groups, the Council, the ACI,
and the Georgia Regents. On one hand the ACI wanted $50,000 to compensate them for the
money they invested in Fort Valley. The executive board of the ACI doubted that the state of
Georgia would honor its promises to fully fund Fort Valley. On the other hand, Embree was
opposed to paying the ACI money to transfer Fort Valley. He felt that any organization
committed to education of blacks in the South should be willing to work to leverage any
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philanthropy to compel public officials to fund and support education. Dixon called upon every
ally he could from Favrot with the GEB to state personnel in the Georgia Department of
Education. In the end, the Fund paid $50,000 to the ACI to purchase Fort Valley and turned it
over to the Georgia Regents.596 Once acquired, the arrangements to open the college moved
rapidly forward. The rapid pace is not surprising since the plans were well underway even
through the negotiations.
At the January 1940 meeting of the Council, presidents from each of the Fund-supported
colleges briefed the members of the Council on the status of rural education programs. By the
Council meeting date in January, Fort Valley had only been in operation for two months. As a
result of its short timeframe in operation, much of what Bond shared were proposals instead of
reports. The Fort Valley plant had previously been a high school for Peach County as well as a
junior college and an elementary school. The elementary school would served the teacher
education program as a laboratory school. The Fund provided money to add a third year to the
junior college. The Fund also provided resources to separate the high school and college. The
prime need at Fort Valley in the early days was to provide a separate building for the high school
to formally separate the programs. Enrollment for the academic year was 225, well over the 114
student enrollment in 1938-1939. The class breakdown was 129 freshmen, 79 sophomores, and
17 juniors. Since the third year of the college program was so new, it is not surprising that the
junior class was so small. The women’s dorms were already overcrowded, so housing incoming
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freshmen would present a challenge. Fort Valley also needed a library building and science
laboratory space.
Bond and his staff first worked to implement a curriculum that integrated philosophy
with practice. One of the major criticisms that various Counselors made of other college
programs what that they focused too heavily on theory and not enough on practice. Bond valued
both as important. Therefore, he and his team struggled with “the difficulty of combining
imagination with practical, executive implementation of the idea.”597 In addition to the difficulty
of merging practice and theory in instruction was the pitfall of the jealousy among competing
external interest. These competing interests all thought that education was the best place to focus
their goals, so Bond had to balance the multiple goals and claims of local, state, and federal
agencies.
Local school districts, state departments of education, state departments of
vocational education, federal departments of vocational education, and now the
National Youth Administration, are all observed by an objective student of the
process to be busily engaged in cutting each other’s throats, destroying each
other’s reputation, and struggling with each other to the end that one division or
agency should have more authority and power than the other.598
The balance among the differing goals would be largely put on the shoulders of the faculty. This
meant that much of the success of the institution would be based on the quality of the faculty.
When the ACI sold Fort Valley, there was an existing faculty. The initial thought of the Council
was that the program at Fort Valley would start fresh, however, Bond thought that the existing
faculty might be able to remain. He put them on their notice that they were on a trial period to see
if they could adapt to the new program. To help existing faculty fit into the new program, Bond
held a faculty seminar to train the professors in cooperation and the possibilities of the college.
All faculty attended, whether newly hired or previously at Fort Valley. The workshop extended
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beyond the college and included the high school principals and teachers, elementary teachers and
supervisors within a fifty-mile radius of Fort Valley. Bond hoped to extend Fort Valley’s
influence into the surrounding area with hopes of becoming an adult education center for the
community at large. The planned focus on adult education could have a great impact on the rural
community of central Georgia.
Aside from the challenges presented by the physical plant, Bond faced challenges from
the public. Parents and students wanted a liberal arts education and vocational work rather than
rural education training. The faculty wanted rapid growth. To manage the expectations of the
faculty, Bond gave them a workshop in financial support for the college to help them understand
that their funding did not require rapid student enrollment growth. Expansion would come when
a program was developed and announced. Bond’s intended student body resided within the fiftymile radius of Fort Valley. He estimated that the pool of students would easily come from the
quarter of a million black residents of central Georgia. Another key feature Bond hoped to
implement was candidate screening and selection. The late start in 1939-1940 presented some
challenges in ensuring student quality, but offering scholarships and aid only to the top
candidates would keep the quality of student high. In addition, Bond planned to require personal
interviews to guarantee candidates were prepared for college. Freshman at Fort Valley scored
above most black students enrolled in college in Georgia on the Southeastern Aptitude Test
administered by the University System of Georgia, but scored well below their white
counterparts. By limiting the upcoming freshman class to 100 students, Bond hoped to ensure a
high quality student. Candidate selection for teacher education was a goal that the Council
frequently discussed. Bond, in establishing a start-up program, was able to plan how to recruit
and admit students.
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The curriculum would, by necessity, follow the general outline of the University System

of Georgia to include English, social sciences, and mathematics. Students would also take a
general course entitled “Arts for the Home, School, and Farm.”599 This course was Fort Valley’s
answer to the Council suggestion that rural teachers take courses in rural life. In this course
students would learn basics of working in a craft shop, homemaking, and agriculture so they
could be prepared to work in rural communities. The plan was to ground the curriculum in
authentic tasks like building furniture for the women’s dorms and to establish cooperative
farming including poultry project. Bond valued embedding experience into coursework early.
The plan for the sophomore year would provide students experience working with faculty in the
field. Sophomores would spend one-third of the year in a training school, one-third of the year in
an elementary school in town, and live at Flint River Farms for the other third of the year. Flint
River Farms was a New Deal resettlement community for black farmers. Students would live in
the teacherage and teach in the surrounding one and two room schools. At the point Bond
introduced the plan, he acknowledged that it was experimental and would probably undergo
revisions to refine and develop it further. Junior year would feature students working in the
curriculum lab designing materials for in-service teachers to use in rural schools. The students
would learn sound teaching methods, creation of materials, and selection of children’s literature.
Students would also have experience in extracurricular organizations and in student-led
assemblies. “For example, Mrs. Duncan’s class in the curriculum dramatized very effectively the
‘Old’ and the ‘New’ school.”600 Students would also participate in college governance by serving
on college committees. On campus extracurricular opportunities would stimulate democratic
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participation, thus preparing students to teach democratic participation in their own schools when
they became teachers.
Embree updated the Trustees on Bond’s progress Fort Valley at their 1940 meeting.
While great strides were being made, due to a funding shortfall from Georgia, Fort Valley
needed additional $50,000 over two. While the Council wanted to leverage states into supporting
black colleges, Embree seemed willing to give Georgia a pass at this point. Perhaps his unusual
leniency was due to the combined work of Bond and the Georgia Regents. As he told the
Trustees, “Dr. Bond has lived up to our high hopes, and the Board of Regents, individually and
officially, have expressed great interest and satisfaction in the institution.”601
By his 1940 Two Year Review of Fund activities, Embree shared that the Fort Valley
program was off the ground as a newly organized, state-owned, four-year college. The rural life
program featured components including some students living in small cottages with plots of land
that they cultivated, which was completely in line with Council plans. At the November meeting
of the Trustees, Embree elaborated on student living arrangements. Student housing included
several small cottages surrounded by gardens. In this experimental living arrangement, six male
students were “learning how to build by building, how to garden by gardening, they are learning
the arts of successful rural living by actually performing these duties as a regular part of their
school career.”602 In addition to the demonstration in living, practical experience for pre-service
teachers included the on campus demonstration school. Students received practical experience
while studying academic content. As well as the demonstration school, college faculty
supervised the rural, black schools in Peach County. Although Fort Valley was not able to offer
biracial supervision in the same the way West Georgia did, the involvement of the college in the
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surrounding community pleased Embree and other Council members. Additionally, the college
offered adult education opportunities for further outreach into the community. The community
extension included a community choir as well as adult reading and arithmetic classes. Bond and
his faculty’s initial work at Fort Valley brought many of the Council plans to life. The work
satisfied both the Council and the Regents.
South Georgia Teachers College, 1938-1941
In his June 1939 Review of Fund Activities, Embree detailed the work undertaken by the
Fund at the South Georgia Teachers College. After three years of cooperation, funds from the
Council strengthened agricultural, industrial arts, rural sociology, home economics, and teaching
of fundamental tool subjects. Most of the funds that were disbursed covered salaries to build the
programs to educate both supervisors and teachers. In addition, the Fund supported
improvements to the library affirming the belief that to improve reading, books and other print
materials were necessary. The Fund also supported improved faculty. Instead of working solely
with existing faculty, Pittman hired new personnel who shared the philosophy of the need to
have practical, professional education for rural teachers.
Table 6: Fund Contributions to South Georgia Teachers College603
Budget Year
1936-1937

Funds
$9,610.09

1937-1938

$6,000.00

1938-1939

$6,000.00
(available)

Due to the perceived successes at South Georgia, the Council extended funds through 1941.
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In addition to strengthening the teacher education program, the Council also supported

training of rural supervisors and augmenting the library collection through South Georgia in
fiscal years 1938 and 1939. To that end, the Council contributed $25,000 for the two-year
program. To support the library the Council earmarked $12,000 for library staff and $5,000 for
an architectural survey to refresh the library building itself.604 Despite the early successes, at the
end of 1939, the rural supervisor program was slated to transfer to the UGA, a much more
prestigious university that was able to offer graduate degrees. Since Georgia was planning to
require graduate degrees for supervisors, the program at South Georgia would not adequately
prepare supervisors, since it remained an undergraduate college.605 The Council voted to support
the new program at UGA with an investment of $25,000 to be distributed over two years. Under
the direction of Walter Cocking, Dean of Education, the program at UGA would not only train
rural supervisors, but also study higher education for black students jointly underwritten by the
GEB and the Fund. Both philanthropies contributed $2,500 for the study. 606
The University of Georgia
The program at UGA was designed to prepare teachers, supervisors, and administrators.
Since the state of Georgia was predominately rural, the college must prepare students to work in
rural conditions. Under Dean Walter Cocking the goal was also to make the surrounding
community a better place to live. Cocking’s plan for the College of Education included six main
objectives, which were to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
604
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provide facilities that demonstrate an efficient school,
support apprentice and intern facilities,
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5. provide field services to aid the schools of the state in solution of problems, and
6. promote educational research and experimentation.

Through a variety of curriculum shifts, these objectives would be met, and after a thorough study
of the curriculum, the UGA faculty reduced the number of courses to focus on teaching as a
profession. “In all cases theory is being definitely related to practice.”607 The college also ran a
demonstration school on campus and worked in cooperating schools in the surrounding
communities. Additionally, Cocking was working to build cooperation with schools in Walton
County located twenty-five miles from UGA. Graduate courses ran as seminars focused on
solving problems in the field. Student research for masters’ theses and dissertations grew out of
identified, practical problems in the field. In addition to educational clinics offered on campus,
faculty consulted in communities around the state. Under Cocking, UGA’s influence over
education in the state was practical and far-reaching.
Challenges to the Rural School Program, 1940-1942
As upbeat as Embree appeared to be in 1938, the spring of 1940 brought major changes
to the Council. On April 28, 1940 John Coss died of a cerebral hemorrhage. Coss suffered a
stroke about six month earlier while traveling in the South, returned to his home in New England
to recover, and had just resumed travels to serve on various boards including Dillard College,
Morehouse College, and of course the Rosenwald Fund. The Negro Associated Press distributed
news of his passing because, “Doctor Coss has been such an important factor in educational
enterprises for Negroes during recent years.”608 Embree would feel the loss keenly as he and
Coss shared a lively correspondence. As he wrote to Coss in November 1939 while Coss was
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convalescing, “I was in the habit of counting upon your very critical but always constructive
judgment.”609
In May 1940 Margaret Simon requested six months leave from the Fund. As Fund
Secretary, she traveled with Embree to the East Indies, was the inspiration for the RSP in the
South, and was one of the main organizers of the ongoing work with school libraries and summer
institutes. It is unclear why she wanted leave, but possible to imagine that she was pregnant. She
never fully resumed her duties as Fund secretary, and eventually the Simons left the Fund
completely to live on a farm of their own in the Pacific Northwest.610 As well as losing three of
the most trusted advisors and colleagues, Embree was dissatisfied with Dixon’s work. From the
records, it is apparent that the delays with the transfer of Fort Valley from the ACI to the Georgia
Regents and other jobs not fully completed finally led Embree to ask Dixon for his resignation.
In May 1940, Embree documented notes from a conference the two men had. “In view of my
statement that I was not entirely satisfied with the present arrangements in our rural education
program, it was agreed that you would begin looking for a post elsewhere.”611 Dixon would
continue to be paid through the end of his contract in December 1941, but his work with the
Council was over. Dixon initially worked as an assistant to the Board of Regents in Georgia and
eventually in administration at Georgia College in Milledgeville, Georgia. Embree appointed
Fred Wales to assume Dixon’s responsibilities. Wales was familiar with the work of the Council
as he previously worked with the Farm Service Agency and served as a Counselor.
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Despite the challenges, in his two-year review of Fund activities, Edwin Embree restated

how much he valued the work of the Council to protect democracy and increase freedom in the
world in the face of the rise of fascism in other parts of the world. “In spite of the waves of hate
and tyranny that are now sweeping the world, we are determined to press on toward tolerance
and free opportunity for all the people.”612 By expanding educational opportunities as a means to
improve race relations and rural life, Embree believed that southern society could overcome the
social ills brought on by Jim Crow. He also believed that American racism must end or the
danger of expanding the prejudice beyond a black and white issue would expand to other
segments of the population. “So long as we degrade one segment of the people we set a pattern
of caste and discrimination that may easily be transferred to other groups.”613 He believed the
four programs of the Council would improve race relations while protecting democracy.
Influencing state departments of education and county agents to improve the life of teachers so
that teachers would provide stable community leadership would accomplish many of the goals
set forth by the Council. The best way to cultivate teacher-leadership was to improve teacher
preparation so that teachers knew what their role would be and they would be equipped to fulfill
it. “We have . . . recognized the preparation of the teacher as the most important single factor in
better schools and we selected the teachers college as the most effective single instrument for
generating ideas and exerting influence.”614 The colleges that the Fund supported were located in
the states with the largest black populations and concentration of rural living conditions. By
supporting these colleges, the Fund provided aid to “three million Negroes, one quarter of all the
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Negroes of America.”615 The emphasis of the programs for teachers was general education,
training and practice in teaching the tool subjects, and knowledge of rural conditions. Faculty
members at each of the colleges were well educated and had first-hand knowledge of rural life
and schools. The programs were experimental.
The educational leaders of these three states of the deep South are trying to
discover better ways of preparing rural teachers, more effective procedures for
rural schools. Three of the institutions are state colleges, and the fourth, Tuskegee,
is closely related to the Alabama State Department of Education and to the several
federal bureaus most concerned with rural life.616
Even with all of the foundational support for education in the South, spending and
programs lagged seriously behind that of northern states. As the possibility of a federal
equalization bill for schools seemed to be on the horizon to support better school buildings,
higher salaries, improving teacher quality, the discrepancies were vast. Fred Wales related his
chagrin over the chasm between the South and the rest of the nation.
I get a shock to learn that if the South spent every taxable penny on its schools,
they would still need $9,000,000 annually to bring the cost per southern child up
to the national average; and the national average is less than half what it is in
Bronxville, Glencoe, Winnetka, Berkeley.617
Wales advised Embree that Fund officers should take an interest in the federal bill because it
would provide money to do the same work that the Council undertook in 1934. The federal bill
never came to fruition, probably due to the changed focus of the federal government to fighting
World War II.
The Talmadge Purge and Its Aftermath
In the spring of 1941, Embree summarized the important role he expected UGA to play in
improving rural education under the direction of Cocking. In Embree’s estimation, UGA would
615
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prepare supervisors at the graduate level and support both black and white communities, offer
continuing education institutes for in-service teachers, and supervise schools in the surrounding
counties. The college would offer summer workshops for the entire teaching force from
surrounding counties. Cocking requested $27,000 a year to run the program, but Embree only
recommended that the Trustees approve $17,000 for one year to see how the program developed.
He planned to spend a week in both the spring and the autumn to monitor the work in the
surrounding communities and to gather information to guide future investment in UGA.618
These program ideas, while not out of line with the program at West Georgia, incensed
Georgia’s populist governor, Eugene Talmadge. Cocking’s association with the Rosenwald Fund
infuriated Governor Talmadge. In the summer1941, the Governor manipulated the Regents into
firing Cocking along with Pittman from South Georgia. Talmadge also force several regents to
resign. Talmadge charged that Cocking planned to integrate demonstration schools. Despite a
gross lack of evidence against Cocking, Talmadge punished Cocking for his association with the
Fund. Talmadge labeled the Fund, “Jew money for niggers.”619 The Southern Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools, the regional accrediting board, stripped the University of
Georgia as well as all state supported white colleges of accreditation. Although he won the initial
salvo, the scandal cost Talmadge the gubernatorial election of 1942. His opponent, Ellis Arnall,
was less volatile than Talmadge. For years, Talmadge used his news outlets to blast both Embree
and the Rosenwald Fund for their seditious racial efforts in Georgia.620
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Back in Chicago, stunned by the political actions in Georgia where the Fund had

successfully worked for almost a decade, Embree briefed the Trustees on the pruges at the annual
meeting.
On July 14, at the insistent demand of Governor Talmadge, the Board of Regents
of the State University System of Georgia dismissed Dr. Walter D. Cocking, Dean
of the School of Education at the University of Georgia, and Dr. Marvin S.
Pittman, President of South Georgia Teachers College. This was followed by the
dismissal of other important officers and professors and a public attack on
“furriners”, “race equality”, and foundations, especially the Julius Rosenwald
Fund. Following these actions, the officers of the Fund notified Doctor Sanford,
Chancellor of the Georgia State University System, that the Fund would no longer
contribute to these institutions since the work in which we were interested had
been disrupted. (The General Education Board also terminated its support of the
University of Georgia.)621
Embree wrote to Marion Smith, the Chairman of the Board of Regents to express his
chagrin. While Embree expressed no desire to interfere in the affairs of a state, he admitted
having an interest in advancing education. At that point, more than half a million dollars were
earmarked by the Fund to be spent in Georgia. One reason that foundations invested so heavily
in Georgia was that they recognized that while the state was lacking in wealth, its leadership
expressed an interest in improving rural education. The governor’s arbitrary political action
shook the Fund’s confidence in Georgia, endangering any further relationship between Georgia
and the Fund. Talmadge’s actions would not just endanger Georgia’s relationship with the Fund,
but also other philanthropies. “Any outside agency can cooperate only if it is convinced that the
officials and leaders in the state itself are vitally concerned with sound education and wise
administration.”622 To drive home his point, Embree detailed the Fund’s capital outlay to
colleges in Georgia. The amount of capital from the Fund was enormous and influential in
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leveraging change, but small in comparison to other philanthropies like the GEB. Talmadge’s
actions threatened to set progress in Georgia’s public education system back decades.
Table 7: Fund Investment in Georgia Colleges623
Already Paid
South Georgia Teachers
College
West Georgia College

Conditionally pledged for the
future
$75,666
$6,000

$74,563 + $50

$42,307

Fort Valley State College

$135,765 + 2748

166,539

Department of Education,
University of Georgia

$24,375 + 1500 + 1200

$18,625

$308,368

$237,769

Embree also addressed his distress over Talmadge’s actions to the Trustees. While he
found Talmadge’s purge distressful, the reaction in the press heartened him. In the media, the
citizens of Georgia appeared both angry and upset. Going forward, Embree advised the Trustees,
the Fund would need to carefully consider future work in Georgia. At that point, the
appropriation to UGA was small and the commitments to South Georgia were made years prior
and almost spent out. There was not really any future work that the Fund supported at either
location. Although the funding for UGA and South Georgia would not continue, Chancellor
Sanford requested continued Fund support for both Fort Valley and West Georgia. Given the
course of events, this request did not sit well with Embree, who had been pilloried by Tallmadge.
Such an action by the Regents seems crazy after the witch hunt of July 14 in
which the Fund was the chief witch. The whole thing is crazy. Already the
Governor has approved the budgets and advanced the state’s quarterly payments
for Fort Valley and West Georgia including expected continued support from the
Fund and personnel largely nominated by us.624
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Embree assured the Trustees that he did not comment on the crisis because he did not want to
contribute to the furor and, “I believe so deeply in what we are trying to do in rural education
that I want to preserve our major demonstrations.”625 So despite the horrendous actions of the
governor and the loss of a key allies and college partnerships in the program, Embree
recommended that the Trustees continue to support the other colleges in Georgia. “So long as
there isn’t sabotage at these places, I think we should hold our noses and go forward.”626 Embree
also assured his esteemed colleague, Cocking, that the Fund would pay his salary until he was
able to find a new job. Cocking found a new position at the Farm Security Agency as a
consultant, but it took time for him to get on the payroll. Embree pledged $6,500 a year to
support Cocking until he was secure with the FSA.627 Additionally, what stunned Fund officials
was that Fort Valley and West Georgia dodged the Talmadge purge.
In light of the arbitrary actions and public denunciations of this summer by the
Governor of Georgia and his personally appointed Board of Regents, it is
paradoxical that neither the faculties nor the programs of the two institutions most
closely identified with the Rosenwald Fund have been interfered with or even
brought within the examining spotlight.628
Due to Talmadge’s actions, Georgia suffered several setbacks. The Southern Association,
which accredited colleges and universities, found “gross political interference” and stripped
accreditation for all state-supported colleges in Georgia. Talmadge’s overreach cost him the
1942 gubernatorial election to the less bombastic candidate, Ellis Arnall.629 In addition to losing
accreditation, with the loss of funds from foundations including the Fund and the GEB, no
graduate work in supervision was available in a state supported college. Additionally there were
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no faculty members to provide guidance in education and planning for school systems, since the
College of Education at UGA was gutted by the purges. In 1941 there were only forty-one white
supervisors in Georgia, yet there were 158 counties. The state’s plan to train and supply white
supervisors for all of the counties in Georgia was stalled in place. The plan for increased school
supervision was dashed with Talmadge’s actions. Georgia leaders also lost the trust of the Fund
and its officers. While Embree was dedicated to the work in Georgia, he could only conditionally
support it moving forward. Embree pledged that the Fund “would continue our aid to these two
institution ‘so long as the personnel and programs at these institutions do not suffer from
political interference.’”630 Since Georgia only approved expenditures on a quarterly basis, the
Fund followed suit, only disbursing funds quarterly. The Fund would continue its work
cautiously because “such evidence as we can get indicates that there is no intention by the
Governor or Regents to interfere in any way with these two colleges in which we are especially
interested.”631 By 1942, however, Embree was able to see a future in which the program at UGA
might be renewed.
Recognizing that to be effective the work of the rural school must be supported by
competent personnel in administrative positions, the Fund, in cooperation with
state authorities, financed a program in graduate instruction at the School of
Education at the University of Georgia designed to provide special training for
school principals and county supervisors. This work was recently interrupted by
political interference. The people of Georgia have repudiated politics in the
schools, and that state will doubtless resume this important phase of its
educational program.632
Embree was correct, and the Trustees would allocate funds for leadership programs at UGA, but
only at the end of the life of the Fund. The key work for UGA in the overall plan was not
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realized. While the other colleges continued, the vital center of influence around Athens was lost.
The prominent role UGA could have played in transforming education in Georgia did not come
to fruition. As chaotic as the Talmadge purge was, it did not have nearly the effect on the
development of colleges and universities that WWII would as males from both faculties and the
student bodies left college to serve in the military.
Despite the upheaval in Georgia over the Talmadge purges, work continued at West
Georgia and Fort Valley. The Talmadge purges emphasized the importance of working with
surrounding communities to develop relationships and loyalties, thereby avoiding the situation
that occurred at UGA. “Both colleges have realized as never previously the importance of tying
themselves closely to the communities in the surrounding counties.”633 The ongoing commitment
to West Georgia was clear when in June 1943 the Trustees voted to continue working in Georgia
for at least one more year, planning around West Georgia and Fort Valley. The maximum that
would be approved for West Georgia was $20,000. The ongoing commitment was largely due to
the success of the program. The war, however, did have some impact because faculty and male
students left to serve in the military. “In spite of the difficulties in Georgia, the quality of teacher
education at West Georgia College has improved during this year. Even greater gains seem
likely for next year. Only one or two war losses have been suffered by the faculty.”634
Outside of Georgia
While the majority of the RSP funds were committed in Georgia, other states received
funding for higher education. Much of the funding began as Council efforts in Georgia wound
down or were discontinued. While not as major in scope as the Georgia higher education
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investments, the following schools received funding in an effort to further enhance teacher
education in underserved states in the deep South: Alabama and Mississippi.
Tuskegee Institute Program of Rural Education
The focus of the College of Education at Tuskegee was educating teachers for
community leadership. With Fund support, several parts of the program were well underway by
the time of the Council meeting in January 1940. The faculty reorganized the curriculum to focus
on general curriculum in the first two years of the program and integrated professional subjects
into “broad areas of work.”635 The program for general education included art with both art
appreciation and drawing; English with reading, writing and speaking; the history of mankind
and the American nation; one year of functional mathematics; science with a focus on both
physical science and biology; and health and physical education. Pre-service teachers also took
courses directly related to education. One course was practical arts to provide general training to
prepare students for manual skills to enable them to use local materials to make useful articles
and teach adults. Another course was psychology, which focused on heredity, growth and
development, learning, personality, and mental health. Students also studied sociology
specifically rural life, social and community relations with laboratory experiences to develop an
appreciation of community social institutions and community study. Students engaged in
problem-based learning through social studies and English electives to learn research skills.
Students observed demonstration lessons at the campus demonstration school for pre-service
training in methods and administration, and interned in community schools. The administration
planned for a more stringent selection of students as well as extending Tuskegee’s influence by
following up with alumni as they entered the teaching profession to support their professional
development.
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At Tuskegee, the professional education courses included eighteen courses centered on

three broad areas. The areas were Special Methods and the Campus School, Materials and
Methods of Curriculum Study, and Internships. The professional education took place at training
centers with the cooperation of local county officials partnering with two communities to use
schools as for training. Faculty supervised cadet-teachers. Cadets reflected on their experiences
by keeping journals of their experiences that they turned into their supervisors. Through the
internships, students learned about community relations through various programs including the
Parent Teacher Association, play nights, Sunday interdenominational church services, adult
education classes, and special celebrations including holidays.
In addition to the curricular changes, the leadership at Tuskegee worked to improve rural
education through selecting students and following up with recent graduates. Selecting students
seems to have been a point for all of the schools involved in the Council work. At Tuskegee
selecting students meant that potential students submitted transcripts and a letter of
recommendation. Since there was little preliminary information on the students, the
administration sought better ways to select students based on personality and teaching
experience. The second element of following up graduates in service was in its fledgling state,
but with promising results. Prior to the January Council meeting Tuskegee faculty held two
conferences with recent graduates, but they wanted to extend the opportunity to more teachers.
“Follow-up is very important for us because most of our graduates work in small schools or
small school systems where there is a minimum of supervision and evaluation of the teacher’s
growth and work.”636
Embree valued the renewed connection with Tuskegee. He told the Trustees in 1940 that
Tuskegee was very important to the development of rural life in the South. The school’s
636
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reorganization to establish a two-year general course of studies and establish a major focus on
rural education followed the Council’s plans for improving rural life. While Tuskegee was
private in 1940, Alabama gave it grants to support its programs, and “it is very likely that the
Federal government will in the near future designate Tuskegee as the Land Grant College of the
State.”637 In addition to the work focusing on rural education, another occurrence at Tuskegee
that pleased the Council was that the new director of rural education was Max Bond, brother of
Horace Mann Bond. The Trustees allocated substantial support of the new program at Tuskegee:
$75,000 a year with no more than $30,000 to be used in one year.
Tuskegee’s rural education program benefited from the upheaval in Georgia. Although
there were growing concerns about other programs at Tuskegee, the Fund increased support to
Tuskegee by $7,000 to meet a total of $28,000 for the year 1941-1942. The increased funds were
used to improve the programs of the school of education. In addition to the increased funds,
Tuskegee also received grants to improve personnel by attending graduate courses at northern
colleges.638
Jackson College, Jackson, Mississippi
In 1940, Jackson College was poorly run and maintained, but the state of Mississippi
offered it to the Council as a school to develop. The state promised to begin allocating funding to
support the program if the Fund would help develop the buildings and instructional program. The
Council expressed interest in Jackson College because they wanted to develop state-supported
teacher training schools. Jackson College was well situated, because it was near the center of the
state, and its sole function would be training teachers. “Jackson College is being offered to the
state with land, buildings, and equipment, without cost and without debt, for the purpose of
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meeting this need.”639 The governing board of Jackson College would be the State Board of
Education instead of the Board of Trustees for Higher Learning. Supervision would fall under
the state agent for Negro schools to plan and direct the program. Since the Council worked
directly with state agents, the relationship was well established and would not need to be
cultivated separately.
The goal of the college would be to train teachers to analyze and improve rural
conditions. In January 1940, there were 150 pupils in the student body and the school offered a
two-year program. Each year, the college offered four quarters over an eleven-month school
calendar. To train rural elementary teachers, the Council and college administration planned to
provide one year of general education and one year of professional studies for pre-service
teachers. Professional studies included practical agriculture, home improvement, health and
hygiene, gardening, raising poultry, curing meat, preserving food, and growing flowers and
ornamental shrubs. By improving education, the hope was that rural life would improve,
however, the reality was that improving rural life rested on improved race relations. Leaders at
Jackson College planned to focus on improving race relations by building cooperation between
sharecroppers and tenants and the landowners. Only through this cooperation would rural life
and race relations improve. In addition to training teachers, the college would also offer adult
education. Improving adult education would foster better education for children because parents
would appreciate the value of education. Pre-service teachers learned professional skills through
observations and practical experiences at nearby schools. Their supervision fell under Jeanes
teachers as it would when they entered the teaching service. To foster better supervision and
rural living around the state the college served as a headquarters for a variety of state agencies
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for the black population, for summer schools for teachers, and as a meeting place for Jeanes
teachers to meet for professional conferences.
Despite the plans for the rural education program, Jackson College required action by the
Mississippi legislature to create a college for the preparation of rural black teachers. Embree
advised the Trustees in 1940 that he was cautious working with Mississippi.
Unless the state itself assumes responsibility, it does not seem wise for the Fund
to do anything toward the education of teachers in Mississippi this year. If and as
the state acts, the Executive Committee is already empowered to make
appropriations in behalf of the Fund.640
So following Embree’s advice, the Trustees took a wait and see approach to Jackson College.
Embree was hopeful that the Jackson College program would help make strides in improving life
in rural Mississippi. Educating teachers, even in a two-year course, would be a good first step for
the state to support black education.
In Mississippi the preparation of Negro teachers has been neglected. Of the six
thousand Negro teachers in the public schools, three thousand have no education
beyond the high school level; many of them have not gone beyond fifth grade. A
good two-year course of education and experience is a long stride forward in the
preparation of rural teachers in this state.641
By the spring of 1941 Embree was able to report progress at Jackson College to the
Trustees. The Mississippi legislature approved Jackson as the state black college. A massive
reconstruction program on the school was underway. Along with improving facilities, the new
faculty was working “diligently, earnestly, and in unusually good cooperation, to find sound and
practical answers to the problems of teacher education for the State of Mississippi.”642 The work
at Jackson College would require an estimated annual budget of $45,000 with $30,000 from the
Fund and $10,000 from Mississippi. The remainder was from other funding sources including
640
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local, federal, and private sources. The need for support for the next year was about the same.
Additionally, it might be necessary for the Fund to provide additional support for rebuilding
existing buildings and purchasing more land. The Trustees authorized the Executive Committee
to act if the administration at Jackson College requested additional aid.
As concerns and upheaval rocked the Council’s programs in Georgia, Jackson College
became the most promising investment for the Fund. While Talmadge put higher education at
risk in Georgia, the legislature in Mississippi appropriated $60,000 for the two-year period of
1942 – 1944. As a result, the Fund appropriated $30,000 a year for two years as matching funds
for the state appropriations.643 The state also considered funding building projects that the Works
Progress Administration turned down due to the war. The Trustees approved an additional
$50,000 toward the cost of land purchase and building construction. The funds were used to raze
a dilapidated administration building and to build five new buildings: a central building, a library
with classrooms, and cottages for science, homemaking and farm work.644 By 1942 the program
at Jackson College grew into a full four-year course, surpassing the program at West Georgia,
which remained three years to Embree’s chagrin.645
With few exceptions, the work of the Fund and the Council in the colleges was winding
down. The programs were running as planned and the state funding was increasing as Council
funding decreased. Additionally, college faculty members, with fellowship support from the
Council, attended northern colleges, Ohio State was a favorite, for advanced education. This
development of personnel was a key feature of the later years of the project. The excitement and
buzz surrounding the start up of the programs seems to have waned as the colleges began to
operate independently. While none of the programs was perfect, a great deal of measurable
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progress must have pleased the Trustees and the Executive Committee.646 Embree’s thoughts
began to turn to other projects.
Summary
Following the successful demonstration schools and extensive field studies and surveys, the next
stage of the RSP was developing teacher education programs in the South. The majority of work
was undertaken in Georgia due to legislative and organizational changes supporting education
under Governor E.D. Rivers. The Council supported work at three white colleges and underwrote
state acquisition of a public black college. The initial work was carried out at an existing college,
South Georgia Teachers College at Statesboro. The program expanded to experimental, teacher
education at West Georgia and Fort Valley. Under the leadership of Dean Walter Cocking at the
University of Georgia, the state program for leadership and rural supervision began to expand.
The work at UGA, however, was cut short by the Talmadge purges, which endangered higher
education throughout the state. The 1942 election of a Governor Ellis Arnall ushered in a less
confrontational administration, and the Fund reestablished some of the programs cut short by
Talmadge.
While the work in colleges focused mainly on Georgia, the Council also supported two
other colleges, Tuskegee and Jackson. These programs were promising due to the state
involvement in expanding educational opportunities in black higher education. Through
substantial Fund support, both programs expanded facilities and academic programing. The
Council hoped that preparing teachers for service in rural communities would improve rural
living conditions and race relations.
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CHAPTER 8
TWILIGHTING THE FUND AND IMPLICATIONS
On the thirtieth anniversary of the Rosenwald Fund in 1943, Embree told the Trustees

that it was time to consider how the Fund would end its work. Embree projected that the Fund
entered its final three years of operation. As the Trustees considered the final projects that the
Fund would support, Embree reviewed the work of the building the university centers. To do so,
he posed two important questions.
1.
2.

How effective were the four colleges as teacher education centers?
How effective had their influence been over the entire region of the South?647

Embree started by considering Jackson College. The program expanded from a two-year
to a four-year program from 1940 to 1943. Enrollment doubled with projected 1943 enrollment
reaching 350 students. In the same timeframe, it transformed from being a Baptist college, to a
state-supported college. In 1943, Mississippi allocated $30,000 and the Fund matched that
amount. In the final two years of work, the Fund would decrease its funding as the state
increased its funding. The building renovations were completed with support from the Fund, the
state, and the GEB. While so much progress was made, Embree criticized the program for being
too college-centered and not focused enough on the community. Since community work was one
of the goals of the Council and reason to support teacher-education centers, this was a
disappointing development, especially considering the initial plans for the teacher education
program.648
Next Embree reviewed the program at Fort Valley. Fort Valley operated as a four-year
college fully supported by Georgia. The student body continued to grow despite the war. The
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growth of the program at Fort Valley was a major achievement, and Embree considered the
graduates to be people of quality. The program at Fort Valley was only beginning to affect the
community. In fact the surrounding schools were almost as poor as when Fort Valley began
operations.
Embree was also pleased with the progress at Tuskegee. The four-year rural education
course, in his opinion, returned Tuskegee to Washington’s vision for the school. The 1940s
program focused on faculty and pre-service teachers working in the surrounding community,
which was exactly how Washington and Rosenwald started thirty years prior. Max Bond was
building a laboratory of education and working to improve the community. This was high praise
for Bond and the work he led.649
Embree was even more positive in his review of West Georgia. Although the state had
not expanded its program to four years, the program remained a source of pride. “After six years
of work, much of it experimental and admittedly on a trial-and-error basis, this small college is
beginning to make real headway in teacher education.” The faculty worked with eight
communities to improve education. The improvements in the community schools included the
following elements:
painted buildings, more attractive grounds, landscaping, cooperative canneries,
potato-curing houses and corn mills, dental and medical care, sanitary toilets,
school gardens, hot lunches, better classroom practices, and more important
perhaps than anything else, parent participation and identification with the
school.650
As much of a success as the Rural School Program was, the program was at its end.
Embree detailed some of the highlights of the project. In 1939 Mississippi only allocated
$10,000 to support Jackson College, and just four years later, the state gave the college its total
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operating budget of $60,000. Georgia only allocated $21,000 to Fort Valley in 1939, but by
1943, Fort Valley received $63,000 plus money toward buildings from the state. The President of
Fort Valley, Horace Mann Bond, reflected on the progress made in a short time.
Believe me, when I review the dismal products back in 1939 when the Regents
only gave us $21,000.00 and that was dismally dark, up to the time when for next
year they will give us for current expenses alone the sum of $63,000.00, - we have
come a derned long way, don’t you think?651
Another success in Georgia was the creation of the Teacher Education Council, which
took over the preparation of supervisors from the colleges. The goal in Georgia had long been for
each of Georgia’s 159 counties to have one white and one black school supervisor to support
teachers. The Talmadge purges put the goal in jeopardy, but the committed educators pressed on
to find a way around specific collegiate programs.
With all of the good news, Embree informed the Trustees that it was time to wind down
funding state colleges. The original plan to fund colleges as a stimulus for public action was
successful. The role of foundations was, as Embree always thought it should be, to be a stimulus
and not a crutch. The work of the Rural School Council had been to support realistic preparation
for teachers. The Council conducted a great deal of research in the form of both demonstrations
and surveys. The program needs for rural education, as determined by the Council, included
cooperation between faculty and students to address the needs of rural communities, use rural
schools as curriculum laboratories and clinics, and to stimulate scholarship and knowledge of
rural life. Those goals were met. Another main goal was to create programs as models of
effective work so that when major support came, there would be innovative examples of how to
work effectively to improve rural education, life, and communities.
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There is evidence that, in the near future, large sums of federal money will start
flowing to the schools and communities of the rural South. Unless there are
demonstrations of excellent rural education for children and teachers, there is
danger that much of this money will simply subsidize the poor stuff we already
have. To provide such demonstrations has been our aim in the work we have done
on the college and county level in the four main centers of our interest. We
believe our efforts should be toward this end during the remaining two years.652
Although the Fund wrapped up its support of the state colleges, additional funding for

private black colleges was still forthcoming. The Trustees pledged endowments to support three
leading schools. Dillard’s endowment received $616,948, Howard’s endowment received
$288,979, and Atlanta University’s endowment received $512,758.653 While the Fund supported
the various state colleges, those college programs focused on teacher education and preparation.
In contrast, the private colleges would produce a professional class that would be able to lead the
United States toward a solution for its racial problems. The more revolutionary work would,
therefore be carried out by leadership from private colleges and universities. This proved to be
the case especially when considering just a few of the many leaders of the Civil Rights
movement in the 1950s and 1960s. Martin Luther King, Jr. attended Morehouse, part of Atlanta
University, John Lewis attended Fisk, and Thurgood Marshall attended Howard, just to name a
few. The Fund investment in the endowments of the private black colleges allowed those
programs to remain independent of state influence while continuing to focus on developing
academic and professional leadership.
A New World Order
It is interesting to read how Embree reflected on the potential of a coming world order.
He predicted that the United States would have to justify its society to emerging nations in Asia,
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Africa, and the USSR. Though the war was not yet over, Embree believed that the social order
would change. He worried about the role of the US as a world leader. “How can we expect these
powerful neighbors to trust us to take part in an equitable government of the world if we treat so
badly huge groups of our own citizens?”654 Not only would the nations of the world judge the
US; the war gave black soldiers a new sense of the conflict between the American creed and its
actions. “They are no longer satisfied with the epitaph suggested by one colored rookie: ‘Here
lies a black man killed fighting a yellow man for the glory of a white man.’”655 Returning
veterans would demand democracy at home. At the same time other soldiers fought to protect the
status quo and wanted nothing in the United States to change. The wartime race riots revealed
deep-seated issues that the US would have to face when the troops all came home. Issues related
to intolerable housing, unemployment, and congressional inaction regarding outlawing lynching
and the poll tax awaited returning veterans. To help the US confront its racial issues, the Fund
allocated $226,169 to support work to address race problems. Support went to the American
Counsel on Race Relations, the Southern Regional Council, the National Council for Negro
Women, Hold Your Job Committee, the National Urban League, and the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People “for its legal efforts to retain civil rights for Negroes.”656
Support also went to the Associated Negro Press and the National Committee on Housing.
Additionally the Fund also supported special studies and reports including “Race and Rumors of
Race,” by Howard Odum and “To Stem This Tide,” by Charles S. Johnson. Race relations in the
United States was a huge problem, and many politicians understood the power of racist
campaigning. For example, “Gene Talmadge featured his (losing) campaign for Governor of
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Georgia by bonfires of burning copies of Brown America.”657 Many other programs received
Fund support throughout the 1930s and 1940s including public health, hospitals and medical
education for black doctors, founding and endowing Roosevelt College in Chicago just to name a
few. These projects are outside of the scope of this study, but would provide greater insight on
the work of the Fund and on the efforts of philanthropies to end racial intolerance. Always and
with every program, the officers and board members worked to improve race relations wherever
possible. Even within rural education, they developed and supported classroom libraries, library
science education for school personnel, and extending these benefits to white schools. The
extension of the RSP to support white and black rural education was a result of the deep
understanding that both races in the South labored under intolerable poverty. Education, as was
hoped by the Fund officers, could help people help themselves out of such dire conditions.
A Final Tour
Despite the long-term commitment to improving race relations and drawing the ire of
powerful opponents like Gene Talmadge in Georgia, the Fund came under criticism for
supporting the segregation. Embree quoted Wale’s assessment of the Fund’s critics in a
memorandum to Johnson and Alexander as “unrealistic vocalists who consider themselves the
radical burr under the liberal saddle, the Fund’s program in rural education has been criticized
for its support of the segregated school system in the South.”658 In a memorandum to Embree,
Wale dismissed the criticisms stating that he did not want to rehash answers to the criticisms
because, “we consider them adequate in the hardboiled world of 1945.” Despite the critics, Wale
stated that the ultimate goal of the Fund was to either take advantage of or create fissures in Jim
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Crow. “If there is any crack in the segregated educational pattern of the South, or if we can
develop a crack, we would jump at the chance to drive a sharp wedge in and hammer it home.”659
Just three years after the Talmadge purges threatened all of the programs receiving Fund support
and Embree’s books being burned in Talmadge campaign stops, the criticisms must have been a
shock. Both the Fund and Embree played the role of public enemy number one in Talmadge’s
campaign, and following his loss in 1942, in his newspapers. Wale reviewed the progress of the
colleges in Georgia. According to Wale, the Fund spent plenty of money in Georgia to get the
desired results, and state funding was promised to support the colleges. In Wale’s review, he
indicated some dissatisfaction with the progress at the colleges. He did not want to recommend
that the Fund commit additional funding to the colleges in the face of his concerns. The problem
at Fort Valley, Wale told Embree, was that the faculty and students needed to be more heavily
involved in the work in Peach County. “When this has been done, we shall begin to realize on
the investment we have already made in that institution.”660
In February 1945, Wale took a tour of the South to review the progress of current Fund
programs. Given the investment in colleges, he spent the majority of his time in Georgia. Wale
provided a progress report on politics in Georgia, especially focusing on the pending
gubernatorial election. According to Wale, Governor Arnall was following federal guidance and
was somewhat aggressive with unpopular issues including rolling back the poll tax and other
race-related issues. Indicators were strong that Arnall would not run for reelection in 1946.
Talmadge, however, would run again and try to use Arnall’s abolition of the poll tax as campaign
fodder. Talmadge continued to pillory the Fund and even Cocking. He used his personal
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newspaper to attack the Rosenwald Fund.661 In addition to corresponding over the state of
politics in Georgia, Wale reported on the progress of each college supported by the Fund.
The outlook seemed more promising to Wale when he visited than it had in 1944. There
was a new supervisor in Peach County whom Wale described as very capable. The faculty at
Fort Valley seemed more concerned with the community, although not involved through action
as much as on paper. On the brighter side, the Board of Regents continued funding and
supporting the school.
Wale’s ongoing disappointment at West Georgia was that the Board of Regents did not
plan to support a fourth year at the college. The program seemed like it would remain a threeyear program, or worse, backslide into a junior college.662 Even though it remained a three-year
program, the work at West Georgia was overall considered a success. “There is not question in
our minds but that West Georgia College has made a remarkable contribution to teacher
education during the past five years . . . several publications and more to come bear this out.”663
Wale recommended that some support for the rural education program if for no other reason than
to hold onto the school’s third year. He also thought that the Regents should consider supporting
a fourth year in light of the coming demand for elementary teachers following the end of the war.
Wale related an interesting discussion he had while visiting Georgia. He was lamenting the
investment in such a remote, rural school devoid of influence. An esteemed (and unnamed)
Georgia educator told him that West Georgia was uniquely suited to experiment. Wale related
the colleague’s assessment of Fund investment in West Georgia.
In my judgment, you selected the only college in Georgia that could have done
the intensive, qualified job you were after. West Georgia was the only college
661
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that had a faculty secure enough to accept and assimilate important strong
additions. It was the only faculty with a history of county participation upon
which to build the college and county program we have seen develop there in the
past five years. It was the only faculty free enough in spirit and intellect to risk the
kind of experimentation you were looking for.664

Like his revelation about the work at West Georgia, Wale also reflected that the reason the
Council worked so exhaustively in Georgia was that it was the only state willing to work with
the Fund at the time. Georgia presented an opportunity that did not exist elsewhere in the South.
In April 1945 Embree recommended an additional allocation of $25,000 to West Georgia to
“insure the best use of its program during the postwar period.”665 Although the Fund provided
more funding, the only agency that could expand the program to a full four-year college was the
Board of Regents.
In Athens, Wale wanted to see an expansion into the community along the lines of the
work previously done at West Georgia. He was hopeful for the future work at UGA largely due
to the fact that the newly appointed Dean of Education was Kenneth Williams who formerly
worked at West Georgia. He also predicted that Athens would become the new center for
progressive leadership in Georgia. Another program that Wale thought might benefit from Fund
investment was the Georgia Teacher Education Council and its black counterpart, the Georgia
Committee on Cooperation in Teacher Education. These two groups worked with the same types
of programs seeking common ends. Both groups sought to develop a graduate year for county
supervisors, offer summer workshops for in-service teachers, and conduct a study on the
materials used in schools. The initial proposal was to train twenty supervisors a year for three
years to expand supervision to over 100 across the state.666 The Council for Teacher Education
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would be lead by the Dean of the College of Education at UGA. The Trustees voted to approve a
$50,000 appropriation to support the work and to try to expand the idea to other states. The hope
was that “bi-racial cooperation can be won, particularly with the Council.”667
Wale also felt that no additional funding was warranted at Tuskegee or Jackson College.
Embree’s assessment of the program at Tuskegee was that it had little, if any impact on
Alabama. As he told Alexander and Johnson, “It is . . . an important state, and up to the moment
I judge we have not made any effective impression on the state program as a whole.”668 Tides
had shifted, and Patterson was more interested in buildings than in developing programs.
Embree was also less than optimistic about Jackson and recommended that there be no
additional support. Rather poetically, Embree subtitled this section of his letter Old Man River.
As he related, “When I think of the state that bears this river’s name, I sometimes get those
lowdown, good-for-nothin’ blues.”669 One remedy was to consider moving Alcorn to the middle
of the state and consider starting again. The need for higher education was keen in Mississippi.
Oil was found in Mississippi, and Embree related that funding would no longer be necessary. “If
the political economists in the Capitol building are as shrewd as the boys in Venezuela, they will
divert considerable of this new income into programs for public benefit. In such an event,
Mississippi isn’t going to need money as much as brains.”670 Somewhat ironically, in a margin
note, Embree jotted the question, “Yes, but can we furnish the brains? If so, I’d be willing to put
in some money as a sweetener.” As modern history bears out, there was not substantial
reinvestment of oil revenue to the education system in Mississippi. Perhaps Embree’s statement
was profoundly visionary. Through Fund support, Jackson College boasted a new administration
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building, a good community partnership with New Hope demonstration school, and an increasing
student enrollment. The expected growth for 1945 - 1946 was 100 students. The Trustees did not
appropriate additional funds since the state ensured annual expenditures.671
In late April 1945, Wale briefed Embree on the activities of the Georgia Teacher
Education Council and the School of Education at UGA. The proposal was to establish two
supervisor-training programs: one at UGA for whites and the other at Atlanta University for
blacks. The Fund provided $6,000 to each school for two previous years. The plan of the
universities was to have the program taken over by the Georgia Department of Education. The
basic outline of the supervisor-training program is below:
Summer – In Training
Fall – Work under supervision and receive salary ($150 a month)
Winter – In Training
Spring – Work under supervision and receive salary ($150 a month)
Summer – In Training
At the end of the program, supervisors would receive a certificate and potentially an M.A. from
the universities. Wales advised Embree that although the salary seemed generous, it was required
to cover the cost of a car and travel. He requested a grant of $200 per candidate for a total of
$9,000. The funding would be temporary to allow the organizers to secure other funding sources.
The two teacher councils also planned offer summer workshops at ten to fifteen locations around
the state for in-service teachers. Wale also requested funding to bring in experts from outside of
Georgia to consult on the program.672 Much of the proposed work of the Teacher Education
Council mirrored earlier plans to prepare supervisors. As good as the proposed program was,
however, one ongoing problem was that UGA seemed to constantly disappoint Embree. In May
1945, Wale addressed a memorandum around the issue of getting UGA back on track. Wale was
671
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convinced that Kenneth Williams was a good man who just needed time and additional support
to get the program back on track.673 Time, however, ran out on UGA and Dean Williams. At the
July 1946 meeting, the Executive Committee in July 1946 voted to move the remaining balance
of funds dedicated to Georgia Teacher Education Council and the University of Georgia to
Carroll County Schools to work with West Georgia College on developing supervisor training.674
This investment in Carroll County and West Georgia is interesting due to the failure of the Board
of Regents to turn West Georgia into a four-year college. This failure caused Embree and Wale
to call for cutting further funding to the program at West Georgia. It is not clear what the
problems were because the record indicates that the report was made orally, and there is no
transcript of the report in the records.
An oral report will be made on the current situation in Georgia as it affects West
Georgia College, the one white institution with which we are working. Politically
it looks rather dismal. At the moment the University System is without a
chancellor, and the morale of the college presidents is low. In such a setting we
have had to postpone our attempts to have a fourth year of elementary teacher
education added to the junior college program at West Georgia College. Unless
this is done within the next twelve months, the coming year will be our final one
at this institution.675
At the end of the college program, the entire project seemed to disappoint Embree and
Wale. As a result, they both seemed reflective on the investments that had been made over the
past decades.
In an undated report on Rural Education, Embree reflected on long-range results of the
Rural School Program. The RSP began in 1934 with a vision of improving rural education and
subsequently rural life. Eventually the money went from supporting demonstration schools and
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surveys to investing in sound teacher education practices at four southern colleges and
developing a supervisory program. Between 1934 and 1946 the Fund contributed $1.4 million to
the work of the RSP. Even as late as 1946, Embree expressed interest in adding to the program.
“This year we have begun a third interest in the southern scene; namely, educational
opportunities at the adult level administered without racial or religious discrimination.”676
In his final two-year summary on Fund activities, Embree detailed the work of the Fund
since 1917. The Fund expended $20,120,382 on initiatives.677 The colleges were carrying on the
work of educating teachers, largely due to the quality of their faculties. Jackson College evolved
from being a small, Baptist junior college to a four-year, state-supported college for black
students in Mississippi. It was the state’s only public college for black students. For six years of
working at Fort Valley and Tuskegee, inroads in improving teacher preparation and education for
black schools made some headway “with the Bond brothers vying with each other in friendly
rivalry to bring about the most effective program in teacher education.”678 However, West
Georgia, the college that always seemed so promising, was languishing as a three institution in
the face of political disarray in Georgia. The Council also invested heavily in improvement of
personnel by offering study grants for the college faculties to pursue higher education. This
investment seemed to pay off, at least in this regard. It must have been like cold ashes for
Embree, who had turned away from the churches in the thirties to support work in schools, when
he reflected on the intransigence of segregation at the elementary and post-secondary levels. He
recommended changing the focus of the work from schools to other, perhaps greener pastures.
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With disappointment and concern, therefore, we were forced to turn away from
state-controlled education when we looked for educational programs within which
southern people might participate on a non-segregated basis. After several
months of conference and study, we have now concluded that this kind of
educational opportunity has the greatest potential within the planning of organized
religion and organized labor.679

In an effort to support the end of segregation, the final actions of the Fund would be to work
toward that end. In the earlier days the Fund and the Council worked through the segregated
system because they believed that only through public institutions could they reach the mass of
people living in segregation. The mission of the Fund expended a great deal of work and funding
toward the goal of “equalizing opportunities among the American people, specifically to
improving education and other public services for Negroes.”680 Fund officers and Council
members worked to bridge the gap between the races. To that end, they created publications for
rural education to prepare active readers who would be better equipped to tackle social problems.
From 1934 to1946 the Fund invested in colleges by spending $1,640,364 on preparing rural
teachers in an attempt to improve rural education. Faculty members at the colleges also received
advanced education at progressive universities through Fund support. Through its fellowship
program leaders and artists were also able to study or work to improve their professional
standing. Some examples of Fellowship recipients include James Weldon Johnson, Marian
Anderson, Langston Hughes, Ralph Bunche, Ralph McGill, C. Vann Woodward, W.E.B.
DuBois, and Ralph Ellison. These fellowship recipients would prove to be instrumental in
shaping the social and cultural landscape of the future. Only time could judge the work of the
Fund because “Investments in human development can be measured only by the yardstick of
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time.”681 Embree left the ultimate judgment of the value of the Fund’s investments up to a future
generation. He could not see the future, but hoped that all of the work and money would not have
been in vain.
Embree’s melancholy might have been because of the end of the Fund’s activities and a
sense of failure at the time. However, some good work was carried out during the program. In
the Two-Year Review he announced “Carrying out the instructions of its founder, Julius
Rosenwald, the Fund has expended its principal as well as its current income and has remaining
assets of approximately two and one-half million dollars.”682 The remaining money was given as
endowment support to four universities that Embree believed could bring about the hoped for
social and legal changes needed to end segregation: Atlanta University, Dillard University,
Howard University, and Fisk University.683 These university centers, according to Embree,
would provide the leadership necessary for at least two decades until state-supported colleges for
black students were better established.684
The need to support improved race relations was an underlying cause of the work of the
Fund throughout its life span.
From the beginning almost all of the Fund’s work had a bearing on race relations.
The building of rural schoolhouses, the education of teachers, the improvement of
Negro colleges and universities, the development of health services, the award of
fellowships – these programs looked toward the growth of that group of the
population that had been most neglected. But it became increasingly evident that
raising the status of Negroes was not enough, for the pattern of segregation,
entrenched in the South by law and becoming rigid in the North by custom,
prevented their joining fully American life. So the Fund turned its attention
squarely to the problem of segregation.685
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Race Relations
In the final years of the Fund, these efforts were carried out in the open due to all of the

social and economic changes following WWII. Embree discussed three distinct phases of race
relations from 1913-1948, with Fund investment changing to meet the changing needs. At the
outset of the Fund’s operations and through much of its operation, the vast majority of blacks
lived in the rural South, however by 1948 at least one third percent migrated to northern
industrial centers.686 There were new challenges including fair employment and housing, but
since black citizens could vote in the North, there was some recourse for unfair treatment.
Embree also believed that union membership of over one million black workers would provide
interracial cooperation. Funding support followed the changed focus, and so support went to
institutions working to better race relations including the Commission on Interracial
Cooperation, Southern Regional Council, Southern Conference for Human Welfare, American
Council on Race Relations, and the Bureau of Intercultural Education, and the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People Legal Defense Fund.687
Somewhat sadly, Embree admitted that all of the Fund’s projects were not successful. At
the end of his presidency, as he reviewed the work of thirty years and projected race relations
into the future, he saw a great deal of work still to be accomplished. He believed that the Fund
did some good in working to realized the democratic ideals of the United States, but that no one
needed to be self-congratulatory because, “There is a long struggle ahead toward the goal of a
society in which all of the diverse peoples who make up this nation will share equally in
common democracy.”688
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The work of the Fund focused on the needs of its generation, as its founder, Julius

Rosenwald believed all foundations should. The board of Trustees and officers worked diligently
to leverage influence to provide public education and healthcare to southern blacks who did not
receive many services. To better these public programs, the Fund improved higher education in
multiple ways and provided scholarships for leaders, both black and white, to pursue projects
that could improve race relations. The work the Fund supported educated and empowered
common people to be better prepared to face the challenges of the next generation. Although
neither Rosenwald nor Embree lived to see some of the outcomes of the generation they worked
to improve, their work directly influenced the changing racial landscapes in the United States.
With the fortune Rosenwald made, both he and Embree invested in people with the faith that
people could usher in great societal change.
Implications
Over the course of the RSP, the program changed based on information received from the
field. The annual meetings of the Council served as an opportunity to reflect on the progress
made in each area and adjust the plan. The meetings also served as a way to share information
from the different study sites so that each team was aware of the work of the other Explorers and
eventually, colleges. Through the records of not only the Council but also the Trustees and
Executive Committee, the narrative of the rural school project unfolds exposing many hills and
valleys over the life of the RSP. What initially started as an attempt to reform classroom
instructional practices and community support for schools morphed into higher education
programs that remain influential. The college programs were the source of other implications,
emphasizing the effects that the RSP had on larger scale politics. The most notorious example, of
course, is the Talmadge purges of 1941. That incident alone changed the course of Georgia
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politics, opening up the governor’s seat for a more progressive governor who worked with the
Federal government to introduce important programs and investment into the state. Scholars
including Novotny include the Cocking Affair and the Talmadge Purges as chapters in books
about the larger scope of Georgia politics and development. The incident and its repercussions
bear further research either to expand on the implications in Georgia or to tie it to other incidents
of profession persecution.
As I reflect on the influence of the Council on the lives and careers of the men and
women involved, I think about regular teachers plucked from their daily jobs, supported by
grants to attend nationally renowned graduate programs, and serving as faculty at teacher
colleges. The far-reaching influence of those people is unimaginable. It is quite possible that
professors like Catherine Duncan taught teachers who are just ending their teaching careers. The
same could hold true for all of the professors influenced by the RSP. A study of Duncan’s life
and career could merit further research while shedding light on how desegregation efforts
influenced or changed teacher education in Georgia.
The Council explored many reforms recommended in the early twentieth century by
Mabel Carney and other faculty at Teachers College. Some of those practices remain current
goals for school improvement. While most schools in the United States now have plumbing,
running water, electricity, state supported instructional materials, and standardized teacher
certification; many of the other practice remain a challenge. Some challenges include creating a
text rich environment to promote reading. There are constant calls for a relevant curriculum with
authentic tasks that help students bridge the school-life divide. The challenge of rote education,
of course, is still a challenge. While the days of recitation might be over, rote learning looms
large in the schoolhouse with skill and drill lessons focused on test preparation, emphasizing
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math and reading while marginalizing science, social studies, the arts, and physical education. As
it did in the 1930s, rote learning leaves many students behind. We still discuss achievement gaps.
Those gaps, unfortunately, remain pretty much the same as they were during the days of the
RSP. Educators struggle with the challenge of teaching students of color, and especially male
students. Poverty continues to be an underlying cause of performance gaps. Instead of throwing
out the rote instructional strategies, teachers double down – working on the endless task of
drilling students for testing only to continue to see both a lack of growth and achievement.
However, what has changed is the environment. Instead of the challenges of rural schools, the
biggest issue lies in urban schooling.
Couple the focus on standardized testing with the recent great recession, and the
conditions are ripe for philanthropists to once again offer funding tied to reform efforts. The
reform efforts may or may not work, and of course, they do not really have to; the foundations
report to no one other than their own executive boards. Just as Embree said in the early 1930s,
their role is to experiment and provide models that might work and be replicable. On an
interesting, and related, tangent, Henry County Schools (home of Red Oak) currently has a Gates
Foundation Grant to implement technology-based personalized learning. Hampton High School
has a complete personalized learning focus, and other schools are beginning to implement similar
programs. As it did in the 1930s, the community continues to support innovation funded by
external resources.
Of course, this narrative history leaves many gaps and areas for further research or study.
For example, I did not discuss any of the explorations other than the three in Georgia. It would
be interesting to review how the others were structured to see why they ended after one year
while Red Oak remained in operation for five years, even with multiple personnel changes. I did
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not touch on the public health portion of the RSP, yet that was a major component. It was evident
in some of the discussion on Red Oak and Fair Play in discussing hygiene, or Catherine
Duncan’s description of the community diet. However, the Fund built massive public health
programs that were extremely important, and remain largely undiscovered. It invested in
Meharry Medical College and built a number of hospitals throughout the South.
Another component of the RSP that remains on the periphery of this project is the school
and community library program. Again, I referred to it as it fell into the narrative of each of the
programs, but it remains an important contribution of the Council that is neglected in the
literature. There has been some recent scholarship on the value of the Fellowship program, but it
is another area that extends the work of the Fund. Again, the long-term influence from the
scholars, artists, and educators who received a Rosenwald fellowship is fascinating, and beyond
the scope of this study. Finally, the in-depth histories of the work of the colleges and universities
would provide invaluable insight into the field of teacher education. Reading the plans and
programs is amazing. The work that colleges undertook in the 1930s and 1940s could provide
valuable insight into how to prepare teachers for the real work they will do in-service.
Throughout the process of research, study, and writing, what continues to resonate with
me is that Embree and the other Council members felt a fire to establish models that were
replicable and workable, and to get the model programs in place in front of the coming influx of
funding into education. They did not anticipate the changes that would come to the fullest, but
they realized that they were on an event horizon – a time of great change. They worked very hard
to construct models for reform, but almost against the march of history. Their efforts still
resonate, although much of the environment has changed. Good teaching, and teaching for
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authentic learning, requires teachers to know their subject matter, understand how to draw
connections, and build authentic learning from student experience.
In addition to the aforementioned implications for further study, another that would be
intriguing is the comparative study of education internationally. I only mentioned the Java trip
and exchange with Schrieke, however, there were other trips undertaken by Counselors. Of
course, with the influence of Sanchez, the Council studied rural education in Mexico. They also
visited Canada and Hawaii. Although Hawaii was an American territory at the time, the
relationship between native Hawaiians and mainland settlers offered points of comparison for
rural education. The interest in comparative international education is not new. The current
darling of education is Finland. The evidence available on international education could provide
some interesting studies.
Another implication for further study might be tracing the influence of John Dewey on
some of the curricular reforms of the Council. Although Embree initially stated that the
Explorers were not beholden to an educational philosophy, some Deweyan influence must have
occurred. Both Cannon and Duncan attended graduate studies at both the University of Chicago
and Columbia. In their correspondence, Margaret Simon and Cannon compare their experiences
at the two schools. Duncan studied extensively at the University of Chicago, eventually receiving
a fellowship to finish her doctoral studies there.689 In addition to the connection to the two
universities most closely associated with Dewey was the John Coss connection. Coss was a
colleague of Dewey’s, working in the same department. Many of his recommendations might
connect Dewey’s philosophy to the RSP. That being said, however, no documents I found
directly referenced or credited Dewey’s influence on the RSP.

689

Fred Wale to Horace Mann Bond, June 3, 1942, box 326, folder 6, Fisk University, John Hope and
Aurelia E. Franklin Library, Special Collections, Julius Rosenwald Fund.
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Final Thoughts
What is the point of researching and writing educational history? The most current

criticism of education has shifted again to teacher quality. The US Department of Education has
turned its eye to colleges of education with a promise to reform teacher education. Since the
focus of education on math and reading has not produced desired results in student growth and
achievement, then the issue must be due to low teacher quality. As the Council sought the best
students to prepare for the teaching profession, the latest initiatives seem to question teacher
quality. One of the major attacks on current teacher education criticizes classes that emphasize
the philosophy and history of education to the detriment of field preparation for pre-service
teachers. As Emma Brown recently reported in an article in the Washington Post, “Teacherpreparation programs are often criticized, including by educators themselves, for being mediocre
and for focusing too heavily on the theory and history of education at the expense of equipping
teachers with the hands-on skills they need to work with students.”690 Although the Council
sought to increase field work opportunities in teacher preparation, the Counselors valued the role
of academic preparation as well. It seems like a comprehensive study of the history of teacher
preparation might serve the current leaders well. There were multiple examples, at least two
noted in this study that sought to balance academic and practical learning opportunities. It is
precisely through studying philosophy and history that teacher education can improve. By
identifying models of practices that worked in the past, current educators can try similar
experiments by replicating what worked and altering what did not. Through learning from the
trials of our predecessors, we can improve on their work while not repeating their errors.

690

Emma Brown, “Arne Duncan Gives Himself a ‘Low Grade’ on Overhauling Teacher Education,” The
Washington Post, March 23, 2015. Accessed April 8, 2015,
http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/local/wp/2015/03/23/arne-duncan-gives-himself-a-low-grade-onoverhauling-teacher-prep/.
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APPENDIX A:
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Edith R. Stern
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Harold H. Swift
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Embree and Waxman, Investment in People, 235-237.

1930-1948
1931-1940
1928-1933
1938-1939
1933-1939
1917-1926
1928-1948
1939-1948
1941-1948
1939-1948
1943-1945
1943-1948
1934-1940
1934-1948
1933-1938
1928-1938
1928-1948
1937-1943
1933-1948
1940-1948
1917-1928
1917-1932
1917-1948
1932-1938
1928-1933
1930-1934
1943-1948
1928-1937
1928-1948
1932-1935
1928-1948
1928-1931
1938-1941
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Officers
Garth Akridge
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President
Director of Studies
Associate for Medical Studies
Secretary and Comptroller
Acting Director for Fellowships
Secretary
Director of Fellowships
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Comptroller
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Consultant in Negro Health
Director of Fellowships
Acting Director for Fellowships
Director for Fellowships
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President
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Secretary
Secretary
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Secretary
Director of the Southern Office
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Director for Rural Education
Consultant in Negro Health
Editorial and Research Associate

1934-1936
1940-1948
1942-1948
1928-1934
1934-1936
1936-1942
1929-1933
1931-1932
1929-1936
1937-1940
1929-1933
1933-1948
1941-1948
1928-1948
1928-1935
1929-1932
1928-1929
1943-1946
1940-1941
1941-1947
1943-1947
1929-1933
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1946-1948
1930-1932
1934-1938
1936-1938
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1938-1941
1931-1936
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APPENDIX B: BOOKS IN THE RED OAK LIBRARY692
Possibilities in Lamp Shades
4-H Club Picnics
Color and Design in the Home
Accessories in the Home
Growing Up With Pictures
Crayola Homecraft Projects
Curriculum Building in a Rural Situation
Telephone Almanac
The Story of Cotton Thread
The Magic of Communication
The History of Salt
Chair Caning
Home Furnishing Primer
Home Economics Bulletin No. 46 (Iowa
State College)
Comfortable Beds
Nature’s Tonic – The Leafy Vegetables
Salads and Their Preparation
Portfolios and Lamp Shades
Pictures for the Home
Reed Basketry
Home Dying
Swift and Company Year Book, 1934
Decorative Textiles
The Story of Sugar
The Home-Made Fireless Cooker
Three Meals a Day at Low Cost
Vegetables and Fruits
Care of Clothes
Clothes for Little Folks
Secrets of Meal Planning
Foods for Mothers and Infants
Milk
School Clothes
The Complete 4-H Outfit
Making the Paper Dress Form
Home Millinery
Successful Tailoring
The Use of the Foundation Pattern
Decorative Stitches
The Alteration of Patterns
Color Applied to Dress Design
The Foundation Pattern

692

Our Club Girl’s Birthday Party
4-H Club Refreshments
Sewing Equipment
Brim and Crown Covering and Finishes
Undergarments
Making the Foundation Patter
Refinishing Furniture
Hosiery
Pillow Covers
Baby Clothes
Block Printing
Home-Made Rugs
The Romance of Leather
How Paper is Made
The Theory and Program of Health Education
How Steel and Wire Products are Made
The Telephone’s Message
A Visit to Armco with the Iron Master
The Story of Chocolate and Cocoa
The Birth and Babyhood of the Telephone
Things Worth Knowing About the Telephone
The Tale of the Tooth Brush
Soap in Everyday Life
The Making and Use of Plate Glass
Live Stock in the Packing House
Touch Wood!
Industrial Virginia
The Normandy of the New World
Looking at Scotland
Germany (Munich)
Japan
Italy
Zeeland
Germany (Tercentenary of the Oberammergau
Passion Play)
France
Norway from Your Train Window
Junior Journals
Junior Red Cross News
Pennvernon Window Glass	
  

Inventory, Red Oak School, Stockbridge, Georgia, May 14, 1935, box 334, folder 4, Fisk University
Franklin Library Special Collections – Archives, Rosenwald Fund.
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APPENDIX C: READING SCORES, RED OAK693
J.L. Whiting, Examiner
Assistants: Bessie J. Haywood, Graduate, Bulami J. Mukasa, Student
New Stanford Achievement Test – Primary Examination
Red Oak School, McDonough County, Georgia
Pupil

Age

Educ, Age

Grade Equiv

Greeny Slaughter
Mildred Slaughter

12
11

8-4
8-2

2.9
2.8

B.C. Michael
Clifford Norwood

15
10

7-10
7-2

2.7
2.5

Addis M. Johnson

9

6-6

2.0

Samuel McCoy

13

6-4

2.0

Ellie L. Minter

(?) 16

Below 6-1

Below 2.0

Mary Murphy

9

Below 6-1

Below 2.0

William Banks

13

Below 6.0

Below 2

Doris Hunt

10

7-6

2.6

Rosa M. Atwater

11

7-4

2.5

Rufus Banks

10

7-4

2.5

Annie Thornton

12

7-1

2.5

Saphronia Johnson

7

6-4

2.0

Leah McCoy

12

Below 6-0

Below 2.0

Dazerine Bryant

9

Below 6-0

2.0

Luvenia Clark

9

Below 6-0

Below 2.0

C. Banks (?)

12

Below 6.1

Below 2.0

3rd Grade

Second Grade
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Manuscript of the Journal of the Rural School Experimentation by the Julius Rosenwald Fund and the
Race Relations Division of the American Missionary Association, 1934-1935, volume 4, box 335, folder 3, Fisk
University, Fisk University Franklin Library Special Collections – Archives, Rosenwald Fund, 19.

